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PREFACE

This Final Report ofthe Study HaiRts- Research Project is
intended for use primarily within the Univerpity of Khartoum.
The recommendations resulting frc,m the research are made
entirely within the context of theUniverSity structure.
Readers outside of the University of Khartoum, indeed
outside the Sudan, will no doubt find much of interest
in these chapters insofar as they treat conditions found
elsewhere. However, in the main,. this report is addressed
to those conversant with and concerned in the situation of
teaching and learning at the University of Khartoum.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION: AN. OVERVIEW OF THE UNIVERSIUY
AND THE BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY

HISTORY OF THE STUDY HABITS RESEARCH PROJECT

During the 1971 -72 academic year,,,at the University of Khartoum,

Ustaz Mahmoud A. Ibrahim, then teaching in the Department of
Education, became concerned at obvious deficiencies in the English
reading abilities of his students; He was familiar with the idea

.

of reading improvement laboratories, which he had visited at other
universities, and began to consider the possOilities for the '

establishment of a'similar centre, at the University of Khartoum."
He approached the then Dean of Students, Dr Abdallah A. Abdallah,
who took the first practical step of writing in 1973 to the'Ford.
Foundation. Middle East Office in Beirut outlining the problem and
inviting-their interest in establishing a reading centre. The
Ford Foundation did take an interest in reading improvement and
assigned Dr J.W..Salacuse, then of the Beirut office,-to begin
discussions in Khartoum. In August, 1974, a meeting was held at
the University of Khartoum, attended .by Ustaz Mahmoud,'Dr Salacuso,
Mr John Swales, Director of the English,/anguage-SerVicing.Unit of
the University, and Dr Bjdrn Jernudd, Ford Foundation Project
Specialist in Linguistics. After-a full discussion of the
situation at the University of Khartoum, it.was agreed.that the
problem involved til whole issue of study habits, not just those'
of residing alone. Thus the conclusion was that the establishment
of a reading improveMent centre would be premature until an investi-
gation was made into the ways students study at the University of
Khartoum and the problems they encounter. As a result, a propoaal
was made by Ustaz Malurlud, by then Dean of Students, and Mr Swales
that a research specialist be employed-from -outside the University
to conduCt an investigation into the study problems of students.
In their:proposal Mahmoud and Swales noted that the University
appeared to be going through a period of creative evolution' and
expressed the hope that new thinking about degree structure would
be matched:by 'new thinking about how students can develop more
affective ways of study'. They also-noted that there appeared to
be 'a feeling amongst many members of the university that. student
.performance in the. first two years is particularly unsatisfactoryi,
and suggested the possibility that such factoro as 'the lecture-
system, weakness in English and proven capacity for rote-learning
all.combine to produce a type of student that the university is
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fundamentally unhappy with, but is increasingly willing to settle
for'. They called .for a piece of 'action research carried out
1/7 an oven atmosphere of Cooperation and goodwill', and suggested
th- the researcher might work to a brief such as - -

to describe actual student study behaviour as at
present, assess its causes, and evaluate its
strengths and.weaknesses; to make a series of,
recommendations with an estimate of what each might
involve in terms of curriculum development, dis-
location, staff re-Orientation, expenditure, etc.;
to work with a',,number of interested staff members
on pilot projects; to make available to the staff
infortation about techniques of learning and
teaching found to be successful (and unsuccessful)
in comparable educational institutions.

0

(A copy of the proposal document is included in the Appendix.)
Final approval for the projeat was received from the Vice-Chancellor
in February, 1975. The Fqrd Foundation, representatives of which
had been involved in the discussions all along, was approached for.
a -grant to cover the costs of the research,

including' hiring an
outside specialist. The.grant was approved and the pcibt of
University Research Fellow advertised. In December, 1975, the
Research Fellow, was appointed and the Project was initiated.

This Report contains two sorts of data - statistical data gained
through testing and interviewing, rigourously analysed and what
might be called 'anecdotal' data gained through day-tO-day contact
with the University as a teaching member of the staff in two'faculties(Arts and-Science). The reader of the Report who js familiar with
the University of Khartoum may find some of the data in this intro-.
duction commonplace and redundant (one hopes he does not find it
too-much in error!) but he may also agree that it is not irrelevant7,
for any proposals for the -improvement 'of academic life among the
students must take into account a wide variety of factors. Academic
life, as a component of a national culture, is related to other
components in a complex pattern, Cle Workings of which are little
understood. We can .but try to take as many of the other features
of Culture as possible into account as we attempt to manipulate
one of them. 'Such manipulation must, be, in'our Present state of
knowledge, unaffected.in-large_part by 'acientifid method', but
attempted byuse of what we cal/ 'common sense' or 'experience'.
This is not tosay that, in aroas 'where We arecapable of precise
measurement and formulation, we should not take advantage of them,
but only that we cannot hope to measure,in this way all the
releyant factors and their place in the network of culture:
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.OVERVIEW OF THE UNIVERSITY OF KHARTOUM

The University of. Khartoum the main.campus-of which is located on
the banks of the Blue Nile began as Gorden College in 1898, a primary
and secondary school and training college. By 1930 Gorden College
was wholly a secondary school and by.1940.was offering courses at
tertiary level through Schools of Agriculture, Arts, Law, Science
and Engineering, and Veterinary Science. In 1947 the College was
restructured as the University College of Khartoum, in 'special
relationship' with ttie University of London. When Suditin became
independent in,1956, the new Parliament passed the University of
Khartoum Bill. The University now comprises 10 Faculties, a
Graduate College, an Institute of African and Asian Studies, and
a School-of Extra-mural Studies.

At present (1977) there are approximately 650 members of the teaching
staff and 6500 students, about 15%;of whom are females.

Staff

The vast Majority et the staff at the University of Khartoum are
academically exceptionally well-qualified:. most did their under-'
graduate work at :aartoum and hold Doctorates from Universities in
Britain, the United S'iates, Franceand the USSR, among others.:
Expatriate members of staff, who represent about 20% of the total,
come primarily from-Britain and the United States'(except in depart-
ments such as French or Russian) though many nationalities are
represented from the Arab World, Africa, Asia, ane. Europe.

Studentsi

The students'come from all over the Sudan, though the majority are
from the. Arabic-speaking. northern part of the country, bout 11F/V--------
coming from the non-Arabic Southern. Region. There is a small.
number of foreign students mainly from the Middle East, and North
and East Africa.

:Administration

The University is Administered through a University Council, a'Senate,
various Faculty Boards and Departmental Boards and various other
committees. The offices of the University. .include the Chancellor
(The Preaident of the Repuhlib), a Vice-Chancellor, Deputy Vice-
Chancellor, various Deans of Faculties, .and a Principal. There
are also various administrative sections such as the,Academic
Section, Personnel Section, Student Affairs. Section, Admissions,
and Faculty Registrare,



Degree' Structure

The University offers undergraduate degrees in all faculties and
poci. aduate degrees in most.- Beginning with the 1977- 78-academic
ye $*t was planned to implement a new structure, patterned-on the
AMe tican 'coarse unit' System though the changeover from the
primarily British system will take some time. Prior to 1977,
andduring the period covered by the present research the University
operated on a British pattern. In general, though, the basic
structure of studies is a fouryear programme, with the first year
called a Preliminaryyear, intended to provide transition from
school to university; the second year, Intermediateyear (in some
Faculties, First Yet,r); Third year (or, in some Faculties, Se and
Year); Fourth year kor Third Year). Particularly promising students
are given the opportunitY of doing a further year's work to obtain
an honours degree. The reason for the difference in year designatIons
(Intermediateyear, Firstyear, etc) is that students intending to
study fora degree in a sciencerelated subject '(e.g., Medicine,
Veterinary Science, Engineering, etc.) all enter the Faculty of
Science for the preliminary year though 'earmarked' for their
'professional'. faculty, then transfer to one of thel)rofessional'
faculties in the following year, where they are designated First
year students. ..%

The CourseUnit System

The courseunit system was proposed by the Committee on Academic
Reform (COAR) in a report of October 1972. The committee sought
'the elimination of some definite defects in the existing system
of instruction and examination'. Among the defects singled out
were a' lack of coordination at interfaculty and interdepartmental
levels, leading to duplication and inefficiency; the dfficulty of
introducing new courses and modern methods which leads 7o stagnation;
students' limited initial choice of courses and consequent per/anent
cemmitment to the choice without modification, leading to a lack of
enthusiasm among students (COAR:12). Features of the courseunit
system, whichmemberp of the committee believed did 'hot suffer from
these major defects', are a two semester svatem, with final examine:
tion at the ehd of each semester; no supplementary examination - a
student who failed a course would have to resit the examination in
a subsequent semester; department advisor of studies to help students
in selecting their programmes of study; degrees might:be single
subject degrees within one department, 'joint' degrees Within a
faculty, and interdisciplinary degrees within two different faculties.
A major consideration was the flexibility:offered by the.. new system,
both as regards the student who would be,freer to follow his own
interests and aspirations, and to change hid major if he desired
and as regards the degree. structure mnew courses to meet the changing
'needs of,socisty.in the Sudan could be more easily created.

11



The University Senate, in March, 1976, accepted, in principle, theproposals for a course -unit system and referred the.COAR report tothe various faculty boards. of the. University for recomMendationifor implementing the proposals. The response, naturally, has beenvaried - the difficulties of
implementing the new system are greaterin some faculties than in others. The deliberations of, the various. faculty 3ubcoMmittees have produced some challenging proposals. Forexample; the Law course-unit
committee advocated basing course options'and specializations on broad categories of employment opportunitiesfor Law graduates, rather than on existing disciplinei in departmentsin the Faculty of Law; the author of the report on the new systemfor the Faculty of Agriculture.(Ali

E. Kambal 1976) called for-areappraisal of the goals of undergraduate education in agricUlture(last done in 1965) in the light of anticipated
alricultural develop-ment in the Sudan; the Faculty of Arts proposals include a radical.break with the past in the introduction of a 'general educational.

preliminary year: by general education is meant the sum total of
courses which constitute the basAs for a university education aswell as inculcate Certain values relating ... to the needs ofthe
society as a whole'. Students would be allowed to choose two-coursesin their first year from'such

option!. as 'Introductioh to Economics','African Forum', and 'Philosophical Problems'; in the Faculty ofScience, Scientific English ina been made o'compulsory two-yearcourse, 'justified by its importance as a medium of instructionespecially when it is generally agreed ,that the standard of Onglishin schools has deterriorated rapidly in recent years; the Faculty ofEconomic and Social Studies has taken a, cautious approach to the
course-unit system-by. 'not Suggesting any radical change in thecourses required: all we have done is to'temper the specializationand make sure the social science student has a little more familiaritywith other social sciences than is presently allowed'.

The introduction of the new Oourse-unit sistem, though proceeding atdifferent rates through the University, anu fraught though it iu withadministraLive 'and technical difficulties, will offer a rare chance
for modernizing, and mating more relevant the university-programme.
Indeed, this opportunity is being taken and it will be imperative to.study the effect of the new system on some of the features'of academiclife with which this report is concerned. There are two .points herewhichare worth mentioning, however: one involving the way,in whichthe new system is being implemented, the other concerning a possible..carry-over from the old system-. First, there is a danger that the.students will be entirely left out in the, planning and carrying-outof the course-unit system. This is, not just a question of 'ethics'or of 'social justice' but a source of valuable opinion and experienceis being passed over. Further, the lack of -ommunication with thestudents on matters of policy and planning can lead to confrontation -as indeed it did when the new regulations for 'semester examinations'were attempted to be carried outin early 1977, resulting in a massive
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student.boycott.J The lack of eh Official students' union hampers
efforts in this area, 'Certainly. However, some.thought should be

devoted to inviting tudent participation in theexciting new
venture.

The second potential source of difficulty is one involving the
examination system under the new proposals. Under the old system,
the year-end final examinations were a six-week long nightmare of
intensive study and three' -hour papers,: Several- weeks before the
examinations.periodu students began? missing lectures, staying up
all night,- copying notes, and above all, memorizing whole passages
of texts and notebooks. With the introduction of the new system
Of semester Final Examinations, one would expect ,ach paper to'be
somewhat 'devalued' to the extent the; it covered only 1-15 weeks'
work. Further, it is underitp',1 in the course -unit proposals that
those ' semester finals' shou7.d4hount only 50% - 80% of the total
mark andthat 'continuous Kasessment,' consisting of weekly 'quizzek'i

,.,assignments, papers, mid-semester examinations, etc., should .

bute to the remaining portion of the final mark. The danger is,
however (and in.ithe proposald to be implemented inthe Faculty of
Arts, it is, in fact, the case), that'the old emphasis on _examinations
will remain and instead of the single year-end nightmare, there will
be an additional one at the end of the first semester. Tiie.solution

is not just one of basing,a park 75% on the examination and.25% on,
course-work, for example, but reducing the time actually.spent 0

xriting examinations. If the semester finals are all to be three-
hour papers. there will be little reduction in the impoitance
attached to them by students. The advantage of the new. system is'
tthat,instead of getting only a single mark fpr perhaps several
papers, thestudent will receive marks for'each paper he write&
and should hrkfail a paper, will have toresit only that paper.
He and the university get-from thid system a much more complete-
andrseneitive examination of his competence. ..Thus, astudent
Parrying six courses in a semester should,not tie esker, write

six three-hour papers. Papers of one and half hournWOuld,be more
likelyi to achieve-the desired'result of idevaluing'-eZaiidatibns in
the mind of the student., freeing him to do better work in class duilni .

the semester and relieving the necessity for a Semester-eA scramble,
.-for books and notes, andhoUrs of,memorization. and tension.

Language
, - -

A The. offiLal*MediuM of instruction inthe University ,is Englieh.
.

There ire exceptions to this,- notably in the Arabip_Zepartment,
Shari'ataw, Sudanese History, and-Introductory Philosophy courses.
'Further, aaie-quite-natural, in'tutorials and'in informal. discussions
between teachers and-eitudents,.Arabiomay be used. _Discu6sian among
students is nearlyalweys.in Arabic. The University administratkma,

depends. upon bdth languagea to operate: e.g.". notices to staff anti /or'

may be in either language, dependihg-dion the,sourse. and
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nature of the message. It is stated policy :hat the medium of
instruction=ln the University will eventually be Arabic. In 1966,
Professor Nazeer Dafalla, then Vice-Chancellor of the ,liniversity,
opening L conference on English in the Sudan, made a number of.
statements (Nazeer 1966) which bear somewhat on the subject of
this present research, ten.yearilater: 'On the one hand; it, is
only natural for the Sudanese as a nation to aspire tc;.] and plan[i
for-Aratlk...the mother tongue, to take its rightful p ace as the
-1.angyage of study for all subjects and at all levels of education'.
He ci.eitthe psychological and national desirability of'this in
Allcoming. 'Arabicisation in the Secondary Schools, andtcr .

[these reasona we should make Arabicisation as an ultimate Egoaa
in the university'. Professor Nazeer went on to recognize some
Of the practical problems of Arabicizat4.on - the lack of materia
written .n Arabic and of teachers qualified in Arabic; a weakness .-

in English resulting from Arabicization in the'schools* would become
a problem in the University unless the quality of English teaching
improved; the place of the University In the international academic
scene.

. .

,S
.

In 1965 Arabic became the official medium of instruction in all
government secondary schools. From tbat.time, students entering
the Universtty had. less and less exposure to.English as a medium -..
in 1969 the first students who had had no English.medium instruction.

I entered 'the University. English is taught as a subject in vthools
beginning in the seventh year for nine periods a week Tor three

. ,
years and continuing in senior secondary schools for six forty -
'minute periods a week in the first, four periods atveek in the
second and third years. Thus, where previously a pupil had nearly.
2000 periads of.formal English instructicpas well as.using it as

-a medium, he now has-just over;1100 peridds, and no use of it outside
the formal English class. There is on the books a proposal for

. revising the curriculum in Higher Secondary Schodis to include an
additional two periods of.'English a week,'giving around 1250. periods
in the 'ix -year course._ This proposal is now being '.-1mplemented...

A major exception_ to this,general picture is the Southern Regiah,.
which, as a result of the Addis Ababa* Accord of1972, has.a somewhat
different situation:

6

Arabic shall be the official language of the Sudan
ana,Englisn the principal language for the SOuihera-
Region without prejudice to.the use of, any other
language or languages which may serve a practical
necessity or other efficient and expeditious 4

discharge of executive and administrative functions
of the region. (Article .6, Addis Ababa Accord)

-$ ,

This article of the Accord hasAileaat that in, rural schools in the
-Southern Region, a local vernacular is used ae the medium for the

ti

e : .
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first four years, while-Arabic and English are studied as subj cts.In the fifth year, Arabic becomes the medium of instruction nd thestudy of English as a sabject continues. In urban schooIS, abic. .-.3,4_the medium of instructionfrom the first yeari..while'E ish isstudied as"a subject. In all JuniorSecondary Schools, bic i8//the medium with English as a subjeCt, while in Senior Se ondaryand postsecondary schools, English is the medium with abic as'a subject. These provisions are stated in a resolutio ofHigh Executive Council, No,1273, 1975 (Gabjan6 and su f 1977/).This situation means that students from the Souther egion enteringthe UniVersity will have had at least their last"t tree years ofsecondary school 'in the medium of EngliSh as opposed to their
colleagues from elsewhere in the Sudan who, as/stated aboVe, will

./never have had English medium instruction.

//A minor exception to the Arabic medium norm Iles in:s few schools,
mainlyin Khartoum, where toe mediumof ins./truCtionErglish."
These are .generally 'fee- 'paying schools, taffed
though they offer scholarships

and draw their pupil;; from a widespectimm-o Sudanese society. n numbers of pupils, they
represent.every small slice of the ducational prograMme.

-PHILOSOPHICA-L EXCURSUS

. --
Before discussing the .nature f the problems confronting-the youngpeople wpo entev-theVniver

try of-,Ehartoum as Preliminaryyearstudents, I should like to present e'viewof a situation whichexists in the,Suden (and/elsewhere,
of course) involving what

might be called_ the 'official' system and.the 'practical' system,.) or t )le system that everyone.believes
should.aperate, and the onethat does.operate.

1
F 7.- example, one can sound out the opinion of

. -members of staff on hat a .goodainiversity examination script shouldbe like: Concise,/accUrate,'' wellformed, to'the point, etc. Butwhen the"Marking of those scripts takes place other factors, notablytime and the number of scripts to be Marked, force the 'practical'
.system into operation..

Another'example, f011owing 'on somewhat fromthis, involves:the strange situation of students whoare demonstrablyweak in English, i.e., those Who fail.their Preliminaryyear course1, .

in, say Scientific English, but who are able to pass their examine.itIons, written in English,
in subjects.where the .lectures,, tutorials,.end.teading were all in4EngliSh.

Two systems ate at- workhere.. It.'must be emphasized that the 'practical' system should not be considered 'bad' or 'illegitimate'. Nor is it. 'informal' or 'ad hoc!there are rules to be followed, allowable Methods'and practices and.those which are unacceptable in the 'practical' system lust as.thereare in the 'official' dna.
7
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While this dual system in net unique to the Sudan, it may be that
it is more obvious here, especially in the University,end where.,
there is such a.meeting of the typically western classical analytic
model of experience and the more Ehatern 'romantic', impressionistic
model. The classical or official system, which,.at Khartoum, operates
on the surface, involves loBical structure, an appeal to reason, and
colours the responses givePto_questions about expectations of, say,
staff :toward their stude elVOrk, The romantic, or 'practical'

V2t-4'\

system operates just as14:,Mately as the official system, and
maybe seen to account; for ek ple, for the frustration encountered
by a new,:western expatriate me er of staff when, dealing with the
University' bureaucracy: expecting the stated, official system to
work much the way it does at home, he is unable to understand,. or
even perceive, the workings of the practical systeth.

It is impOrtant to-keep this dichotomY of system in mind when
aiscussing-the problem of students' study habits, for it makes ht.
sense terta/k about, say, the difference between school and University
life by describing the surface phenomena of each - how things should

ibe - while ignoring the underlying'systems both nthe school and4n.
the university. This view is useful not, only for 'getting a true ''..
picture.' but also because it helps explain sometimes puzzling-findings.
For example, in research elsewheie into study habits, it has..been the,
case' that what are considered Xo begood' habits, from a logical
point of view - preparing a study time-table, studying regularly,
sitting at a well lighted desk,: no noise, etc. - have little or no
relationship with academic Success (Maddox 1963; Biggs 1970b).
Until the. efficacy and legitimacy of the methods of study actually
employed by.students which do lead to sud6ess - the 'unofficial'
system -, are.recognized, little progress will be made in the area
of study skills, or in educational research-in general.

BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY

What, then,. is the situation at the University of Khartoum which
gives rise to.and is a background of the present research project?
Certainly, the first-,seed was, as has been stated, the observation

'of English reading difficulties among the students. But there are
other aspects of student performance which contribute to the intereat
in'thia project,

From School to .University

First is an insistence on the difference in style between.school and
University,..academic'style. In the-Schools, the usual acadeMic style'
is one that demands rote-learning to a great extent. ,Sudan has
followed whathas become ,a pattern in national development in that
the rapid grovith of secondary education after Independence has,

4'4
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meant a shortage of qualified'teiChing staff and cf materials.
'

These factors, in turn, have led to large classes, a reliance on
didactic beaching methods, 'xamination-oriented syllabuses. The
response of the pupils has een a natural tendency to rote-learniing--
as a strategy most ikely.to produce success in'such an environment.
There is little element of c itical analysis, summPrizing, &noon-
dating, paring down to essen ials - indeed thiA'is not necessary,

. for in a situation where teac ing is a race to get thrcu.Ell the
syllabus so that the,pupils ve been.exposed to the m.,Aterial
covered in the examination, t e teachers provide only the essential
material to begin with. This pproach to material, known as

ft., 'spotting', is believed to car y over.into the university programme.
Any reduction in what is offer d by the lecturer for students to
record is not only a waste of me but foolish -.one is sure to
leave out something that will b onthe examination. The general
shortage of textboOks, linked th the growth in numbers of school
pupils and lurge.claeses,-means f coursethat pupils may have
access to the text only once or twice in the term,- a-nd-cerfainly
only one short time during preps tion for the examination.
such a situation the most efficac ous res)onsa is to labouriCiply
copy out the text material as avai able,andicr commit it to memory.

_

But..rote- learning is not only a res onee to rapid growth and
modernization in the Sudan. There s.a cultural side to it as/-
well. Though.rote-memorization of t e Koran prevalent in the
Khalwaschools is no longer so much part of Arabic learning
as it once was, And the.Yhalwas theme lvee arebeihg replaced' by
the more modern educational system, s ill, memorization and verbatim,
recitation of the 'lesson ", are part' the educational aura in the
Sudan and* slow to die out., This is f ther strengthened by the lack
of 'materials alluded to abdve-, for whe pupils have no paper or pens
but Rust write their lessons on wooden. l -Wah or in the sand, memori

:,zation is the only availabre .atmtegy'f information retrieval. :

Another cuitural factor is the great res ect accorded the teacher
.

in Sudanese- society.-.he teaches Truth an is,not to be questioned.
Further,. it is often ah economic hardship or faMilies'to have

at/all

several childrenin school when they could e'doing their
helping in fields or shop. Failure is thus o be avoided at
cost and the best.way to avoid it'is tolearn everything: Further,
it is a will -known problem that textbooks-larg y written by foreign

' scholars are often culturally inappropriate to t eLSudanese 'school -

.children. In the face of such culturally incompr ensibl:Itex,ts,-
thepupilis natural'response to an otherwise hopel sa sit tion -
he has to know the material for the examination - 's to memorize
it with as little reference to meaning as possibl

t

yt
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LANGUAGE PROBLEMS.

When the studenyentera the.univerlt7;, it is suggested, he must
make a big 'adjUstment to a new st:lc of academics. On the surface,

this is true. The University .:,:-:2n,tes on a system of lectures and

tutorials r practicals. _,-.cure: that students must learn

To'r them elves and af.:t sy:pec: to be 'spoonfed' as inschool. However,

as has seen aliuded,_Ato above, 'what .',;6111d be' may rot always reflect

'what is'. What academic differences does the student in fact

encyAnt.)r when he first comes to university? It will be the point

'Or view of this report that the main one is language, and that as
result of this students and lecturers alike rapidly fall back on

well tried methods from scnocl life: dictated notes and rote

memorizaVon, and 'spotting'. It' must be emphasized that these
strategies for :,,f;I-oming. the language barri,, are most-true of the
Preliminaryear and become less.and lesstrue.as stUdehts 17,-come
more proficient in English, ,so that by fourth or fifth year, students

are wellcapable of learning and studying in English. This is borne

out by external examiners'. reports:

The Archaeology External Examiner. referred to '...handicaps created
by language difficulties, shortage of library facilities...' but
nevertheless noted the 'adequate international standard' of knowledge

of facts.

The Geography ExternalExminer said that most of the candidates
were '....greatly tandi&pped by their inability fo express themselves

in English'.. He recommended a remedial course to bring studentszup

to a School Certificate Credit Pass level.

The History Exteynal Exzimar.Or found the standards of English 'inevitably'

lower"than,qould.be the case among.,native.English speaking stUdents,
but felt, on the whole, '...that students heresucceeded well in

.

expressing their meaning in English..' and.referred not onlTtb a
''smalLminority'.whose difficulties with English actually-obscured
meaning but arso to other cased where English was.written
only fluently, but even with a certain verve and style'. He also

referred t6.the 'very easily discoverable'. phenomenon of studeAs.
all memorizing their lecture notes "and repoducing these-in answers
to examination questions.Though.he was 'agreeably surprised' to

find that studehts tad done a considerable amount of reading for some
papers, he recommended that students urged '...to spend a little

more time reading, and a little less, on learning lecture notes'.

The English External Examiner said; "The standard of accuracy and
acc.'ptabilit7 of written English in the literature papericontinues
.to denline..:',,,He referred to 'blemishes'- of language and style,
which '...tendel to obscure'the undoubted interest and intellectual

Hon"ours dissertations. He called for '...more

PeActiae and more rigorbus control of written work in the .

tags of. the course...'.



11e language swit'en from Arabic :0 En::-,f2h 7.-.dEum leads to C01--Sic5.Qr.of another pnenemenon which affeirata t'ne cltuaiian at the University
omotint- interest in this proj+x Inc repatedia falliag sta-adard

of ringlish teaching in 15.6e achaaZaa
.

'
.

Mhe Arabicisation af the Secoaaaaa
:.c::12 iar.y..ed many, while

recogniting the educational end f._,::(1.. deairability of the scheme
within the schools, to Tear a La,.1 '.-. .-.,:: ataindar'ds of English azaaaa././
the majority of students enter a:aaaaaity.. no Vace-hancello-'a
1966 reference to this' has 6eah aaa.) .ned qbove. i': '''',.:7, Profeahaa

.1M. Macmillan, ther of the De;a:atmeh .aa inglio: at, rif-, University,
i

'...
also referred to falling staadnia1a of i':nglisil,amon lalayers.ity i

entrants in a paper on 'Aapeaa at' ai.:,..aga.allsm in the ;ft:,iversity' ;

(1967). He notes, for,eva the Caa;ar:iag percenk of passes
in Eng.lish. Language in tile .!;di.n.c.,..a.'aariP.,acate ,car a. seven-
year period (1963-0) dompared4;a% Araaia and ikgli!hLiteratnre,
which.he attrilaatea largelytheTease lath'eaper of students
attending seconaary aahoal'a du.rfag aais period and/the consequent

.--Igredse in opportunitiec for effeative use of English. Mbre,
recently, comenting on aeclining aaaciarda generally in Englisn,
the English Adviaarain'tha 'Sudan Xin,atrof Education, Mr JulianCorniutrt, e.r:tilfied 15 factara aesoahaible (Corbluth n.d.),
inclara_cization (whih ha aaveanalsa ne,L,s as 'andnpv,iti'sla
ajavielopment.' which is not to e aaenaiaaoi),decline in student...----

motivation to study English, dxpaasaaa of student aumters, alX
factors w f'..fr dansidersaanaizaaaa

H'i alsc mentions factors
which he tnanks Maybe perraaaey.it

i'e:,u..a.:a of the English sit,..42..tioraaaa.'ar
.'

. , .

.. : in the Sudan,-inaluding,aaraaaaa
th-2 reduatIon in the'number

. of years spent studying Engliah, an :.aa loss of expatriate. staff.
Finally he lista.faators which Lt is ezaential to cl,ange:.4the
reduction in the number oP English pariaaa per week, especially for

' , science stildets; the- reduction 'ih tie aiandards of Fnglish,teachia,3
rd,.ing especially to thd reduction in the length of teacher training
courses; decline in libraries and availability

of boal,.a;_inadequate"
or inappropriate texts; demoralization

of -teaaheraa linking to low
.. salaries and status, and frequent transfer.

0 '

It isnoteworthy that all the Exaaaaaaa quoted above' diptinguisjed
tetween'the 'intellectual .quality' a: H a,stUdenta and-their deficient

a stanaarda of English, and wouln, wIta .'!, f:iotory Emami-or, try to
.

ignorethe qtality ofexpression; exopt,1..hera it obseui;ed meaning.
- Such .a distinctict recalls a 4veat!!-.:h pailea ia: :7:':aaOs'or,Macmillaa
(1970) about the possible dtYi'eaoi. a degrae of talazrahce for
poor linvAtic expression hated.:::, ::%y, aaatanene laaaairer in
bioldgy and 'an English lectua.er H. ::::a7a,,a. 'atora*.ara. ia also
amisr,d'the questibn of aucuy c),:' Liff.':::y!1,:t4.7 :-.J aaareza:an-
c*ilicated by refereace ia raa-'faalaa, In tha la..:alf.y.af

.L'erence, fir .7.7,talp.le, a z, t1,-:::,` L; ;-.-:t..--:';-;p;.:t:I.,/_, to

.

.
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asking him. to name.the parts of a flower might bea'lengthy
regurgitation of everything he has memorized about flowers. An
interesting hypothesis.hastleen put forward (cf.. Graves) that the
student, lacking an adequate grasp of EnglishgramMar will ignore.
the m.'gramatical meaning' of the examination question', but search

--the sentence for key words1whIch will trigger off bit6 of,his
,----iiemory bank of data. The combination'of these key -words and the

corresponding data are,.for him,,the 'meaning' of the question.
_Hence, an answer that, While net -Lto the point', and' containing
many 'irrelevancies', does also-centaithe right.'facts' -
the parts of the -flower. It has been ether obseived that

--- examination or essay markers, while de ng such a-response to
a question,.yet burdened with'eeVeral haul` d scripts to mark,

\\N -among other,considerations; will, mirroring the student, search
the answer for thekey words whicr_ will tell him.the-student in
Fact knows the-parts' of the flower and alsnd-mar0efecordingly.
'Even where 'objective' materials are used in examinations (e.g:'
multiple - choice questions), verY.little is.known about the strategies
students use for responding to th(:=,

.It is almost ce:itainly theoabe- that English proficiency'has
suffered in the tUri'Versias a result/di' Arabicization in the
Schools. Howeveir, lijeUe.research hap been done into the nature.
of the problem, systematiciyiestigation of,etudent perfor--
Mance over a periOd of time (though,,,of course,.-there are exceptions,
cf. Ian PearyTn'swork with the SL;entific_Engiidh Examination).
One suCh.stAldy has-teen undertaken, hoWever, as will be'noted in

,Chapter Two., Thul.P, though it/is_likeiy that the UniFersity courses
designed to 'deal with pre 7.1969-entrants are no 'longer linguistically,,
relevant, thp,extent,,tar-Whi:ch changes need to, be made and Of what
sort'is unclear. Certainly/the, :doption of the new course-unit
system will. provir.le opportunity for change, and )4'is -one of the
goals of this'repert to provide some data,for assessing the amount
of change'inedessary. One.ossible consequence of the unpreparedness
of many st dents ror the English medium of the'University is that
they learn to t brate a:high degree of non - comprehension in their-
lectures', i toilals and reading. This. in turr, means that they must
deVelop dee s'ofzgaining.knowledge and passing exams that Can over-

, come weaknesses in comprehension._ It is necessary to discover
something about the level of non - comprehension and -about -.the alternative
sources of knowledge and lrirnihg strategies. As has been stated:
earlier, there is no a priori need to attach a stigma to thdse alter-

.

,native sources'and strategies, but it maybe that the present language
policy in the_University will have id be re-interpreted in light of
them., .For example, English continues to be used as the medium of .

'instruction for stated reason) such as the lack of materials and texts
in Arabic at the tertiary level, especially in the technologicaland
scientific disciplines; the lack of staff able (and willing) to teach _

in Arabic (this refers not inly t),European expatriate staff,.but
also to Sudanese staff'wnose .under- and post=graduate training and
` ..aching experience haa all been in the medium of English); a desire
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for continued contact with the academic world outside of the Middle"'!
East nd North Africa; the fear of continuing falling staildards
of-au.gission (where English may be seen as an effective selection'
criterion); graduates employedby international firms in the Sudan.
If it is the case, however, that students -are shortcircUiti!-, the
instructional medium (i.e., managing to pass exaMinaiona despite
low, proficiency an English), where'does this leaVe the above
readons iAre.texts and references, in'English necessity students
rely on other means of gaining information; what.srt of lecture
notes or stimulatiOn,can. students gain from English lectures they
cannot comprehend; how many and which'6tudents'in Tact go abroad.
for further,study; and how much of the 'necessary' contact. with
the World academic scene is the product of habit rather than
conscious intention; to what.extent.id English proficiency, as
Measured by'the'school leaving exemination,connectedewith academic
standards; and in univerzitiea where standards are reported to
have fallen after Arabicization (eg. ion Egypt), what proof is
there of such decline,,and'what factors other than language might
lie behind it; finally, tb what extent do international-employers
in the Sudan require English, and to what extent should the Univer-
sity cater for ,them? These are Ord questions; both to ask and to
answer, but they are key questions in a discussion of'yhat sort of
product the University is turning out, and of..what might be done
to make that product. better.

.

This discussion has so fhr dealt with language situation4A the
University and its'effect upon the study habits bf the `students.
Before passing on to n look at other features of university. life
'affecting study and the reasons for the present'research, it is
necessary. to .look briefli'at,t4d. facilities, for coping with the

1.i language Situation in the. University.'

'Department of Arabic
'

This department, with u staff of some 15 members, three!of whom
are,professors,'is,responsible for' teaching Arabic both 'as ',content'
(i.e; teaching.about the language aria 5.ts.4teratUre), and as a.
second laaguage77. 'teaching Arabic to non-Arabic speaking
Students)i The first of these tasks is the principal one, in the
Arabic Department: from 1977-78:all PrPliminary-yehr students '

will do Arabic for four'hotre a week (except in the case. Of non-
, Arabic.speakirig.studonts, who. 'will do one. 0,f. two special Arabic

coursesefor eight hours a week). The ordinary course forPreli-
. minary-yeurstUdeffts comprises in the firstoseMester two hours a

week of Classical Arabic grammar, one of modern poetry and one of
mode .w.1 prose, while in the secondsemesterthe course is divided
into eilunl units of.classical poetry,' and prose. :There are two
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'Special Arabic' cour;s, one attended by'students'whose first.

language is not Arabic but who did some Arabic in school, and

the other for students with no prior knowledge .of Arabic (e.g.,
Smany students from theSouthern Region of the Oan,,and foreign

students)'. These !special' courses are not at present what might

be called 'Arabic as a.SecondLanguage' courses. They include

the tight hours two of grammar drills 'for application' based on

grammars of Classical Arabic and six hours, of short story. and. .

other prose,rpading including newspapers and magaines in the

first semester, and two hours of grammar;three of modern 'poetry

and three of compositionand reading in the second. The final

examination includes an oral-coMponent worth one-fifth of the

total. . During the 1976-77 academic year a new 'Special Arpic'

course was prepared and'has been submitted for approval.

The Faculty of Law conducts its bwn Legal Arabic 'programme, a
four tines a week course based upon Shari's. texts.

Department of English 1t

This Department, like most traditional univerlity English Tepard9.

ments,is concerned both with English Lanp:uagendLiterature.'
In the Preliminary-year, the English Lang age courses are exclu-

sively of r servicernature, involving English as an academic

skill- ,per, than as a content-subject. There are some ten

ers of staff-i-n-the-TEnglish Department, four of whom deal

with the-service .English. course. Inihe first semester, Preli-

minary-year students toe Communicatiokin English for four hours

n'week, a course. which ineluded grammar-and reading comprehension'

exercii6e, aural comprehension, and)sentence-level composition.

The second semester deals with paragraph level composition,
listening and reading comprehension, and.oral production. There

.

,ip a-Trircement test whih has been 'developed to group the Preli- .

fminsil-year students byproficiencyeveli but so far this has

not. proved practical (mainly for timetable reasons). ?

...

English Language Servicing Unit .

This,unit is responsible for English teachipg.in several facultie$,

among various levels of students. The staffpf about 15 offer
coureed.in English for Preliminary-year studekIts of Biology and ,

Mathematics in-the Faculty.of Science, to studentd in the Faculty

Of Economic and Social Studies, to students of Law, to'thpse in

Biology and Mathematics in the Febulty of Education, and to

Preliminary-year Architecture students; to lecond-year students..

of History, Biology, Mathematics, Architecture, third-year

geologists and fourth-year political scientists. 'Thia sizeable

, .
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operation, reat:hing over 1800 students, involves the preparationof original t'easthing and learning materials by the largely expatriatestaff. The approach is a.'narrow focus' Englishor SpeCial Purposesone and includes attempts to link the and\structure of theESP courses to' the students' subject courses.
Theamount-ab,timeallotted to .special'ELg.lish in the UnivSrsity is very limited,espeCially in the Preliminary-year (the'Usual course.is threehours.a week), and although the staff of.the Unit understandablyfeel that their response'to

the operation of bridgihg the gapbetween school and university is inadequate; the feeling throughoutthe University is that the English'Language Servicing Unit is avery effective institution.. (A discussion of the Faculty of
Educationmay be found if,. the Appendix.)

A woro is necessary, while,
considering language in the University,.

about. *.hF-.- position of English and Arabic among the administrativeand.clerical staff.- those responsible for the smooth running of.day-to-day affairs. If English ability is. said to be 'declining
amone University entrants, it is also declining among those school.leavers who enter work force in secretarial-clerical

positions.Because or the difficulties of communication in English, quite
naturally the:a'cil4ary side of the pliversity is more prone to
running in Arabic., with the result that, for example, notices
eminating'from departmental or faculty offices, from hostel staff,'from the financial section are likely to appear in Arabic - whichis certainly preferable to non - standard English. This is, however,somewhat a communication block to'those students; and teachers,who cannot head Artbic..-. More serious, perhaps, is' the difficultyencountered; especially by the teaching staff; when attempting toget typing done for .use in classes, or in getting committee reportscr boar,t minutes duplicated and

distributed. This situation,aamittedly is exacerbated by an economic problem.- experienced
'n:rotarial andiclerical..staff prefer to leave the University.forbetter-paying jobs elsewhere.' 'However, the pr6blemNis also closelylinked wit:, language policY,and 's time goes on; the difficulties
of oper:::ting the University on two lingyiitic levels will increasethe g,tp between the academic-of4eial

level and the ancilla,ry
pract.i-2a1 level wi'aens.

SOCIAL 01)C1.!LTURAL LIFE

But, lani,:a,-e-related difficulties are. not the nly problems con-frontin4 t.,!;e s~,udents when they-fi-r=st come to thd University cfKhartum perhars not even trie:.:m,.A.'important.
The broad areaof social and c urnl life presents a complex set of issueswhich this report can only touch oh, biat whichare real .and

immediate cOncernsof the new atUtientIP. Since. Khartoum contains-
the main university in the SUdan (there are,also the Cairo

!,

. .

0
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K.::artpu,:r1 BrftneN University of Omdurman; and .

.ncpicar; J..ta and C.,:zira 72:1!.yersities), students come from

ovjr this cue r;ouy:try, many travelling for days, even weeks,

Tho,igh,:on the one hand, the majority
is broadly Arabic,

onal differences which
whcp er:.counered for the first time.,

r.,;
1:-,r4uage, regional varieties
T.,?.y be n second language among

,1 this can make-a student
Yarther, 'students

*7,,T Ts' arid. student from the rest of

tej; t: rut tae 1.Thil,e it cannot be
these ztudents see

u arid 3isters,.culturelly, there
oted to. These cultural dcf.-.

:;fmuttors religious (the..

..!ro predominantly Christians),
Hur. customs and regional

there is not much difference

men ,n the 'Arabic' group,
-.-jority of the 'Arabic'. women,:

among thewomen of the
' Print dresses are the rule).

,

a brings up ahothcr socio
I c .

from school to university

earl that ali of the l'reliminaryyear students.

, come from singlesex schools and, when they :Irrivc.:: at the University,

for tlac first time cutside.the family, come into close contact with

their peers of the 0Pposite SQ3 Thni can take some getting used

especially amOng-the more7444.y.ative.6: the stUdents. In

Frel.:.minaryyearciasses stuuentre--to-be found grouped, volun

tarilY, by sex, with the women otcUpying, usually, the front row.

Lflcewise, in ,hle'library, the women study together, somewhat apart

from the men. I.is said that many of the women cote to the Univer

sity .to.find husb-ands, while the men .are the serious. scholars. It

is further observed that, while the new studentanave-relatively.

few so'ci:a contacts among the oppeite :ex, this iendency fades

with time, andrthat the older students,are to be seen conversing

and working together much more. In any case, it ia certain that

there are social attitudes at .work on a sexual dimension and that

this dimension -shOUlarbe considered-il'a discussion of the study

problems of Preliminaryyear students i. and especially when solutions

are put .forward quite simply, What works.for the men might not -

work for t114e.women, and vice .yerse.

.0

1.
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:.till another, change encountered by the new studentS is the' move
.rr

from home. to the-"niversitY. Iv has already been pointed out that
the journey from students' homes to Khartoum can be along one, in
both distance and time._ The student may easily'feel very much cut
off from the influences of home and family (though often there will
becoosins and other relatives at work in the capital). .Forthe
first time the student ieonh14 own in new.surrotindingwith
money to, spend and time on his hands. Too much should, not be made
Of this classical 'road to ruin', but for many students, again,
there is an inevitable period of ad;,astment to add to their own
worries. Just Diving in a crowded hostel, getting used to traffic
lights and traffic noises, jet aeroplanes overhead, large numbers
of untobed women, expatriate teachers, access to &lcholic drinks -
all these add to the strangeness of arrival and settling in at
university.,

Student life at theUnsiVersity of Khartoum is a complex mixture
of many' influences.- social, politiCal, religious, hiatoribal.
These influenced are overlapping and unevenly,distributed among
the students. Some students arc moreinfluenced by some factors
than others. One could make a case for a ' student culture' at
Khartoum, 'especially in relation to the rest of the population,
though this is a' very difficult concept to define. It is knoWn,
for example, thet students have their own ways of speaking, dif-
ferent from those of their families backtome; they have a history
of_inVolvement in political affairs, influencing but,separated-from'
'the !national' political Arena; they have also a historical concern v.
with -internal university affairs,'academtc life. and student welfare.
The students of the University of Khartoum have'a national, indeed
international, reputation for their- political awareness and action.:
The Khartoum University Spidents Union, for example, is credited
with spearheading, as a major pressure group, the national strike
which brought about the collapse of the Military government of
1958-64; the 'October Revoluton'jSalah 1971). The importance
of the Students Uni.on as a pressure group in national politics
was due to the relatively small politically active segment of .

Sudanese society.. and to the respo:!t it accorded to.the educated
'elite' of the nation. Though the latter case isIstill true,'
the 'politicization' of-the Sudan is now much more-wide-spread
phenomenon. It is unlikely that wstudent pressure, group would
have the same powerful .,effect today as it had nearly a decade ago;
This still leaves the student movement as an interest grOup within
,thOniyersity, and the strength of this movement should not be
urieresiimated. In late 1975 a Student strike closed the University
for four months. This. was merely the latest in.a series of disrup-
tions. In any -cede, the Students Union at the University-Wds
disbanded by the authorities and has,riot; at the time )of writing
(October 1977), been revived. The unofficial students' movement,
.of course4 continues,and is capableof mounting concerted protest

25 ---........



action, such as a nearly 9C# boydott of mid-year examinations during
the 1976 -71 year. This action illustrates two salient features of
tudentlifc at Khartoum -"the continuing traditions of protest_
among the. students, and lack of communication between the University
adr,inistration and the students. The lack of an official Union has
:litle effect:upon the former and intensifies-the latter. HokeVer,
the situation facing the entering student may be particularly

.

'difficult; One serious consequence of the closing of the Union
perhaps has been the dimunition of 'unofficial' information about
university life. - how to 'get along' in the University, what
facilities are available, Where to eat, where to get books, how
to.find the health centre, etc.. Same of this sort of information
is being disseminated in an official 'Students' Handbook' prepared
by the Students' Affairs Section, under the Deanof Students. It

.- contains, for example, an outline of the services of the Students'
. Affaird Secion,. and the official rules for .stuclents. When they'

first arrive at the University the new students are given the
booklet.(written in Arabic), are addressed by the Vice,.Chancellor,
tei.pean of Students and the Deane of the Faculties and given a.
tout of the University. They are shown their rooms by the hostel
Wardens as well as the medical, sports-And recreation facilities.
The problems of, the 1977-78 Preliminary-year are added to by the
introduction of the course-unit system among Preliminary-year
students (in the form of semester examinationsinitially). -For
the first time, the - incoming students will not be .able to get
advice from their upper class collwigues concerning the arcana
of Khartoum academia. They-will- have to rely almost entirely on
the official . wstem of communication. How this will function in
this regard remains to1be seen and would be an. interesting topic
of sociolinguistic.research, for it involves the use of both
English and Arabic, in a specialized area, to students who have
little Or no contextual background to aid them in sorting out the

.- new information and relate it to existing mental structures. In
other words, one might"hypothesize that in such a situation, not
only will'theinformation have to be presented, but.it will have
to be in large part interpreted.

-At this Doint_d ....x.4mine-brieflzer...4p 'induction'
ce ure for the,Preliminary-year at the University. This,- of -*

coursei'varies from faculty - -to facultY,'bilt,there are general
similaritiea.

<4., 4;
.

.

When the University AdmiesiOns Office receives the Aidan School
Certificate results, it m4es its Ve-.'6on fromaiaong the sppli-

(cant! (this Procedure is described in some detail in Chapter Five),
.)and those iiilectedie noW/e'd, usually by national radio broad-

casts. Students-who 11v1i'in reMbte parts of the Sudan may face
a two-week jourreach she University. Altogether, this
procedure - y ic1 includes the marking and tabulation rf the
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.results of the Sudan School Certificate, the University selection
PrQdess, nOtifitation and travel time of the students, frequently
results in the rather late arrival on campus of the Preliminary-
.year'clapa, sometime after the older'studen0 have 'settled in.
This, in itself creates confusion for the. new stUdenis, Whb must
fit tftemeelves into an already, functioning aystemi,altogetper new

a ,

tothem.
. ..... . '

1

.... .
. In 'addition, the Preliminary-year class list and timetable are
usually nor...prePared until the students are physically present.
This means further delays while students aresorted out,-allocated
to tutorial groups and pointed in the right direction. ,Then staff
must be notified, classrooms allocated, te:ts distributed (insofar

. as texts 'are distributed).` The end result of all this i.s that the
PreliMinaryLyear begins in chaos, perhaPatWo or three weeks (at
least) after,the resit of the ,University..

Such1a situation isndt the best introduction to University life
and'certainly does much to set tho standara forthese students for
the rest of their University career. This is part of the general
problem of staff-student relations. There are 'Preliminary-year
advisors' in each faculty, but they are few in numbercLaveun-

, specified duties, and seldom see the students except when a problem_
arises, j..e. when a studenthae broken a rule.

UNIVERSITT, STUBT

Yet another facet of student life that should be mentioned in this
background survey is that of faCilities for study. This includes
consideration of both time and space. The'usual work week at the
University of Khartoum begins on Saturday and runs through Thursday.
Technically, Christians aiirgiven Sunday off, but in pradtice, this
is difficult td manage, for classes carry on. The day begins at
a very early hoUr fdr the more religious students (and this may
include a sizeable majority) who must rise.at dawn for the first
prayers of the day. The first morning lectures begin at seven ,

oiclock; the last end at two.: It is customary for Sudanese to
have braakfast between nine and ten, but at the University, among
Staff and students, breakfast must be taken when the individual'
timetable permits. This in itself may.require some adjustment on

. the part of the new stuBept - Between two and five o'clock is
normally a rest peripd and many students have a nap or a quiet ,
read or chat during the hottest part of the day. There are

-lectures, practicals, and tutorials in the evenings, especially
in Science, running perhaps until ten. It is the ndanese.Oustom
to stay.up rather late.and the students'typically-study later than
wouldtheir American or British counterparts. The timetable is
traditionally rather full - a typical studerk schedule may'run_Up-,--
to 25. or more hours a. week in class (though this will-be reduced
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somewhat .by'the new course-unit system) - which means that long
bloc16of study time are toAJe found only in the early morning or
late evening, and,-.during times of crisis (i.e% examinations)
stndents will sacrifice their afternoon.rest for study. Friday
in the 'day -off', though there may Pell be extra practicals or
tutorials scheduled, and of course, it is an opportunity.for
uninterrupted hours of study (though, as with students elsewhere,

,thre tends tc be some difference between'the thought and the
realiye, 6spt;c4lly when friends and relatives come to visit).

Thia busy six-day -a-week, fifteen-hour-a-day"schedule,puts great
physical and. mental strain on students, and especially the new

" students. :Though it is true that they come from a school system
th,it. places a premiuM on hard work and long hours, when these
students begin work at university they are not quite_sure what
13 expected'of them.''Theyaretold on the official level that)
university life is different from scnool life, that self-reliant:

study and alot of reading is required, and'theyare given 1:1,..g
bibliographies early in their courses. TherMay not in fact be
given specific assignments, as they were in school ('memorize
that'), yet are.faced- with hours of lectures, tutorials, labor-.
atory work and reading.- Tension-can be observed to mount steadily
toward examinations (now to be held twice a year'until the six-.
day week becomen a seven-day week and the fifteen -hour day'comes
'as close to a,twenty-h ur day as can be 'maintained.

Regarding this work schedule, one beneficial feature'of Khartoum
life is the not infrequent holi4ays,,of both a religious and a
civil nature.. One religious feature that can affect the study
efficiency of a majority bf students is'the Month-long tast.of
R!imad6n, which is observed widely in the Sudan. This period of
abstinence, between sunrise and sunset, from all food and drink
naturally makes -even the, hardiest and most fervent of studeris
somewhat lethargic.. Depending on when in the year it falls
( swing to the lumar'calendarilialls at different times), , 0

Ramadain can add to the strain of study (in 1.976, for example,
Ramadan was observed during final examinations).

I.

- .

University Library Facilities

The Main Library of the UniVersity of 'Khartoum is a magnificient
structure with a three-sided facade of Islamic arches originally
'bUilt to house Gordon College: a most inspiring exterior, not a
very practical interior. The University Library system is made
up of.EA-e Main Library, five branch libraries (Education, Engine-
ering, LaW, Medicine, and Agriculture), two faculty libraries.'
(Arta and Economic. aneSocial Studies) and numerous departmental
libraries (three in Arts; ten in Medicine,. Pharmacy'and Dentistry;

26
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one in Ititw; four in Sciencerthreein Engineering and Architecture;
one,in Economic and Social Studies; five,in Agriculture and Veter
nary Science; and the library of'the African and 'Asian Studies,
Institute). The faculty'and departmental libraries, independent
of:the Main Library and its branches, have yroliferated cwing to.
the univergity policy of lending textbooks to students., Thus these
libraries are devoted in a large proportion to textbooks and other
'required'-texts for their own students. ThougH some are better
administered than others, the udaal case in the facUlty or depar -
'mental libraries is 'disorganization and missing books, owing largely
to lac of trained staff and supervision..

0004

The main library and its branches, on,the whole well-staffed and.
adequately., looked after, contain some.300,000 volUm&-;and Reriodical
titles. About.705 of its-expenditure of £S 113,800 (1975 -76) is on
periodicals. The accessions of the library are very unevenly. balanced.
with some disciplines mere than adequately covered and up to date,
others in exactly the opposite state of affairs, The Main Library
.has.study space in the reading rooms 4,or about 900 students. It is
well-known around the University that students. use the Library
mainly for its tables and chairs rather than for its other resources.
Since the main Library servs around 4000 students, it can thus
accommodate less than a quarter of them atone time. Infact, the
average daily attendance for eight months during 1975-76 was 213,,
shooting up to 450 just before examinations and dropping as low as
100 aday midyear based (Ai .figures from --One 1975-:76 Annual Libr ry

Caminittee Report). These. 'averages' may be misleading, of tourae -
often, just before examinations, there is not a seat to be had in
the Library. The branch, faculty and departmental libraries provide
space for many more students. The most popular time for library
use is, prmeictably,'in the evenings.- an average of 287 students' .

usecrthe Main Library between 5 and 10p.m., while 156 used it
between $ a.m. and 1p:m; during 1975-76.

.The situation mgarding library use at the University of Khartoum
is really one of study habits than of library facilities. The

facilitied exist, And though the Librdry is not,over-,Zealous in
encouraging student users (it does produce a phamplet explaining
the cataloging system for new students), the real stumbling-block
is the%ttitude of the students (arid ultimately that of the teaching
staff) toward reading end research. This,has already been mentioned
ip,connection with' strategies to cope with inadequate English pro-
fiCiency. Not only do the students read slowly and with frequent
recourse to the dictionary', but such reading is in fact encouraged
in the majority of the language courses in the University: the

emphasis is on intensive reading ofIshort paisages (though there
are exceptions to this - notably in some ELSU courses),'when
students are often faced with scores'of pages to read for their
'content subjects'. To quote from a short paper produced-by-the
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English Language Servicing Unit on 'The English Standard of Students
Entering the University of Khartoum' (undated): -

The reeding skills which the stud= s most need
to develop are those-WU-a-enable them to read .-
quiCklyand with a general understanding of the
main points; they can.usually work out the '

details by careful but slow effort; so they
.da not need more p.ictice in this kind of
reading.'

To return to the provision of textbooks, this is a notorious'
problem around the University. The situation; not surprisingly,
is dbmplex. On the one hand; there is a conviction among the
students that a book is the answer to all their academic problems.
There is'a 'psychological dependence' upon the textbook just before
examinations; and a book intended to have been,used all year will

!suddenly be dusted off a few days before the examination and purused
for insightsto success. (In this regard, 'skill' subjects; such as
English Language are treated no ,differently by students than their
'content' subjects such as History, Professor Macmillan mentions
his dismay when students asked for t book' to revise 24 hours.before
an,gnglish Language examination, and moreecently this same pheno-
menon was observed by the author, in the Scientific English section
of ELSU, when students were borrowirig copies of the reading compre-
hension text a few days before the Supplementary Examinations.)
But on the other hand, lecturers characteri(sticallytake one of

, two approaches to the reading questionrXhey may assign very
little reading and depend wholly upon lectures (which may include'
dictated notes).and one or two texts-to convey the subject to the

.
student, or they may provide on the first day of the course a
daunting 'bibliography' of reading intended to supplement the
lec.,tures, with little guidance on exactly how the reading might
relate to the subject matter Of the lectures. Neither approach
can be said to.encourage a habit of reading, and as-has been noted,,
the language courses seldom respond to the situation, .

Though it.was stated abOve that library facilities exist; in the
matter-of texttocica and 'assigned tents' there are problems which
vary from faculty to faculty. The official policy at the Univer-
sity of Khartoum is to issue the students textbooks which, in
other circumstances (e.g. affluence); they might be expected to
Turchape for themselves, and to provide stAficient copies of commonly .

assigned texts either in the main,:branch,. faculty, or'departmental.
libraries. In practice., there are often not enough books, and this
situation is made worse year-by-year as more and more. books,dis7
appear.from the shelvea. (Students are required to pay a laVe-

,,pound'sleposit against lost books, and when the price,pf a book

-30
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exceeds the ive - and nowadays tkis includes most book's
the students. .re not all owed-to borrow th- book.) 'Nor can textbooks
easily be reph.oed,,-f6 r foreign exchange roblemm can delay the
receipt of'an er by the. university book hop 1or a year or more.

,
.

The issue 1g of text oks is generally the r sponsibiliey of the
.facul j and departmen al libraries'. As was entioiled, this .functionis lfilled better in same departments than others (e.g. in the

1F culty of.Law, by the frst.lecture;new stu ents have in their
possession five books,. in 1 'ng a dictionary) A sub-committee

..on'Departmentabraries of e University Lib,
reported (1977) theft-,,thqug th e were advantage to the depart-:-

ary Cbmmittee

went library system (Viz.,\that krec:,/ are ueuelly ell-controlled,.-and suPervid, form.an integral partNpf the-depar ent, aad can
fit the requirements of staffand.students), they ca tie, -,e, never
theleSm, expensive, inefficient' and redUndant,, and t d to dis-
join disciplines;- creating quite artificial 'boundaries t conducive
to 'research and study. The Sub - committee recomtended.4he creation

''

and strengthening of facUlty textbook libraries to maIie tfir4ssuing
of textbooks and 'required' texts\more.efficient. SomewhatVlaogi-celly, they also.recummend theit'stUdents

be encouraged to p114-Ch elbooks end. that the bookshop open a mecond-hand book section, and
'provide sufficient copies' of textboOks for sale to ptudents
(p, 10).

.

.
.d '

,

t

CONCLUSION
I

/

.. .
. .

. .This, it seeds' to me, is symptomatic of a perVading tetidehc3 in',
the University to place too muchof the burden of. resOnsibi ity,
on the students. If students do not do enough reading the asy
answer%is to encourage them to purchase booksvifthei English.
is'aot 'good enough' to understand, lectures,th y must e pen
to 'remedial' classes; 4 their examination pre araion prodU es
mechanical, Unthinking responses, they must be given stay-6 i lscourses. Certainly, all of these resorts can teproductve, 7 bit.
there_is. a danger, I believe, that the vies, of uniiih!mitY e6ucdpen
as A monolithic conglomerate of English-medium

lettures; ire'ading
lists An.d examinations to which the student must adjust c fall,can lead to a greater art grcatsr reliance on 'rem. dial, r^urses\
to incrotse the studer:ta' abilities to cope with asitLoti A'that.
is ever farther remcv9d from reality. Tocombat this tense ncy, \it will be necessary foL the teaching .staff tr./gke Ekt\juLtments
in tneir,approaches f;o student problems such,as those menti;*1F-d----
above. ;t may be that shorter, more-frequeAt lecturecomb ned
with stencilled hAndouts 1.()uid provide a solntion,to some pr blems.
Perhaps more kmrefLil attenti4n Mc reading assignments anc more .-<:,

thorough` discussion of readng n)th in lecture. and tutorial sessions,would be of ber!efit. A more frequent, though of course judicious,
use of Arabic might also be an'aid to student comprehension and

;.
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(..--,::-...-eptunL:'-zation. Part : the aimsAof the rest of this report
rill a -t(. point to arewl where adjustment in the,teaching style
t.the Univerniy'might beneficially, .be made. The next chZipter -
an ,:verview Q.t. other rgearchand programmes - has Certainly '

been written with this in mind. It should be p61nted uut that
wao with tnis very idea in bind of adjustment to new real =ties

that the Committe'e,on Academic Reform-made its recommendations
fai the iristitutica of the new course-unit system, which is based
on a concept of change in structure as a meats of-improVing acade-
mic quality. The ooint of this concluding section of the Introduc-
tion to the Report is that,rthe mood of change - asliahmoud and

galled it'treat' ' -="as a strategy for,iMproving4
university graduate is one which should be pur-

sued right through the university, not only in the- refOrm of the
.degree structure. The continuing search for new structures and
lorroaChes must be based on facts of student behaviour and capabi-
lities. Continual adjustments must be made in these.siructures
(and bystructurbs,.I mean lecture styles, reading lists,-course
cont,,ent,. examination techniques, laboratory work, field trips

whole range of. features of university 'life) inlight of

/ student responses to them, foir it is only in thisway, it seems
to Me, thilt teachers can be true both to their disciplines (by
presenting a true reflection of the discipline.- not one distorted
by -irrelevant structures) and to their students.

I

This rather lengthy and kaleidoscopic Introduction has been
presented to give the reader an idea of the complexity of the
ctu'dy situationiat the University of Khartoum. The 'present

research is little gore than a scratch on the surface of. the
problem. In the following chapter a review of.preVious research

. in the area of study habits will be undertaken, covering both
research at the Universitypf,KhartoUm and that `conducted elsewhere.
This research covers a'verietY' of disciplines, such as Education,
Linguistics, Psychology and ?Statistics. It is hoped thatithe reader
will find in this review both useful information and incentives and __.-------

ideas for further work in this important field. Chapter Threevill ,

be an overview of >-he prpsent project, outlining the procedures of
reaearot, a financial summary, andthe goals of the project. The
next four chnot4rs/Will contain the results of all measures. In
the case oftest data, these will be presented mainly in'statisti-
cal and tabiar form. Other, somewhat more 'anecdotal' data -
ft.= interviews, /dairies, and obserVations - will be presented in
verbaPi,:n:Irrutivie form. These 'results' chapters will each also

\
include a short.discussion of the findings andl,their implications
tor the academic situation at the University of Khartoum. The
final chapter will in'iude a summary of all results'and recommen-
:lotions contained in the report. Various appendice-s willcOntain
suckl items ns-theoriginal Pn,ject Proposal, .a summeEY of the
activities of the researcher in additiot to those directly connec-.
ted With the research project, and copies of materials... ----

A
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CHAPTER TWO

rPREVIOUS RESEARCH

1

s chapter deals with previous-research in the area of study .

bits and problems. It is intended to serve as a. minima31 starting
point for those interested in/the problems of"our students. The
works cited here.represent'only a fraction of the available ref-
erences, for the field is ,abroad one, encompassing several dircip-
lines; notably those of Linguistics and Language Teaching, Education,
Psychology and Sociology. (The literature is categorized under three
ain"headings: works;ponCerned specificially with thenSudan and

the University 'of KhartoUm, those dealing With study behaviour, and...-.
those concerned with the improvement of teaching and studying at
the university level. Most of the' literature cited is available
in Khartoum.

.

:.

x
RESEARCH INTO STUDY AND LANGUAGE PROBLEMS
AT.THR/UNIVBRSXTY OF KHARTOUM

.

At'the University of Khartoum, research into the study problems and
skills of students .has a relatively long, if somewhat.scantY,, history.

t in 1965; Dr Muwaffak Al-Hamdani; of the Department-of ,EducAtion,
reported on some research he.hei conducted mainly'amonestudenis
of Agricultur6-attending e'course.he was teaching;rechniquei
of study:- Re gained data from his students\someti, s in'informal
discutsion, sometimes by 'o1:4ervatiOn in the classrooM, by question--1- /

xsire', by tests aScrby di3cuSsion with other meMbers of staff.,

,-.,. One problem with this report is that Dr Muwaflek failed to include>,.
------Inf rmation about\the number 4 students i ./its class, or the

tab,s and materials used It is thus dif cult to aYalMste his
findings o..7 to treatthem with much co deuce. However, he
raises many interesting and thought= ovoking issues, and it is
instructive to review-briefly his\r search.

-Muwaffak attempted to get several areas: general factors
'nfluenciauefficiency,in th versity;'habits in tielecture-room,
npractical sessions, in Ke)dreparaion of homework, and in

..
,

preparing for and execut' 6 amination ; the use .of the library;
reaaing/ speed and com ehen ion. He mentions an earlier project
along/aimilar lines th wh'ch he/wouldlutve liked to have made

/comparisons, but, mocking natdatii, he used the results of studies
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in the United Str4es and Britain ("though he does not give refer-
ences for this) to 'make the problems encounteredoby- Khartoum
students clearer ard more meaningful'.'

.
a

I

.Among general factors influencihg efficferviy, Dr Muwaffak found
that students reported a largeumber of health problems.- 35
said that health problems.freqUentiy interfered: with their
stuaies. Financial problems were reported by another. 40 as
severe enough 47,-.. 'deter their studies. Though 4c also reported
an unsatiofactory social life, this finding is confounded somewhat :

by the isolation of'the Agriculture faculty at Shambat, and by the ..

,relative scarcity of female agriculture students. Though 'home-
sickness' was not reported as a major problem, over one-third of
the'studentsEcomplained about.lack of privacy in the hostels and
over one-fifth reported not getting enough rest. The biggest single
complaint about hostel. life was noise.- 56o reported that noise
distracted their study. .

. ,

.-- Under the heading of 'Classroom Habits', Du Muwaffak found-that
absenteeism was not a.problem,.though'50 would not attend a non-
examinable course. k.major problem from the students.' point of
view"was a too-full timetable - two-thirds mentioned this and,
said that at the end of'the day they'were very tired. Though he

. did not ask aboutianguage.,difficulties specifically,. Dr Muwaffak
reports the interesting language-related,finding that 83 .OT the
students reported difficulty in notetaking. '.Over, half of those
who'reported difficulty tried to,write down everything that.was

zooid. Sixty-two per cent of the student said they didn't really
//' try totake notes at all bu borrowed th m from others. Half the -..,

students reported'notlpeing able to and rstand what the lecturer.
was saying sometimes. Strangely, the i vestigator.recommends .,

training in notetaking techniques as a solution to the general'
problen6.

..,

Avery interesting suggestion is made 1 connection with the'
finding that a majority of the student were reluctant to enter .

discussion .in close or to a91- question of their teachers.. Only
sixteen per nt said they would ask f clarification when needed.
In discussion of 'this with his studen s,_Dr Muwaffak found two -

socio-cultural cat....s - the students sere afraid of appearing Q.

ridicUlous and thus being shathed, an they felt,stroni social '

pre:4611re again t exhibitionism and t ward conformity. It is.

certainly probable that language difficUltiee enter in here as
-

.......

well. .. ,
.

. . , .

Eighty -three percent the students, reported that they went to
the lib' :y only to do homework,or to read assigned texts. /Interes- "

tingly, only forty percent reported they encountered 'moderate'
difficulty 'sometimes' with theiireading, only eleyen percient
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used the dictionary often, and only seventeen percent said they
nad'difficulty pickilicout,importent aspects in their reading.
Here one must exercise.. caution

in interpreting this self-:reported
data., Students.(indeed, all of us) are notorious for over-esti-
mating abilities and underestimating reliance on such aids asdictioLaries. Somewhat more objective measureb of language
difficultims are to be preferred, and Dr Muwaffak Sought these, .as will be seen. Continuing his study of homework, however, heniitei a nearly two-thirds majority of students who report thatthey must- wait-for the 'mood' to'strike them before they canbegin to stUdy-.---Sixtrpercent

were distracted,by.daydreaming
roommates and visitsqrom friends. Forty percent Said they had
no trouble concentrating on studies: Finally, half the students'
said they had difficulty budgeting

their time tain6lude study,,
recreatiOn and rest peri6ds. A vast mr.jority (83%) reported
that they just kept re-reading materiel until they had, retained
it. They reported an average of three and a half hours of study
a day. Dr Muwaffak implies that he :eels this is too.little,
especially considerine,'his findings on reading speed and compre-
hension.

.

.

,:',.

.

Reading tests were conducted-wih the Agriculture students, some.Law students, and some Economic and Social Studies students.
.

Unfortunately, Dr Muwaffak gives no information about the nature
.of the tests, or the number or levels of students. It is there-
itoie,difficult to interpret his results. He found, however, that'
the average reading speed wa6 97 words per minute slower than'
talking speed fn Englibh - but that average comprehension was verY.high - 92%. . He concluded that the students were very slow but
careful readers.. He mentions

a speed-reeding'couise, which though.:"----
idfstorted' by time-table

irregularities, nepelligrebs.-*oduced
';in the students .a 37% average increase in reading speed. 'Tklis,impressive result 'is somewhat dampened by,his disclosure .that the

range of improvement was between 5% and 230% - a suspiciously
.

large range which oasts some doubt on th1e reliability of his

)(

speed-test. He gives no data-to enabl judgement to be made;..
however. The high comprehension figur fits in with the students'.
own estimate of their difficulties With, reading as'given above,however; and it is probably true that, given unlimited time;teven
the poorer reader can comprehend a text.' The,problem, as Dr
Muwaffak points out, is that slow reading combined withlong /'assignments and over-full'iimetables creates a stressful s:i.tuation

,to nay the least:
. . .

/' ,_

Perhaps the most interesting of Dr Muwaffak's findings abouexam-
ination problems came out of discussions he had with hiS 9'udents.
He discovered that they did not adequately comprehend sunh-key wordsin examination questions'as 'analyse', 'discuss', 'compare'. Ile
also found that 80% of. his students would hesitate toido-to a
'teacher fer,help while reviewing for exams - the majority went to
fellow- students.



One of DrItuwaffak's recommendation which I would like' to emphasize
here is in connection with his findi about students not being
able to understand what lecturers say i English. Be recommended
'that teachers:should not take a great del. for granted,, and try
to filein gaps in their students' kno edge before embarking,
on a new field...'. This strikesat a'probl m that has been
mentioned and will be returned,to in this rep t, that the-respon
sibility for facilitating communication' which s.hitherto been
placed upon the schools, the students, or on 're ediall courses
of one kind'or another belongsjust as.much to th lecturer in.
Botany, in Histpry, in Commercial ,Eaw or in Economics as it does,
to the lecturer in English Language.. Thip.will bec e increasingly
true as more and more students enter the University 'th English
which in.deficient, through no'fault of their own, bu who have,
nevertheless a right to the best possible educatton.

This brings us to the next piece of research gt the University
of Khartoum touching on study problems, that of Professor M.
MacMillan, formerly/ Heft of the Department of Englinh(Macmillan
19704) In this paper, Professor Macmillan'describes the results
of an analysis of errors in written English, and of an English
'attainment' test. written by first yeai students in Arts; Economics
and Science, in 'the context.of current views of bilingualiAm'and
language policy. Professor'Macmillan is particularly concerned
with.the growing 'Language Gap' the difference between native
speaker standard and how. well the second. language speaker can-use
the languagee(Macmilian,\p. 10, gives a somewhat complicated
formula for this which takes into account in hn entirely,specioUs
way tho 'competence' of the second langUage speaker 'what he has
been taught to do'; use of the formUla shows' that what matters is
not what the student has'beeri taught to do, but what he in fact
clods.) Professor Macmillan shows that, according to school certifi
cate results over a period of seven year's, while passes in Arabic,
Islamic Religious7Knowledge and English Literature remain at a
constant level, those in English Language decline.steadily from
just over 70% in 1963 to just'ove;i42% in 1969 (p.8) (similar
figures for th'6t975 examination are not availoli since English
Language and Literature 'ire now combined in the published data).
This in itself woul,! ct be too serious from the point of view of
university standardh gut for the fact thalt.Professor Macmillan
also giveS figures which show that while school Englibh profi
cienc:' was declining, when, presumably, the best students of
English wereTnot only not as 'good as previously; but fewer, the
intake of the UniVersty. was expanding by 96%. The-problem of '
University admissions standards is a complicated one and will be
discussed in some detail later, but it is enough here to say that
Macmilla:,'s figures suggest that English Language proficiency is
becoming less and less important, and as a result, ia.declining,
among University entrants (a small research project is'outlined
below which will bring the problem somewhat closer to the present).
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Professor Macmillan raises,two points in connection with the standard
of secondary sdhocl English.Which-are relevaneto the problem P.: J

study in the UniVersity. Thefirst simply questions the reliability
pf'the School Certificate examination how accurate a measure of
English language attainment is it? In particular he is referring
here to the 'large'mea;ure'of subjective assessment particularly .,
where there is a shortage of experienced examiners!. 'The problem
of subjeetivity'hasbeen solved in large part by the introduction
of objective sections e.g.multiplechoice,items in the English
Language papers. The second of Macmillan's criticisms,.hawever,
is stilt with u 'The, question also arises of the extent to which

the'.e5dMinafion, ven if reliable, effectively measures attainment
in the saile-apTrpriate to the linguistic Agzands of the Univer
sity'. In a sense, this is an unfair question:aince_the Sdhool c.

Certificate Examination is primarily an achievement examination,--- ....

measuring how well the pupils ha'e learnt what they have been
taught in the schools. It has not been designed to be a proficiencY
examination, predictive of,university performance. Yet,. in another
Sense, the implidd criticism is. a'fair one, since the School Certi
ficate is in fact used to decide who is fit to go to university
and who is not. 'This division of purposes and its consequent
problems will be. dealt with morefully in Chapter Five, but Pro
fessor Macmillan's way of dealing withit was to assess the extent,
of the remedial problem confronting-the first year university
studentei by analysing 1000 scripts, and byexatining452.students
in three faculties.' Briefly, he found that students Made more
errors in writing for their 'specialist' subjects History, Econo
mics, Literature than when they.were writing for their English .f

Language courses. Thg Science students made aboutffialf as many
errors as the other two faculty groups in their specialist writing
eince.theydid not at that time do un English Language, course, no

. cotparison could be made withthat type of writing. Mactillan also
found that among the Arts subjects, History, Geography, -and Litera -:
ture scripts contained verb tense errors amounting to.between seven
and nine percent. In* Philosophy, however, these kinds of errors
accounted for thirty Percent of the total, Which he attributed 'to
the verbal complexities of. yyllogistic structure. -.--- A

d...,
. .

Macmillan's 'completely objective, wultiplechoice type attainment
test' was.etandardized by g12.ng it to some British Alevel students
su that a-mark above90% woult: indicate nearnative ability and one
below 1.0% would indicate total inadequacy for university work. The.
results of giving this test to the 450 students was that it provided

4 a normal distribution of scores with an average in Arts of 51.4%,
In Econoties of 52.9% and in Science of 52.2% not.very different.
He found.alio that 32 nonArabic students, mainly Greek and Southern
Sudanese, averaged as a group 66.1%. Macmillan makes no comment
.upon this finding. He does make suggestions for the improvement of
English standards, in both the: schools and the University : In schools
hg recommended that English be Offered compulsorily for two years

r,
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and optionally for the final four, 'for those who Wisnor.need to
learn the language',-i-.e. mainly those who were universitybound,
or hoped to Lbe. Within the University, Macmillan suggested that
student§ be streamed into two Main proficiency groups, the-weaker
ones liven basic remedial English to improve their accuracy, the
more advanced given fluency and functional courses. He recommended
ure of his attainment test described above for grouping the new

students. 'The programme he outlined for University English, if
it was ever instituted, is certainly not inusejiow.

In the above discussion it was suggested that the best students
of English in 1969 were no longer as gOod as those in previous
years. .This is especially important in a,consideration 'of Univer
sity, admissions, for it is the 'best' students who are admitted.
In 972, Mr John Swales, now Director of the English Language
ServicineUnit at the University of Khartoum undertook a small
research projectas a result of a visit he had paid to the Sudan

----4:at'the.invitation of the Ministry of Education. Everywhere he went
while visiting schools around. the country, he,found it 'almost
universally assumed.:.that the present Secondary School leaver's
English ability is markedly and generally lower than that of
pupils leaving,school's fewyears ago' (Swales 1972). To test
this assimptidh, Swtles,obtained 15.examination scripts written
by'boys from one school (Rufa'a) in 1'966 and 1;5 written by boys

t
from the-same school in 1972, on tne same topics. Ire had the

papers typed to remove preuSicesbathe'd on handwriting, randomly
ordered, and marked by 13 Sudanese Secondary School teachers'working
on a postgraduate course in Hri,tain,. The average mark forthe 1966
scripts was.41.1% and for the 1972 scripts, 37.1%. Swales suggests
that this finding does not indicate a 'markedly and generally lower!

standard. He goes on to say, however, 'that of-the top ten scripts,
seven had been written in 1966. From tnis he'concluded at the
1"best"pupils are not as good as they used to be'. Though Mr
Swales does not draw attention to it, this finding suggests that
standards may in fact be declining quite a bit among the Udjversity...

.entrants the,'best' -students. These findings represent, to my
knowledge, the only'research that has been done to investigate
the muchlamonted decline in English proficiency.

A publication which does not deal specifically with sturdy problems,
knit which im a useful source of information about student character
and concerns is a study of Khartoum University Students Union (KUSU)
(Salah 1971). 'prepared originally ab an Honours dissertation in
Political Science, this little book deals with the history cf, the
'students' movement in the Sudan, and naturally emphasizes the ,

political aspects of the Union. It covers the origins and develop
ment of KUSU; data on student backgrounds and character; a descrip
tion of 'the various student political groups; and an.analysis of .

KUSU both as it pressure grou$ and as an interest group in national
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politics.' For those interested in student problems, Chapter Four,
'Who are the Students?', contains many interesting observations
about the make up of the student body, though his statistical
references: equire careful reading, and occasi.:,.., correction.'
Salah presentssn interesting piece of data based on a survey
of students (how many or at what levels he does not say, unfor
tu:_ately), Ssking.holit'happy, they were with their lecturers,
during the 1969=70 academic year. He found that the students -

4if MediCine were by. far. the most satisfied, followed by /,-hose
in Veterinary Science, Agriculture, and Law the 'professional
faculties' J The least satisfied students were.to be found in "'

Arts and Sciencw. Thus disdatisfaction.is most prevalent,
'apparently, among those students' who are notable to gain
admittance to one ofitheprdfessional facultied'and,whose
futurej.s therefore somewhat les's secure. Chapter :Five on
students' political attitudes is also of interest although
.possibly somewhat out b: date by now. For that matter,,the
whole topic Of the stude:its'Altion has been overtakes by:-events
and by planp-io reinstitue a union oh individual rather'than,
political representation. 'Still, the'book presents a starting
point for research into one facet of student life and problems
and contains information and viewshot available.in print anywhere
else:

Another piece-of rese rob that represents a marginal, but impor
tant contribution to the study of academic prob/ems.is one by two
former members of th GewraphY'Department'who present data:
purporting to study tudent geographibal'perception (O'Keefe and
Parsdns 1974). The two researchers gave a'ehort test to some 29
.third dear and 39 f urthyear students in Geography who had shortly
before, returned fro a f ?eld trip to the Southeastern SUdan. The
test required the a udents toshow on an outline map (which included
rivers) 1) the rout of the field trip and principal towns visited;
and 2) the locatio of fourteen principal towns; and to give the
approximate date o the beginning of five principal geological
periods. O'Keefe td Parsons fail to give adequate information
about how the data were collected, but it would appear .from their
report that the an lysis of the datn was far more rigorous than
its collection. S'ned they allow ;:he reader to draw his own
Conclusions. 'The results of this survey speak for themselves...'
we shall take-a b ief look at the results. To show their 'per
ception' of the field trip route, the students were asked to draw
the route on a ma , indicate the location of the 'major towns'
(unspecified) and mark the. route tiiroughDinder Park, Following
tie marking -scale used by the researchers, it can be Seen that'
51% of the stude is showed the route entering Ditder Park, 65%
showed the route following the correct bank of the BlUe Nile,
85°% showed the four major towns and 25% routed the trip through
the Ingessana Hills. Though.their.data indicates something,
perhaps, about the seriousness -with which field trips are Under-
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taken, it is doubtful that it measures adequately the 'perception'
of'a group pf students. Had the students"bien informed that the.
task required accuracy and been provided with instruments to work

'with, the queation.asked by the researchers of 'whether the students
appreciate the significance of exact measurement' might be more
plausibly answered. This especially evident. in their emphasis
of the evidenCe that 'the perception of DiAder-Park variedalarm-
tingly, extending for some students as far orth asJKassala and,
for others, as-far.west as the White Nile', though the students
were never told to indicate the boundaries of the park,'except
indirectivin the instruction to indicate the route through the
park. In locating the fourteen towns in the Sudan, students were
given a point if they were able to place the town within 200
kilOmeters of its actual location and an extra point if they were
within 100 kilometers. On this task the students averaged 64%.
or 1.3 points per town; i.e. they were, on the average, able to-,-
locate the towns within. 170 kilomeers of the actual location,
with only the outline of theSudan and five major rivers as

,:reference points -; surely a worthy performance for this sort of,
testing situation in a country as large as the Sudan. The
researchers make much of their finding that there were no signi-
ficant correlations between 'perceptions' and town size, distance
from Khartoud or number of times the Studept had visited the towns,
without saying precisely what this indicates about the students'
perceptions, It is likely, however, that those low correlations
reflect the unreliability of the measure at least as much as they
reflect student perceptions.

The data on the'question of geological time nearly defies desorip-
iion. The unnecessarily complicated table reporting the results
is, difficult to fathom given the meagre data provided by the
researchers. ,However, they do state quite clearly that the fourth-
year students averaged two out of a possible three. on the question,
which, to employ their scoring qualification, is 'reasonable'.' The
third-year did somewhat worse, averaging 1.25 - between 'reasonable'
and 'wild gueSe!. A final comment: a substantial number of students
apparently refused to attempt thisyqueation at all., and though
O'Keefe and Parsons pass over this result in silence, it-may be
that here lies a more accurate measure of student .perception than
any other's they provides This discussion. of an interesting though
not very informative piece of research has been, included because,'
first, it is the only one that purports to deal with a Very interes-
ting aspect of student behaviour, but also because it is an example
of what can. happen when, researchers have an 'axe to grind' r they
bemoan'what they present as a poor performance bilheir students,
when, in fact; considering the nature -of the task itself, and the
,cirdumstances surrounding it, the results appear quite good. There is
certainly wide scope for research on the perceptions of our students
and how they affect. their performance (see, for example, .Barron 1975
on students', problems interpreting diagrams) but, this report does
not add much to our understanding.
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There are numerous M.A. and Ph.D. theses b)th from foreign'univer-
si#eeand frOmOthartoum liniversitytich deal peripherally with'
. atudy-relateCproblems in theSudin, Of hese:.parhaps the most
releventitthe doctoral thesis byAustifa Mohamed Abdel4agid

' 09724,7,noi Head of the linguistics Department of the:Tnivereity
mf.KbartOum.In-his research, Dr Mustafa Was investigating two
mainAUestiOnsi 1) given the Arabiciiatien of secondary education,
is agreement about what Englidh:is fortnd Shit the aims
in teat ,2) given that English will continue

7ite:beHttemediumi,tf scientific and ,technical studies, even whee..
ArabicOatiOniteztended to higher education, is, the kind of, /'

.- .literary Englishich-characterizes the secondary, school syllabus

.'the Aiwa' effectividnstrument for'the needi-and ueei of English as'
i medium of higher, education? To answer ihe first question, Di
MUstatOsmployeda survey of those involved in,the teaching of

the Snelan..,=The second was investigated by means. of a
teat to compare the-performance of students in 'literary! and
scientific - technical English.- Hefound P very high degree of.
Cohsenius among educators in theSudan'that theprimary need for
Englith'ineducation wasto gain access to scientific and techno=

.:1OgicarAnformation, to communicate with the world at large, and
to maintain economic and commercial ties. In a survey of student-

:'.attitude_andmotivatj.eh, 1r Mustafa found that, despite Arabic.,
ization'(62g. said they. thought.;Arabic medium instruction made
,learning. easier), the majority of students recogniZedtheeimpor-
tance of English..(74% said they thought knowledge ofEnglish helped
in getting a goed.,jOb) and displayed favourable attitudes towards
learning it. Finally,. Di Mustafa found that stUdents'pursuing
scientific 4id technical studies at the University of Khartouti
and other Shdaneee institutes of higher education performed

--p gnificantly better in literary English than in scientific
:lisp.

Dr Urals work-is of great .importance to the researcher in
la edUcation in the,Sudan, and does much toexplain some of
the pip lent of University students. Hie chapters on the 'Educational
blistery .f.the Sudan, Language and Education since Independence, and
English i Education, though, in the latter two cases, somewhat over-
taken by e eats, are necessary reading for those interested in these
piroblems..

Anertherdocto al thesis. .rich discusses some problems. relevant to
thes_present-re earch is that by Babiker Idris El-Hibir (1976) which

71ealiith. so Ces of common erroms in the written English of
Sudanese-Be9On y school students. In his discussion of reasons
fcir learning-*"ri-F Dr Babiker points out that such eCconsider
stiOn as'access to-information from the English speaking -world has

recognition inthe schools and doesnot affect teaching.
The, main reason f6r-studying English is to gain access to the

)



tertiary level of education. Social status and fashion, he notes,
'are also important reasons for studying English and may be.used by.
teachers to motivate their pupils. .This last factor is of partidular
interest in a discusaion,of the trend toward Arabicization at,the
University,. It may be.that,atudents will oppose such a move from
motives of fashion in education rather akin tofashion ear -
platform shoes might be uncomfortable and to walk in, but

.theyare fashionable.

Ye : relevant work, a Master's thesis in. statipticp (A/Fattah
1977) will be-referred o'in Chapter Five. Some language- related
theses which-hive been produced-atlhe University ofpiartoum
include thoseby Angele Tadrbs (1966), an analysis of interference
errors in the wi7itten English of school pupils, Tawheeda Csman (1971),
a study of the architectural 'register' of English, and Anwar.
Wagilalla (1977), an analysis of vocabulary in chemistry textbooks.
- all of potential use in devising courses in academic.English.
There is, obviously, great scope for further research into the
language stuffy probleis.of students at school and university level
in the Sudan.. Students of Linguistios;-Arabicsychology, Sociology
and English could - contribute much to our understanding of this complex
area. Indeed at the time of-writing,'Honours and postgraduate students
in English are conducting small research projects on student a
toward English and Arabic,,English proficiency improveme r-th

ttitude

'decliniug4.standards of English, and la udes in the
Southern Sudan; among,others,j_There s also a project.to compare ,

some attitudina eristics of Arts and Science. students being
init' he Anthropology and Sociology Department. The field
of edUcational research is a relatively untouched one the Sudan. .

and the University is an obvious source of both expertise and.aata.

Another research repo._:, which bears on student problems at Khartoum
is one by an M.A. student in the Institute for African and Asian.
Studies (Sara Yousi,T, forthcoming) which is a report on a survey of
languages used by. first -year students in the University. The data' i

was collected by questionnaire from the 1973-74 and 1974-75 Preli-
esaryyear classes. The findings are compared with linguistic,
uata frqm the 1956 census to examine the expected number of students..
from various language groups, and tne.actial numbersenrolled.. Such:
information is valuable in making language, olicy decisions -fir`,
example,'the Arabicization of the University - and fo'r moni
the effects of admissions requirements - for example,'rece t
decisions to raise the standard of 'School Certificate Ara
acceptable for admission have reputedly lowered the numbers of
non-Arabic speakers in the incoming classes.

Three.fUrther referenCes on tge language situation, in the Sudan
which should be consulted by those interested in the problems of
students include an article 'Arabic in the Sudan' (Hurriez 1975)
which deals especially with,the varietiee.of Arabic to be found.

ha
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in the country;: 'Language and*ucation in theSouthern pudan".-
..(YuaufalKhalifa 1975) a valuable outline of language policY,,
which is now, however, pomewhat'outdated by events; and 'Teachers
and Language in the Sudan, a questionnaire Survey of Teachers in
Juni7dr Secondary'Schoolal.(Jernudd 1975), which deals with the
use of varieties of Arabic.tn teaching... Finally, a major work

. which is under way.and will in.future be a valuable resource
document for languagerelated studies of all kinds in the Sudan
is the Language Survey of the Sudan, which is.being conducted
under the direction of the Iistitute of African and'Asian Studies
of the University of Khartoum and is an attempt.to identify.
the:langUages in use in thetSlidan, the number:of speakers, situations
of. use and other such data. This mammoth task is still'in its initial
Stages; but already has data from 6060i informants intheAluba
mountains,

RESEARCH "ON STUDY, BEHAVIOUR

It is a*Oommonassumption that studentOstudy behavipur is related
to performance in their academic work: 'Success in. study depends
not only'on ability and hard work but also. on effective methods
of study' (Maddbx'1967). Such:anassumption.is a popular one
because_it suggests th aeurs-setae Skills''will.help
students to boost heir marks and universities to improve their
output.. Much research has been conducted to investigate. this
assumption. The most common method of research is to give students
aquestioniaire asking them to tick items related to their study
behaviour.' Thus the behaviour of !gOodistudents sanbe compared
with that of 'bad' students. The.most famous of these study behav
iour questionnaires is one produced in the United States in the
1950's the Survey of Study Habits and Attitudes (SSHA) (Brown,
HoltzMan 1955). The authors of this questionnaire found that
students who ticked the 'good' study habit items were often better
students than those who ticked the 'bad' items.. The survey ques
tionnaire included items to measure 'work methods' (effective
study procedures), 'delay avoidance' (promptness in completing

,work , 'teacher approval' favourable opinionsabout teachers),
and 'educational acceptant '.(approval of educational objectives).

. The sum of work methdds an delay avoidance produced a-'Study`
Habit&score; the sum of to cher approval and educAional acceptance
produced a 'Study Attitudes' score; and the sum-Of all four produced
a 'Study Orientation' score. As was stated above, there are things
whichosuccessfu/' students do, as suggested by the SSHA results:

.

'they plan their study time, complete their work on time, limit their
. extra curricular activities and have high motivation. On the other
hand, researchstudies have shown that these 'good' study habits donot have a terribly great effeCt on university performance: study
orientation correlated at .32, study.habits at .29 and work methodsat .19 with examination marks at the end of the year (Cowell end
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Entwistle_1971). Another study (McCaus nd and Stewart 1974) found -

the same variables correlated with ersity.grades at .40, .30,

and .32 respectively. While all of esecorrelstionTaresignifi-
cantly different from zero, none a every strong - the highest,
.40,suggests that nnly 16% of th variance in universitY.'performance

may be slue to 'study orientatio '. Further, a study 'comparing library ,
skills with SSHA (Corlett 1974) showed that,the-former.skills corre-
lated,at '.43 with university grades while, the SSHA correlated at only .

.26. Finally, Maddox (1963) found that the SSHA 'good' study habits
were'significantly more.coMmon among the'students with.the Worst
University performance than among the better studenta(cftedin
Biggs 1970a) - the opposite of the originii Brown - Holtzman. finding.
The conclusion from such contradictnry_findings is that academic
'success is a complicated area and a blanket reference to 'good'
study'habits for'all students in all subjects is not meaningful.

One approach to this problem has been to develop study behaviour
measures.relevant to'particular fields of 'study to see if a stronger
relatiOnship with performance. is observed. One such study (Cooper
and Foy 1969) studied.pharmacy students by giving them a 45 -item

.Study Habits/Inventory and asking theeto-report the time they.
spent studying. They found no substantial'correlations between
study habits and 'examination success and concluded that it was
a complex subject. ;Another researcher (Biggs 1970a).galie a question-
naire measuring different 'cognitiVe styles' to Arts and Science
students to see if the differing tasks of Arts and Science required.
differing strategies of study. He found that the Arts Students
were more dependent bn study strategies than were the Science
students who were more governed by previous-(i.e. secondary school)
performance in Science;.thatArts students tended to be more organi-
zed than the SCiente students; though organization (as in other
studies) was not directly related.to performance in either faculty:5
the Arts students were more tolerant of ambiguity - more able to
adjust to novelty and complexity - than the Science students; the.
Science students were more 'intrinsically'. motivated- .interested
inwork torits own, sake; Arts students were less. dogmatic - more
likelyto question basic assumptions - than Science students. Biggs

draws two main conclusions about the. improvement cif:study behaviour

from his'findings: first, that the .value of straightforward study
skills programmes May be questioned. He.suggeats that good study
habits are as much a refuge of the poor students as a success factor
for the &cid students: 'There may well be conditions under which
they are valuable end certain kinds of student to whom they are
suited but these tasic and person conditions have yet to be dis-

covered...' (1970a:172). Second, the results.sugGest that there
tire general.differences in the task of study improvement'in Arts

and Science. The Arts student has to develop strategies for sort-
ing and organizing masses of apparently unorganized material; the
Science student is facedp.on the other hand, with-integrating new
material to existing patterns and hierarchies. .



One final,:fnvestigation of study behaviour of the questionnaire
type isthe,only one known to me conducted in a developing.cuntry.
aethlehem (1973), using a study behaviour inventory developed for
use in Britain (Entwistle, Nisbit, Entwistle and Cowell 1971),
examined 577 students at the Oniversitiof Zambia; He also gave
a group of the students a Short-course in !how to tape notes;
organize study, examination'techniquee, etc:' toward the end of
the year The !study methods' scores from. the inventory correlated
at .29, the 'motivation' score at .32, and both together at .35

.with university grades. These figures were significantly_highew--
\ than thosi found by the authors of theLqueetinnfaire in Britain -
.\ . study methods :18, motivation--;t9-tgtwistle, Nisbit, Entwistle

and. Cowell 1921-.---:-Kii1;r, he found that the study methods course
Amade- no-difference to the performance of the first year students,
but that the grades of second-, third-, and fourth-year students

had attended. the course. were better,. almost significantly
0 (p <A5 ), than those of students who hadn'tattended the
course. This suggested to Bethlehem that the students need
experience in the university environment before they can take
advantage.of the suggestions given in the course. Overall, how-
eVer, Bethlehem's findings are no different Trom those of other
researchers - that'good' study habits produce only a marginal
improvement in performance. °

. - .:

Apart from study behaviour itself, scholars have approached the
problem of study from the point of view of motivation. The assump-
tion is .that performance is a combination of-god-study habits plus
motivation and that there is an interplay between the two factors:
high' motivation can be depressed .by poor study habits, and good
habits can'be ineffectual if,motivation is lacking. Motivation ,
may be extrinsic - one studies because he wants a degree or to
please his family - or intrinsic - he enjoys the task for itself,
or hshas an inner.need to achieve or succeed at any task he.under-
takes.- A good review of studies of motivation and study habits
maybe found in Entwistle, Thompson and Wilson (1974). In their
review, they discuss many personal and psychological characteristic
of students such as anxiety, conformity; adaptability, syllabus-
bound students (conscientious sybtematic) and'syllabus-fre
(independent). 'TheY conclude that 'until a clearer underst ding
is obtained of how Motivation, study habits and Personal _y_interact
and interrelate with academic performance, little pro- ess can be
expected'. They suggest .investigations of how stud nts view study
methods within their own framework of values. :
One such study (Goldfried and.D'Zurilli 1973) attempted to validate

jthe SSHA,by devising a system ofetudent-ratings of 'actual,behaviour..
,/: situat4nel and: correlating these,with .the Study Habits. Survey .

findings. They got somewhat higher correlations than previous
Itudies which had used universitYgrades to validate the study
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beha)dotlr- that ii the students' -own -expeCtions.
of 'good"study

\
habits)matched the SSHA values to a greater extent - but,paradoxi-

cally, the students'
expect tions had a low, non-significant cor--

relation\With university gra es! In-other words, students don't

knOw what:Makes a good student either.
.

.

Another study of motivational ctors in performance (Kearney 1969)

suggested learning ability.and s udy skills were affected by

'motivation, and that high abilit (intelligen 4.c e) was not' necessarily
.

.

accompanied by high motivation. he author concludes that 'study is

--ialf,directed education,
and if students are to acquire study skills,

they have.to do it for
themselvea.iKne:staff can sesist in various .

ways, but only indirectlymaking courses interesting and relevant,

and...designing the short-term goalrreward situation'. bi3 latter

suggestion is one also made by C.A. Mace in a standard work on

study characteristics,
The Peychology of Study (1968): 1...objectives

should be "personal, proximate and precipe"'. That is,students must.

be able to see personal relevance in edUcational goals, and teachers

must make. proximate
(short-term, e.g. weekly assignments) and precise

demands on them. The implication is that,the very act of giving

frequent, precise work assignments can in itself increase motivation,

and improve study habits.
. .

--39

`A' study which attempted" to locate differences in attitudes and

behaviour among high- and low-achieving university students is one

by Pond (1964). He and his colleagues found that_high achievers

did more reading,
attended.mOre classes, took more notes, and took

part in fewer sports in other words, worked harder than low

achievers, The high :u ewers also thought their assignments were .

more worthwhile, had fewer worries,, and found teachers more acces-

sible than did the low achipyers. The latter grOuld often blamed

lack afauperiision, large Classes, speech difficulties of lecturers,

distractions in the
library;Oand-the scarcity of books for their

. failures.

AnOther researcher (Thoday 1957) investigated time spent in 'formal'

(in class), 'informal'
(personalstudy) and 'leisUre' activities by

students. He fOuncrthat the average
working time per day was 6.25 ,

ours - 3.5 hours of formal.work, 2.75 hours of informal-work. He

found that there_Was. a balance betwpen formal and informal work

Science students did-more
formal'(in class) work, less informal;'

Arts students did.less
fOrMal-7-butmore informal work. Thoday also

found a relationship between the amdunt'of work done and examination

results.

In sum, these studies
reveal how little we know about the personal,

beh-rioural,, and motivational
contributors to academic suc esp. They

suggest that 'good'
studfhabits'Play a part, but not a oyerwhelm-

'ingly important part in perforMance; that'goodo
habits and strategies

4



blk,varyfrom facult to faculty; that students can benefitm/tstudy skills' co es, 'but only. indirectly, byepplyingdy suggestions to .eir own needs and personalities; thatotivation is ani ortant factor in success; and hat lecturers:;/Cdn aid students . ndirectly by proViding shorter term,
precise goals.

It is import to note, finally, that thesrtudies are almost
.exclusively aced on university Situations n Western, developedcountries' Aii-cf.the findings have,to be interpreted, for ourpresent pose, in the context ore university in a non-Western,devel ing country. It may be. that thf/differences

will be. minimaland rivial; it may be that they wi2t/he major :and fundamental._A east, we must be aware that tO. ke comparisons across cul ese.g. American Vs Sudanese'
- will/always favour the culture t e

/

are based on. It is,essentAl to distinguish between theartifactsartifacts of Western education,end the culture the artifacts came

data

from. Insofar as the University of Khartoum is involvedan Ire
..,artifacts -'e.g. lecturestiliackboards,

textbooks, microsde
P

/
overhead:projectors, taxonomies, timetables - research find
no matter where sthe dataicome from, may.not be irrelevant. But,whenever the focus of interest is on the culture of stud tstheir ways of dealing,4ith

education, strategies for learning -great caution must tra exercised in interpreting the f dings.In-short, what Makse a successful student in Keokuk y not makea successful student in Khartoum.

///STUDIES AND SUGGESTIONS FOR BETTER TEACHING /
AND BETTER STUDYING

This section will rOView literature, much f it available in fKhartoum, which-re0earchers, teachers a students may consuland use to improvis/their work.

. Study Hatiti /'

One of the/landmark worki on stu habits has already been referreto in the previous section: 'Th PsycholoKy of Study by C.A
Originaliy,published in1932 and revised in 1968, it is an xc entintroductfoWto the study problems of students, from the ps cpblogistispoint of view. Mace includei chapters on Perception, on Me 'rizingfroi books and lectures and for examinations, and on Motiv
There are:a number of discussions, based on.the findings/ psycholo-gists, of what procedures should help.stUdents with .the r- udies.For example, in his chapter on Memorizing, Mace points out 114t, whenlearning something 'by hea t', the student is best vised o employshort periods of study over as long a period of:tip as poand. to.employ active repetition

- trying to reca r the mlyt r al'
without using notes - rather t sn passively rea ing the notes.
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0

A similfr work, though longer, covering more ground, and more
speCificilly addressed to students is How to Study "(Maddox 1963).
The book deals with study. timetables, motivation, leakning, reading,
notetaking, examinations, writing' English, basic math and
:mental and physical. health., It is full of advice on alismanner of
problems and situations. For example, in the discussion'on lectures,
Maddox gives firm advice on where to

'In Many lecture theatres, the acoustics'are bad,
so if you sitat the back it may be a strain to
heir the IlOcture...yeu may be distracted by
halting the rest of, the audience -in your field
of view. The heap place to sit ie. in the
middle towards thefront.." Believe it or not
those who it in this position'usually do,
better than those who sit at the back.'

Though this book'is intended to be read by students, one cannot
imagine a student actually doing so. ,There are no exercises to
.help him-pUt to Use what-Maddox says are useful helps, no way for
the student to:chdese from among 'the plethora of aids aqd advice
the combination that best euits him, In fact when one ieads in
Maddbx's preface, found that, although many students know
pretty well what they ought to do, they don't do lti' oneis
tempted to read no further.. Still, How to Study, like Maces bciok,
is a useful'compendium of practical, common ,tense advice. They
would be'useful aids to the designer of a study skills course;
w aho could devise. exercises and tasks to help the students do
what they 'should'. They Imuld be_nseful, too, to_the lecturer
who was. interested in adapting his teaching style and approach
to fit,the ways students were likely to learn.

. .

Two books which do provide plenty of practice for the student are
texts in study skills for students working in English as a foreign
languhge: RC. Yorkey, Study Skills for Students. of English as
a Second Language (1970).and J.B. Beaton, Studying in English .

(1975). The Yorkey book is an American 2ublication, based-on the
authorls work at the American University in:Beirut. It .contains,
exercises in listening, rean.:ng, notetaking, dictionary use;
writing reports, and examination techniques. It is a wrrkbook
and most of the exercises ere meant to be-doneby the, student in
the text itself, making it expensive for a large group year after

'year. The Heaton bookis a British publication, much smaller'end
cheaper than the: Yorkey one. The practice exercises are of a
Small number of types, though the content -is varied. Much of the
material is difficult and may be boring the book needs to be
heaVilysuppleMented with teacherprepared material. It gives
much more practice in.the tvo basic skills of notetaking and
reading than does the Yorkey book. Heaton is the recommended -text
for the Faculty of Arts Preliminary year study skills course at tcie
University. of Khartoum.
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Before.leaving.the area of study habits, it should be pointed out
that MUC4,-of the work done by the English Language Servicing Unit
falls within this category and there have been some excellent
materials produced by its members of staff: natetaking-for
studenteArdhitsctuie, dissertation writing for Engineering
students, and examination writing techniques for science students,
to give only.a fewexamples.

Teaching.

Once again, the English Language Servicing Unit must be mentioned
as an important source of information about teaching in a second
language in the University. Their resources, both human and
material, should.be called upon more and more for advice and
techniques of teaching anything in a foreign language. The News
letterpublished by EMU staff, ESPMENA Bulletin, is a great
source of ideas and materials especially suited to the Khartoum
North Africa Middle East, situation. It is available free'of
charge to all subscribers:

Concerning the improvement of lectures in generals an invaluable
sourcti, of research-findingsand insight is Bligh (1971), What's
the Use of Lectures?. In his first chapter Bligh presents the
case that lectures teach information. He.develops this idea by
discussing the psychological factors affecting information learn
ing and.goes from there to suggest techniques to improve the.
lecture. as a learning source and methods that can be combined with
lectures to enhance their function. Finally, Bligh shows how
locture preparation must reflect these techniques and methods.
The book is a useful guide for those teachers concerned with
providing the most information to their students in a form they
can make use of. The research reviewed by Bligh 'Ps of enormous
value to the scholar who is interested in conducting his own
studies of thduseof lectures: he cites,1177 studies to show
that lectures areas effective as other. methods for teaching
information;%28 studies to show that. lectures are relatively
ineffective at stimulating thought among students; 25 studies
to show'thatlectureagre not very good at changing students'
attitudes; and 15. studies to show that lectures are not as
popular with students as Other methods of teaching.

One resource will be mentioned in connection with examinations
at the.university: Assessing Attainment'(Tittle and Miller 1976).
This sr..:11 book is a Useful, very practical guide to writing and
marking examinations. It contains a short introduction to basic
concepts in testing, but,thebUlk of the book is a stepbystep
guide to developing examinations. There is also a useful reference

4.Q
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Finally, there are two sources of
more,informatiOn of a practical

nature for the improvement of university teaching and learning

which will be toentioned. here. The f4stis.the Univere3.4 Teaching

Methods Unit (55 Gordon Square, London WC1 HOBR, U.K.). This is

a consultative unit concerned with cdopzratirig with lecturers

interested in the problem Of'teachini and publicizing solutions

to thei: The Uilit is a usefqrsourpe of information about research

finnge on various techniqueb and/approaches. The second source

is az American one: the Center fcr Research on Learning and

Teaching. (109 E. Madison, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 48109, U.S.A.).

The center, as the name implies,/conductS research.and reports

on its findings. The Senior Research Scientist of the Center,

S.C. Ericksen, has said of the !work of the Center: 'Over and

over again,. I have found' that"' teachers in the discipline special

ties are the ones to make the
final decisions about how to help'

a student.to-learn. The teacher is the cook.in charge of the

kitchen' (Personal communication). As a result of this belief,

the Center produces perioiically a
'Memo' for lecturers ih all

subjects providing data and information on instructional develop
,

ments, techniques and methods.

The CRT approach places the burden. of improving both teaching

and learning on the shoulders of the teacher. In concluding this

chapter of review of research and information on study problems,

it is necessary to emphasize this issue. There are two approaches

to the problem of study'behaviour
the remedial ccnikse in study

skills or English skills; and an approach which seeks to adapt

courses; methods and materials to the needs of the students.

The first of these is in many ways the easier it places the burden

for improvement on the student. Yet the research cited (.n this

chapter makes it clear that such courses contribute only marginally

to 'success'. The second approach is the more difficult,for.it

burdens the teacher with,seeking Ways of improving his teaching .

without any assurancethat his
improvements are worthwhile or even

noticed by his students. Hi's contribution to the study behaviour

of his students is an indirect.one. He may feel that .he has no

cause to adapt his teaching to the requirements of students: there

are great motivational problems with this approach. Yet it seems

likely to be the only effective approach to the problem of study

behaviour if we Xre noi,..to commit
ourselves to an ever increasing

amount of remedial courses.

A final word about previous research. A glaring lacuna in the

literature.on study behaviour is that of siudents'in developing

',,countries studying in a. seccnd or foreign language. This is a

tremendous lack in our knowledge. There is a related failure at

the University,of Khartoum for staff and students to engage in

research.oh.the problems of students, whether of a linguistic,''.

social, psychological or educational nature. The University is
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a major untapped
source of both

research expertise
and data, in

a unique position
to make a world-wide

contribution in
educational

research. Here is a wide field of
possibilities for staff research

proposals, M.A. and Ph.D.
theses, and Honours

dissertationz_in
several disciplines.

The recent
re-emphasis of the University

as a centre for
research may be taken advantage of and muchprogress made

toward improving the quality of one of the Sudan's
most valuable

resources - her
University.
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-DHAPTER THREE

THE STUDY HABITS RESEARCH PROJECT: AI( OVERVIEW

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this short Chapter is to give an overview of the
Study Habits Researchyroject, including an outline of the-project,
the timetable, a financial summary, and a summary of, thilgoals of
the research.

OUTLINE OF RESEARCH PLAN

I. Planning and Orientation
..... _

1. Discussiohs with memb_rs of staff and administration
about the nature of. the problem and lines of research
most likely to be productive.

2. Observing lectures, tutorials,

3. Engaging in some teaching to get to knowstudente
And problems firsthand..

4.. Reviewing previous research.

5.. Planning research design, preparing materials,
piloting.

II. Data Gathering

1, Langudge Proficiency Testing: Reading in Arabic
and English, Listening in Arabic and English.

2. Interviews of students to gain information on
personaldata; study behaviour, social...life,
motivation. -

.

3. Students' diary of activities for one week.

4. Student data from University records,,personal
files.

5. Sudan School Certificate results.

".1

'47
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6. University. Examination Results":

7. Longitudinal study: English Reading test and'
questionnaire in second academic .year.'' .

III. ,Analysis of Data and Report

1. Computer processing of quantifiable data.

2. Ptoduction of a inaI Project Report including
recommendations for action by the University.

TIMETABLE

I. Planning and Orientation

..

December 1975 June 1976

II. Data Gathering

1. language Proficiency Tests: July 1976:

2. Interviewing: August 1976

3. Diaries: July - August 1976

University Examinations: September 1976

'5. LongitudinalData; March 1977

III. Interim Report on Language Testing

October

IV. Analysis of Data and Report

Completed by 31 October 1977.

FINANCIAL SUMMARY

I. Total Ford Foundation Grant $31,000

Amount converted to Sudanese pounds

II. Total Payment's to Research Fellow
inquding salary, travel .

Salary supplement (in US$)
. .

53

s21,0p0 (0.8,253.060)

.$10,,000

4S .6450.000-



Total Research .Expenditure,..
including Clerical, Research
Aisistants, Materials°

IV. Report Publishing CosA

ES 1,550.000*.

Ls. 500.000.

GOALS O' THE PROJECT-

To present a report describing students' study problems at
the University of Khartoum; especially among Preliminary-year
students, and recommend ways to alleviate the problem'.

. f.
.

. ..

II. .
To provide data, advice and. help to members of .staff and
students at the University in the areas of langUage and

study skills. .

1

- .

III. -To generate a wider concern for, and a research interest in,
the study problems of University of Khartoum students, Emma
members of the teacbinustaff and administration, and among
students themselves.

DISCUSSION

The Study Habits Research Project was administered by a Steering
Committee, comprising Mr John Zwales, Director. of the'English:
Language Servicing Unit (Chairman), Dr Tigani Hassan, Dean of
Students, Dr Mustafa M. AbdelrMagid, Head of the Linguisticd
Department, Dr Sayyid Hamid Hurriez, Senior Research Fellow,
Institute for AfriCan.andAsian Studies, and Dr DanDouglas,
Project Research Fellow. 'Since April 1976 the Project.bas been
:administratively-affiliated.with the Students Affairs Section of
the.University,.under-the Dean of Students. For most of the pro-

ject period, an office was provided by the Students' Affairs
aSection. This arrangement forked out very well from an adninist7

rative point of view since it provided the project with an 'official'

identity,:yet unconnected with any single Department or Faculty., On

the other hend,.it did-tend to make, day-to-day contact with teaching

staff and students a bit more difficult. In fact, I consider it a

mijox failure of my role as University Research Fellow that I did
not involve more staff and' students in'the project., A more fruitful--
approach especially in light of the designation of the-' project as.a
piece of 'action- research' might heve-bean-to-direct-a series of
related, but separated, smaller prOjects;, conducted by' members of

staff and students. A considerition of:such anapproiChshould-bi'
undertaken before'tbe-reaearch:is continued.

Someil5 or 20.studentp and teaching-aseistants haVe been involved

-in the project at one time pr-shother as research assistants.
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They 'were drawn mainly from the'Departmenti of English and Arabic.
They did much of the Marking of tests,. interviewing and collation.
of data. They were paid ,on a'ree basis. Similarly, English -
Arabic translations, and Arabic typists were hired on a temporary
basis. English typist -ass kstantv were hired for longer periods,
but also on a fee. basis. In this. way, the 'infra - structure' of .
the project was kept to a minimum. .Paper; stencils, and other
supplies were bought as needed, and University facilities,were
used for.duplicating.' One -chronic need has been for a typewriter
- machines were born - :wed from faculty and departnt offices from
time-to-=time, but aobetter solution.would have been to purchase
a typewriter 'or the project. .Computing costs were absorbed by,
.the University outing to .the affiliation of the Project with the
Students. Affairs Section.

The major portionof the data was.colleoted-from a.group of some
75 students. A sec6nd major criticism of the research design is
the small size of this sample At least double the original sample
of 100 should,have been cho.3en to allow drop-outs. On the
other hand, once the grodp stabilized at around 75, strenuous. %.

efforts were made to keep the students, and a high degree of con-
tinuity was maintained during the main data collection period.
Further, statistical tests were applied rigorously to obtain the
pt.diai!Possible from the small sample and to ensure against

'chance? findings. But there is ho doubt that sore complete and
qnfOrmative results could have been obtainedfrom a larger sample.
The main adantage of using such a small group (and the reascn a

' small sample was chosen in the first place) was that continuity
was easier to maintain. Communication and scheduling is always
a problem in Khartoum, and it was crucial that'such components of
the research as the interviews and the,,diaries be handled as
efficiently as possible:: As it was, getting interviewerslnd
interviewees theaame room at.the same time, diaries distribu-
ted and collected -hd money paid to students in the sample was a .

prOblem of organization even with only 75 people. The students
in the sample were. paid for each stage of the research they
participated in and this helped ensure that they turned up at
scheduled times.'

1.
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HAPTER FOUR

i

LANGUAGE,FROFICIENCY TESTING

ilviRODucTiou

The language proficiency tests will serve as a background for the
interpretationvf-trif other components of the investigation. But

they may b,^ studied in their own right, and the aim of this chapter
is to present and analyse the results of the teseh. There follows
a description of the experimental method employed, including a
discussion of the subjects, the testing materials, a,.idthe procedure.
This is Ebllowed by a statistical summary of the results, a fuller
discussion of results, and a summary of conclusions, with sugges-
tions for further research.

METHOD

Sub ects
,,

The subjects were a Sample of Preliminary-year students 'from four
Faculties: Wrts, Economics, LSw-,--And-Science., The sample was
selected to represent the subjects' home'Piovince (one-third from
the Southern Sudan, two-thirds from the rest of the Sudan) and' .

sex'(ope-third female). Originally a total of 100 subjects was
selected (40:from Science, 20 from each of the other Faculties),
and these Were notified by name with letters sent through.their
English Language classes. In.the letter, they were asked to appear
for the first testing session in the Examina'tion Hall on FTiday,
16 July 1976. They were also.offered payment for Participation in
the testing of.50 piastres for each of two sessions. In the first .

session, 83 students participated (Table 1)..

Table 1: SubJects

Faculty Total Male . Female South Rest

Arts 17 11 6 11

Economics 19 13 6 9 10

Law 20 : 16 12--

Science Mathematics . 17
,.

Science ,Biology 10
20 8 19.

Totals . , 83 60 23 31 52

5 6

.
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In the secondteeting session, one week later, 75 subjects parti-
cipated, a 90% retention rate.

&UMW12,

1

Four teetAwere;administered: Arabic and English'Reading, Arabic
and English Dictation. All the testa were integrative measures,
testing glebe], eking related to general language proficiency. rather
than discrete skills or abilities: Reading and listening were
considered to be the two most important skills required of the
new students immediately in their.studiew. Writing.becomes impor-
tant somewhat later, and strictly speaking, not until they are
in relatively advanced seminars. Two tests were
constructed, one for gpience and one for Akt , Economics and Law
while's single Arabic reading test was constructed for all four
Faculties. These were. iclozA! tests, constructed by deleting
every seventh word from three reading passages of about 375 words
each, to give tests of 50 items. Instructions for each test were
included in'their,respemtive languages, as were prectIcetests in
each language,.

.

/ On close teats, subjects are instructed to fill in the deleted
/ items using the same words they think the author used originally.// Scoring, may be done in different ways - accbpting synonyms, or

grammatically acceptable responses or giving weighted values to
different responses.. It as been found, however, that allowing./
credit only for the exact replacement of the deleted items produces
substantially the same results as any of the much more cumbersome
methods above (Taylor 1953; Anderson 1972; 011er and Conrad 1971),
at least in English. ClOze tests have been shown to be valid'
predictors Ofreading ability in4eeveral languages.other than
'English - Setswana, Amharic, Thai;-Vietnamese, Malay, Japanese,
Chinese, French, and German - but never in Arabic. Therefore,
theindingm of the Ai.abc reading,test.are doubly interesting.

The Sbience reading teat was based upon a passage from a Chemistry
textbbok chapter, entitled '.0xygen' Sienko and Plane 1966). The
test for the other three Faculties (hereafter known as Humanities)
was from a.pUblished essay entitled 'To Hell with Culture' (Read
1963).. (Copies of each jest, with the answers, may be found in
theAppendix). The Flesch.Readability Formula apidied to each
passage suggested that they were of slightly more than average
difficulty for native- <in:kers of English (pre-testing_with-fourth-

. year_students-indicate that the Saience test was a bit more dif-
ficult was the. nities test, cf. Douglas 1976).

The Arabic reading tee was used for all four Faculties and was '
,based on a passage from t e introduction to a book of poetry bY
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Abu Al-Gasim Ai-Shabi, which describes the radical intellebtual'
and artistic temperament of the poet. (A copy of the test, the
answers, and an'English translation may be found in the Appendix).
,The .language of.the:Passage is modern Literary Arabic, and is
intended to rePresent the sort of general Arabic reading a
University-level student might do;. regardless of Faculty. In
terms of interest, of course, the passage favoured the Humanities
students, although this had little effect'on results, as will be
seen.

Two dictation tests were prepared,.onedn English, one in Arabic.
Each was a tape-recorded passage of about 100 words. Each passage
was read-three times.: first, at a normal speed, straight through;
second, broken into.phrases with pauses for subjects to write;
third, again in phraees, but with much'ehorter pauses for subjects
to gorreet errors.

Dictation as a research tool is still comparatively new, although
it has long been used as a classroom exercise, and not many details
are known about the specific skills being tested in dictation. In
fact it was for this reason - the inability to isolate skills in
didtation -,that it was rejectod out of hand be testing experts snot
so long ago (cf. Ledo 1961:34; Rivers 1968:290-92). However, it
is fairly certain that dictation is related to general language

. proficiency (011er and Streiff 1975; Atai, Irvine and.011er 1974),
and it eeemslikely that subjects emplOy a psychological strategy
of 'analysis-by-synthesie.(cf.Neiseer 1967) in responding to a
dictation test. 'Further, the surface ability required, namely
writing down rapidly what one hears, is one which may be said to
be closely related to what students must do in,a lecture situation.
The English dictation passage was taken from the English as a Second
Language Placement Examination of the University of California at
Los Angeles, a measure used to assign foreign Students at DCLA to
remedial English classes (011er and Streiff 1975)'.. The passage.

Nk suggests things a new student must do when he first comes to
University. It waa.chosen because it:had been tested before snd
because it seemed especially suitable for Treliminaryk-year students.
The passage was read on tape by a Sudanese lecturer who had near-
native English pronounciation. It was preceded by, instructions to
the students, by a different speaker. . The nstructiona were also
written on the students' answer 'papers. (Th text of the test
passage and the instructions may be found in t'e Appendix.)'

The Arabic dictation passage was taken from an Egy tianewspeper
account of the4eivil war in Lebanon (Al-Ahram, June 1976), and is
concerned mainly with the' weaponry used in the fighti . The-Taisage
was read on tape by a Sudanese lecturer, preceded by i structions in
Arabic, by a different reader. The instructions were also written
in Arabic on the students' answer papers. (The text of th test .

passage, instructions, and an English translation may be found
in the Appendix.)
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PROCEDURE

Prior to. the testing of the Preliminary -y students, 51 Fourth7
year_Arte.students and,21 Fourth-year poi ce students (Chemistry)
were given the English reading tests. T s was done,, first, to
work out the tenting procedures and chec the instructions, and
_second, to get results-to use ,as criteria when analysing the
First -year performance. The Preliminary-year Arabic and English
reading tests were administered'on Friday, 16 July, in __Exam- ..

inatien Hall. of the University. The session lasted about one hour
and twenty minutes. The 83 students were seated at desks, with
the Science students on one side of the room, the Humanities
students on the other. After.a short introduction, in Arabic
and English, eigaining why the testing was being done Lnd that
the results would be confidential, the Englishfreading testswad
distributed., The instructions on the cover 'were read aloud by
an assistant while the students followed. along silently. They
did the practide..test, and then were given about 40 minutes to
Complete the proper test. When time was called, the papers were
collected. and.the Arabic tests distributed. Those students who

\N)4ere unable to read an... write Arabic were told to put their'names
Ala their papers and leave them otherwise blank. Students.were
allowed about 30 minutes for'the completion of the test. Tne
papers were collected and the students were given an envelope
containing 50 piastres and an invitation to. return the following
week for the dictation tests, with a promise of another 50
piastres.

The Arabic and English dictation tests were administel,ed in the
Examination Hall on 23 July. The 75 returnees Were'seatedns
before, scientists on one side, non-scientists-on the other.
They were given the answer.sheet for the Arabic test first.
Two small external speakers were connected to the tape-recorder ,

and placed about five metres apart in front of the students, so
all could hear reasonably well. The students were told what to
expeCt; and then the instructions were played while they followed-

They then heard the first reading of the.passage, the
machine-wk3 stopped and they were told to get ready to write.
The passage as played a second time and during the pauses,
students wrote hat they heard. The tape was stopped, and
students were told to listen a. third time and correct errors.
When the third reading was finished, Arabic answer sheelts were
collected and the English ones distributed. Exactly the same
procedure was followed on the English test as for the Arabic test.,
except that longer psuses.were allowed forwriting. When the tape
was finished, papers were collected, students were given their
50 piastres and dismissed.

59
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SCORING

r
The reading tests were scored by the standard close procedure method
of requiring the exact replacement of the deleted items, one point

- for each. This procedure proved to be unsatisfactory with the .

Arabic reading tests so they were remarked on an tropy basis,
the reasons for and an explanation of whistier given below in the
Discussion section'of this chapter.----

.
.

.

Thedictation tests were scored by taking off one point (from a
_,----7-total of 50) for the,ommisSion Of a word, the'inclusion of an extra ---..

word, or fora Misspelling .which created a new word (e.g. sight
,

. site) illy one point per word was' subtracted, and' none alive
.,,ores were recorded (i.e. a student: making 55 err-6-i-s- scored zero'.

-------.
FINAL EXAMINATIONS

Finally, all theaes.tudefi-is sat the Final Examination in English
their respective Faculties during September 1976. The

resul-ts or these examinations were obtained and used in the analysis
of the tests in this study.

RESULTS

English Language Final Examinations

The results on the English, Language Finals of the experimental
groups were compared with the results of the whole group in each
Faculty to discover how representative'each experimental group
might be of the general performance level in English. Table 2
shows the results of the comparisons, including test means,
standard deviations (sd), and-reliability coefficients (Rel.).

Table 2: Final Examinations.in English

Faculty S Exper.
Group
deans

sd Rel. Whole
Group
Means

Arts 17 41.3% 7.7 .59 43.5%
Economics . 19 53.3 8.0 .61 49.4
Law 20' 50.7 7.9 .60 51.5

Science 27 56.6 14.8 .90 49.7
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i
. .

All experimental groups were about at the same level with th r

Ypeere, except the Science group'," who scored nearly 0.11igher/on
/ the English Final thanthe rest 1.7 the Science studentd. he

. coefficients were calculateth the Kuder7Richardson Fo la2

/ .
.

English Reading Test / ! \

/
Tidble 3 shows the, test res:1/34Yfor each Faculty and or the three

.\liumenities Fapulties on " Eng14e4 reading test. :

f"

/
/Table 3: E lish Redding Test-

Faculty , N Mean /
(TOtaf=50)

Rel.

Arts

Economics

Law

Hamanities Total

Science

17

19

56

27,

1 9.3

13.9

14.4

12.7

21.7

/ 3.6

6.1

4.2

5.

I 6.3

.42

.73

.43

.67

.69

Note that the three Humanities groups scored very low, while the
Science group scored much, higher.'

Fourth -year English Reading Test

Table 4 shows the` results of.the Arts and Science Fourth-year st
on the English Reading test.

Table 4: Fourth-year Englieh Reading Test'

Faculty N Mean
(Total=50)

ad
' .

Arts

Science

51

21

12.2

21.4

5.4

5.6 .74

Nota that there is very little difference between the First and
Foprth year results.

(31
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English Dictation Test

Table 5 shows that the Arts and Science subjects scored low,
compared with the Economics and Law subjects.

Table 5: English Dictation Test

Faculty N Moan sd Rel.

(Total=50)

Arts -17 13.9 4.1 .42

Economics
,-x 16 32.1 6.6 .75

Lai.: 17 30.8 1, 11.3 .91

Science 25 19.6 12.9 .93

Total 75 23.8 14.3 .94

Arabic Reading Test

Table 6 shows two sets of results -.on the Arabic, Reading test: the

first based on the exact 'word replacement scoring method (standard

cltze procedure), the second based on an Entropy scoring method.

6 Table 6: Arabic Reading Test

Faculty N Exact 7 sd Rel. '.1:ntropy.

word Mean ,

Mean (Total=50)

i(T.OtAki§P

Rel.

.. Arts 16 1'8.3' 3. '.15 39.1 5.1 .67

EconomiCs 16
,.

17.8 3.3 .04 38.3 ! 4.4 .54

Law 15 18.1 3.3 .06 40.9 4.8 .68

Science 26 19.6 3.5 .03 40.2 5.4 .73

Total 73 18,? 3.5 .06 39.7 5.1 .69'

Note that the exact-word method produced very low scores and very low

reliability figures. The Entropy method increased the scores and

produced acceptably high reliability coefficients. There is very

little difference in scores between Faculties.

6?
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Arabic Dictation Test

Table 7 showj tL,:it all scores were reasonably high, except that
the science group scored a bit lower than the cther,:three groups.

Table 7: Arabic Dictation Test

Faculty N Mean
(Total=50)

sd Rel.

Arts 16 46.3 2.9 .59.

Economics 11 44.9 -4.3 .75
Law 13 46.6 1.9

:,....,

.12 ...

Science 24 41.1 7.3 :87

Total 64 44.0 5.7 .84

The low reliability coefficient in -Law is. due to, the small amount
of ddviation from the mean, suggesting that the Law students found
the test extremely easy.

Correlations between the Final Englisl- Examination and the
English Reading and Dictation Tests'

To see how the students' performance onthe two English experimental
measures compared with their performance on the Final Examination
in English, Productmoment correlations were calculated. -Table 8
showe,the results of the correlations.

Table. 8:: Correlations between Final English Examinations
and English Readina..;and Dictation

Arts Economics Law Science Total

English.Reading

Ehglish
Dictation

.56*

.77**

.60**

.13ns'

.43ns

.67** .60**

.41**

:35**

*. p4c.01
s

Tot significant.
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Note that all correlations show moderately strong, significant
relationships, except those between the Law Final and the Reading
teat, and between the Economics Final and the Dictation test.

Intercorrelations among theFive Experimental Measures

Tabls.9 shows the results of the intercorrelations among the five!
tests.

Table\9: Intercorrelations among the Five Experimental Measures

SER ED AR AD ,

Humanities English
Reading .41** .02! !.17

Science English
Reading .57** .03 .29*

English Dictation .41* .57** .25* --.18

Arabic Reading . .02 .03 ;25* .87**

Arabic Dictation .17 29* .18 . .87** .--

* = p < .05
** = p < .01

Note that relationships with languages are moderately high while
those between languages are low.

Comparison of Non Arabic Southern Students with the Rest in English

Table 10 shows themeans and differences for the Southern students
and the rent of the students on the English Reading and'Dictation
tests.

Table 10: Comparison ofSouthern Stuuents with Rest in English

English Reading English Dictation

N Mean Diff. N Mean Diff.

NonArabic 13 12.0 12 36.0

Rest 43 12.7 .7 63 21.6 +14.4 **

** = p < .01
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.Note that there is very little difference in Reading, while, there
is a significant difference in Dictation (t = 3.43; r

pb
= :38).

Comparison of Urban and Rural Science Students in Arabic Dictation

Table 11 shows that the urban Science students averaged 8.6 points
higher than their rural -counterparts in the rabic Dictation test.

Table 11: Comparison of Urban and Rural Science Students
in Arabic Dictation

N Mean Diff.

Urban / 14 46.7

Rural / 11 38.1 +8.6*

= 1)4(
:05

The difference was significant -(t =.1.91; rpb =

COmparisonof Male and Female Science Students in English Reading

Tabii 12 ,shows that the Science pales averaged 8.5 points higher
than the.females in SPientific reading.

Table 12: Comparison of Male and Female Science Students in
English Reading

N .Mean Diff.

Male 20 23.8

Female 7 15.3 48.5.*

i* = p < .01

This difference was significant 4.254 rpb = .65). \

65
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The first point to, beinoted from the testing is the generally low

English reading scores. The average score of the three Humanities

groups is only 25%, which means that most students were unable to
comprehend most of what they read. It has been shown,that clone

scores of below 35%, indicate that the reading passage upon which

the cloze test was based was too difficult for the subjects to

'understand (Bormuth 1967; Alexander 1968; Weichelman 1971; Hansen

and Hesse 1972). Yet, the passage used here could not be'said to

be especially difficult nor outside the scope of the general type

of reading the students might be asked to-do. In sum, these

results suggest a serious English reading problem involving fairly

,large numbers of students.in the three Faculties.

The results of the Science English reading test are somewhat more

encouraging, ',he average being about 44%. Since the Science reading

test was probably more difficult than the Humanities test', this

would suggest that most Science students, with help, would be able

to cope with the reading they. were asked to do, provided that

too much reading wasn't required. It is clear that the Majority'

of these students are still below a level where they_ could. cope

independently with most of their reading.

The result of the comparison of the Fourth-year students with the

First-year was extremely surprising, for at least'two reasons:
First, it hat been assumed that English standards have been dropping

year -by -year due to the gradual switch -over from:English to Arabic-

medium secondary education. Thus, one would. Aave 'expected English

reading results to be better for older student. .,. Second, one would

expect students who had been in the University for three full years

using English as a medium of instruction, to be better readers than

a group of students who had been using it as a medium for only five

months. A possible explanation may be found in the fact that to

be a good reader in a second language, one must, if nothing else, '

practice reading. This would suggest that the Fourth-year students
hadn't been doing very much reading in English during their. time

at University. As regards the failure to find any evidence of
'falling standards', it must be said that the notion of 'standards'

is a difficult one to assess. Certa.nly, more research on this

problem isneeded.

The results of the English dictat'.on test indicate that while the

Economics and Law students :were reasonably well able to write on
what they heard or the tape, the ;its and Science students were

less well able to de so. This is particularly surprising -for the

Science students, who are generallj thought to be at least as able

in English as their peers in-other Faculties!. Howeyef',.it was

suggested by members of stuff inthe Scientific English section

66,
ti
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of the English Language
Servicing Unit- that the 'mathematicsstudents in Science were of a generally lower standard than theBiology group.. -Therefore, the averages of the Mathematics andBiology sub-groups on the dictation test were calculated with .the following results:

Average Difference
Mathematics. 17 15.4

Biology .10 29.1

** = p.< .01 .t,,

13.7**

A point-biserial correlation showed a fairly strong relationshipbetween membership in a sub-group and performance on the test(r = 50). Thus, the poor performance of.the Science students
onPthe.English dictation test is almoat certainly 'due to theweakness of the Mathematics

students, who, due to an accidentof scheduling, make up the majority of Science students. (Note:`,the averages of the two sub-groups on the English reading testwere calculated as well, but no ignificant difference was found).The problem remains, of course, of theexceptionally low perfor-mance of he Mathematics group (though the difference between
. them and their biologist

colleagues is probably not's° great asthese results suggest), and this should be investigated morefully.

As regards the Arts students, the result of this dictation test,taken together with their .poor reading performance, suggests afairly serious deficiency in English. Steps should be taken to
pia-point the nature of the deficiency and its causes, and to dis-cover what might be done to remedy the situation.

.

The Arabic reading
test was first marked in the same way as the

English reading test, allowing one point for the exact replacementof the deleted.word.
This prelled to be unsatisfactory, for thescores were extremely and uniformly low. This was.surprrsing sincea cloze score for native-speakers

of the'langpage being testedshould be substantially higher than the scores.of the same groupon a test ir a second language.
Another indication that. - all -wasnot well on the Arabic reading test came from the calculation ofthe reliability coefficients, which were extremely low. Thissuggests that the exact word requirement was not suitable for theArabic test, which in turn suggests that there'is a fundamentaldifference bstWeen Arabic and English regarding their ajaptabilityto standard cloze,probedure. The present case is the f-...rst '(asfar as is known) of a cloze'test in Arahic,and it is, therefc-7e,

impossible to Compare these results with any other data at thepresent time. The exact reasons for,the low scores and reliability
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are difficult to know. It may be suggested that the numbers of
suitable alternative answers for an Arabic close item is.tigh, and

therefore the probabilisty of selecting the one deleted is lower
than in English. Further experimentation is necessary to discover
the answer.

As a solution to the immediate Problem of low test-reliability
however, another scoring method,.known

as clozentropy,-was, appliedto the data. In this system, any response given by at. ledst two
_

subjects was counted as correct. The results were muchhighe
.

scores, and perhaps more importantly, an acceptable set of reliabi-
lity figures. The result is a measure.of linguistic homogeneity.
It should he rioted_. that in .the totalling of the scores, the results
of the Southern students were not included for either Arabic test
- most Southern students did not attempt them, and many of those
who did scored poorly. Some of the Southerners did Very well, of
course, oeing native- or nearnative-spbakers of Arabic, but forthe sake of consistency, their

results were not included in the
Analysis.

Arabic being the mother-tongue of mist of the students and used
every day,; :both inside and outside the University, the students,
as expected, did very well on the re-scored Arabic reading test
(now a me,asre of, shared reading habits) and on the dictation
test. The only break in the pattern was the slightly lower:per-
romance of the Science students on the Dictation test. In,this
regard, it should be pointed out that there was extreme variation
in the Science scores (sd = 7:3 indicating a wider range of
ability'than was the case in the other Faculties. The loWer_.
scorers were generally students who came either from areas far
from Central Sudan (such as DarfUr) or fromrural areas, where
the Arabic normally used is differeht'from that of,Kharteum.
In fact, there was a significant difference among Science students
between those from urgan and those from rural ones (Table 11).
The implication of this finding,

whichis altost certainly due to
sampling error and not- peculiar to Science alone, will be dis-.
cussed later.

In general, the results.of the., analysis of the English Language .

f.i,nal examinations in each Faculty suggest that the experimentalgibups were,representative of the general standard in their Faculties and that landings based
orv=thelr performance can be, applied

to the rest of,theistudenta in the Faculties. An apparent
exceptiOn is in the comparison of the results of the ScienCe
experimental group with those of their fellbws. The whole group'
averaged about 49.7% on their English finals .(the Mathematics and-
BiolOgy students sat different,examinations; the figure given
here is a composite score); while

the experimental group was
slightly above average in English ability. In fact, a'.test of
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pignifidince perfOrmed.o0he differenCe between the two means
andwed:that there.wes 6:eignificant differenw(t =4.E6; p4C-405).
tut:rs Pointhiserial correlation calCulted on the data showed that -:
the advintage;obtained by the; eriMentel group, while StatiSti-

was:notlyery:great:r = .02), Thus, although
the,; experimental group were,somewhatehbe everagedn performance
on the7acientific.2nglishexamiiation,. the difference was small
edoughto ignOre in,.praCtice", and'conClUsiond drawn from the

:TierforMance]oftheeiperimental group.zan, with caution, beexten-
tOthe Able group. ..

. .
.

Thecorielatione betweenthe two English.testeand the'final exami7'
nations:Are. moderatelystrongend about what would be expected". in
a comparison of.'a gl:bal,testefrprofiCiendy-with an examination'

'-' canteining.,e mixture of globaland discrete point components,
ob'jeCtiveAand subjective sections, Breaking the idfierhyere the'
EconoMicsgroup:4n.theEnglish Dictation test = the orrelation
'coefficient ,,was.13,:.whiclyindicates'ho significant reletiOnship

: at all, and'the Law students -on the English Reading test - the
torrelation7was .43 whighis a bit weaker" than. the rest. ,The
reasons:forthese.results cannot,be:suggested without a.detailed.-
analysis of the two final examinations,

,.

The intercorrelations among the four experimental tests were
geserall3P).owsuggesting-thai they were testing somewhat different
skills, as they,:wereintended to do. Somewhat worrying, however,
is the fact that in other'studies, close reading tests and dictation
tests, such as.those used here, give fairly high correlation figUres -
.70 1o, .85 (e:g. 011er 1971; 011er'aneConrad 1971). jnthe
sent'jstudy, the correlation kgtween,the Humanities end pcienee\

41oze and the. dictation is only .41 and .57.respectively.
Dri the..4ther hand, the:tests 4orrelate"equally well with the final
`English examinations. On the whole, therefore, the conclusion is
that the tests-are testing" somewhat diffeyeni'things.'491ue
to.the,loscRumanitiee Correlation may be found in the rather lo*
Itariance on. the'English Reading test; which indicates that the
_test was difficult for most of the ;subjects. Wmay be that
sightly easier. test would produce more amenable results.

In order to loolcat'the effectof some variables on
results, the data was'recast three different'wey
comparisons were made: A

. Southern Sudan v the RyP,

Urban v4Rural,,,,,,,

Male v a e

;

It was supposad that the _Southern students would be ".',ter iT
"-gngiish"than the rist of the students, since.they coMe from an"
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area where English is more generally used as a medium and becaUse

many of them went to English-medium secondary schools. The Urban

students were expected to do better in English than the aural ones.
since English is used more in the urban context, and in Arabic '

since the Arabic used in an urban setting would be more like that
uped in the test than would Arabic from rural areas. Finally,

it was thought the melee would perform better on the -English .

and Arabic tests since education for males is possibly generally
better thaq that for females at secondary level.

Looking -first at the 'North-South' comparison, very little difference
was foUnd in English reading, but a great difference in English

dictation. This 14-ppint difference was statistically significant.,,

= 3.43; 134(".01; r = .38): This is a very interesting finding,

for :tdefines the 'aRvb anfage' the Southern students were thought

to have in the English-medium University: they are a bit better
at comprehending spoken English,presubably because it is better

I learned in its natural setting outsicthe lanciage classroop4-
i
but they are no bettor at reading, whiSh is best learned in school.
Southern students, it :day be supposed, heard more spoken English,
both in school and outside the academic environment, thin did other
students.fri Arabic - medium schools. But reading ability is not so '

much .J juence, by outside F:tr:ronmcnt and there is little difference
ivi the performance of the two groups. It is perhaps worth pointing

out that while none of the North-South 'differences within Faculties
reached statistical significance,-this is probably due to the small
numbers of students involved, and if-testing were done with larger

numbers, the differences would be more conclusive.
.

n the Urban-Rural dichOtomy, only one significant difference in

cores was found - that already. mentioned among the Science students

n the Arabic dictation test. There were differences in the expec-
tyed direction between urban and rural students, both in the total'

iporcn and within Faculties, and some of these-were substantial
(for example,. a five-point difference on the English DiCfation
t tal, and nine-point difference in theYaculty of Law on the same
to 0, but either they were not large enough (as in the Dictation

to al), or too few students were tested to be sure they were two

°di tinct populations. (as' in the Law Faculty). It is probably also

the case tliat the criterion for the urban -rural distinction, based

on. e students' own assessment at the.time of their application

for admission,"is not clear-cut enough. The Science result sug-
gebtS'that there are real differences between rural and urban
students, and moro study is indicated, especially in the area of

spokeh Arabic.

Similarly, only one significant difference was found between males.
and femnles on any of the measures and this was on the Science

' reading'test: the men. sooree 8.5 points higher!than the women

(t =21.25; p < .01; r
pb

= .65), :This suggosts that the females
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\
i

were at.rater-aSericus disAdvantage at roa4ing cicntific
Thej-fadf that there was very little differance on his var
among Humanities Atudents indicates that the diffi ulty
specifically in Scientific reading ratheT than in general
reading' ability (although on the English Dictation a .an 8.7
point deficit for the Science females only judt.fai d to achievl /t
iigmlficance and on both Arabic tests the females c red about V6.5 points lower). It is true that this differs
the basis of a very .small niimber of females, 17:,t the ifferenc'c

e s found on \,

is large enough and the relationship between sex and ientifir
reading ability strong enough to warrant fu3,ther resew ch. //
Further, it is likely that the entry requi ements in Science
are somewhat lower for women than for mcr
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CHAPTER FIVE

CONTRIBUTORS TO ACADEMIC SUCCESS

.A ademic success is a difficult concept to measure: The usual
definition of academic success is performance in examinations,
or more simply, grade'averages. At the University of Khartoum,
the Preliminary-year students sat final examinations in July
1976, -and it is Performance on these examinations, or some of
them, as described below, that has been usedas the criteria of

-------academip suttees in this study. Before proceeding to the analysis
itself, heweVer; it is necessary to discuss some of the theoreti-
cal problems connected with.such a study.

Final examinations in the University are designed to be achieve-
ment tests - that is meeaures of how well students have learned
what,they have been taught during the year In thie, the exam-
inations are often related to a syllabus and serve as a check
that students have'learned all important parts of the course.
Uhually, too, final examinations are used to check 9n the stu-
dents' ability to express themselves in a scholarly way, to
organize data logically, to observe academic conventions peculiar
to each discipline - all impprtant'parts of university education.
However, this means that the final examinations and judgements
of performance on them (i.e. marking) are very complex, and a
great, many skills and. abilities are being measured at once. It

follows, then, that, any attempt either to predict performance on
final examinations, or to identify abilities that contribute' to
examination performance will be a vehy difficult job indeed.

As has been alluded toabove, no examination is ever a pure-test'
of whatever it purports to measure - even when it is intended to
measure not only 'knowledge of a particular'discipline .but also
other legitiMate concerns such as presentation and organization,
of data, expression, etc., there are also being measured such
psychological qualities as shoit-term memory (in following instrut-
.tions), long-term memory (in calling up 'chunks' of memorized

7 '"--<=0444.1), and ability to:overcome anxiety (caused by the exam-
ination situation itself), to name but a few. It must,suray be '.

the:--tiGe that the ratio of 'academic' information to 'psycholo-
inforMation being measured in examinations varies from

student\o Student (for different individuals .confronting the
same Taminstion will respondto it differently depending upon
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their psychological proclivities) and from examination to exam-
ination (since one examination may be,mcre psychologically
'affective' than another). But these factors are as yet largely
unknown to testers and thus make any detailed analysis of examin-
ation results suspect. Nonetheless; it is necessary, even in
our ignorance, to make use of the results in the wisest way we
can.

In looking at some. of the contributors-to academic success, we
will be concerned with two primary aspects: the students' perfor=\
mance on their.school leaving. examination in their chosen field
of study, and their language proficiency. Many of the same
cautions mentioned above apply .to these variables as well, 'for
all tiler measures - School Certificate English and Arabic, the
',Arts/and 'Science' papers, the English and Arabic Reading and
Lis /ening tests, the University language final: examinations, the
Study Habits, Motivation and Social Adjustment Scales - are all
subject to varying psychological influences. The relation of
language' proficiency to academic perfOrmance is further compli-
cated by the likely presence of a 'threshold' of proficiency
required, necessary, but not sufficient for success in studies

Ingran 1972fDavies et al 1975).

Further, in the question of contributing factors in academic
success, one must distinguish between measures of achievement

aand-ones of proficiency. An achievement test is related to
what has been taught in a course and is a measure of students'
ability to learn a e.12cifin body of information or concepts

. (for example, the-SI:7;6th School Certificate Examination.or a
University final exa tion in Chemistry). A:language pro-
ficiency test is ususlly ncerned with how much'a student
knows of the language he nee for a particular task, such as
university studies.; Related to 's distinction between achieve-
ment-and proficiency testing is A fu her distinction between.

.

the testing of knowledge about somethin whht I have referred
to above as 'content' tests - and the testi g of ability to use
information or concepts -.what many modern lan ge tests and

.

examinations try to measure. We might also distinguish between
'subjective'' and 'objectiVe' tests - those. which equire the
Marker to make up his.own mind about the 'correct ess' of an
answer - Such as inan essay - and those which al ow only a
single correct response - such as a multiple-choi e test. The
point is, that.when these distinctions are confus d, as they
often are, the interpretation of the relationship between tests
becomes very complicated. Thus, when lacademics cess' is meas-
'ured by a seriesof tests, which are mostly achievlement tests
(but, probably contain proficiency coMponents,,perh ps indirectly).
and are combinations of subjective and objective c mponents, then
attempting to predict this academic success by measures which are
neither purely ObjectivenOr purely proficiency, becomes a very



difficult job indeed. With all these. cautions in mind, the following
analysis was carried out. V

In order to ascertain the effect on academic performance in the
University of 13 other variables, described below, an analysis was
carried out with the assistance of the University Computer Centre.,
A Correlational study was done to 'determine the individual effect
on university performance of variables connected with.the Sudan
School Certificate, interviews conducted with the subjects, secon
dary schodl attended, Arabic and'English reading and listening
tests, and University.English final examinations. The combined
effect of certain of the variables was'studied by means of a
regresiion analysis to determine the importance of language pro--
ficiency on university performance, and the relative importance
of reading and listening skills. Below is a 'description of the'
method of analysii, including a discussion of each of the variables
and of the 'procedure. This is followed by a statistical summary
of results, a discussion of the results, and a summary of conclu
sions and Suggestions for further research.

THE DATA

Sudan School Certificate (SSC)

The students in this sample sat for the Sudan School Certificate
Examination in 1975.in their respective schools. This examination
israther typical of itd-kind, both reflecting and influencing the.
secondary school syllabus., It is, ih thib context, primarily 'an
achievement measure, made up Of several parts, each representing a
school subject. The Examination is also used, of course, as a

.

proficiency measure to determine those candidates 'who 'are of high
enough standard for admission to higher educatiln. Each higher
institution in the Sudan receives a.listing of the candidates, in
the Arts and the Sciences streams, giving the subject scares and
the total score for each candidate. It is frdm these lists that
the institutions select and place'new students from among the
applicants.

The University operates a rather complex system of admission,.a
central feature ofwhich is known as the 'boxing number',"rOughly
the lowest SSC pass .mark each faculty is willing to accept. This
boxing number changes each. year from faculty to faculty, related
mainly to the number of applicants. A further cothpligation is
that not only is the boxing number, based on the total SSC score,
taken into account in selection, but also performance on various
subject examinations; the criteria for which vary from fadulty
to faculty (these criteria are discussed later in this Chapter).
In order to assess, fully the relationship betweeh the SSC results

1c,
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and University performance, the exact' criteria forSellntion in
each faculty would have to be taken into account, and if possible,
the data components weighted in accordance with their relative
importance in the faculty. In, this introductory study, however,
a direct comparison was made betWeen various parts of the SSC
Examination and University performance, as measured by Preliminary-
year final examinations, to find_out -how much of the variance 'on
the finals had been predicted by the SSC. The table below shows
the performance of the students in Arabic, -English, their 'Arts'
subject totals (made up of Islamic Studies, Geography, History,
Mathematics and Science) or 'Sciehze' subject totals (made up of
Mathematics, Biology, Physics and Chemistry), acid SSC Total Score:

Table 1: Sudan School Certificate Results
by Faculty

SSCiSubject

Arabic

sd

English

sd

Arts/Science
Subject's

____./ sd

Total

University Faculty

68:8% 69.9% 73.7% 70.8% 70.9%

11.4 10.7 8.6 12.4 9.0

49.3% 62.6% 63.8% 58.8% 54.05

'3.3 10.6 7.3 10.3 12.8

65.1% 67.4% 63.7% 65.3% 75.2g

11:6 7.8 8.2 9.3 7.6

- 60.7% 65.0% 63.1% 63.06_ 74.81

Arts Economics Law Humani- Science
ties
Total

Nose first that all four faculties are approiimately equal in Arabic,
though Law is'a bit above the. average (the figures exclude eight
non4rabic,ipeaking candidates, who did Special.Arabic). In English,
the ts.candidates ,Are considerably below the other groups (t tt 4.20;
p < 01)[while on the Arts subjects, the Economics studuAts were
sups ipr to thesArts and Law students (t = 3.40; p< .01). On
total ::;SC performance, the throe 'Arts' groups are approximately
equal, but below the Science stream. These.results suggest that
the 'jar difference tn the students from the three faculties lies
.not s much in over-all performanceon the SSC, but in English. The
SSC is given separately to Arts and Science streams and these two
examinations willbe described.
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Arts Stream. -School pupils in the Ar s Stream sat seven subject.
77eiaminations for the SSC: Arabic, g Islamic/Studies,
'Geography, History, Mathematics, an Science. A small number
of them light also have sat additlo =1 examination in such
subjects as French or Art. StUdent in the Arts 'Stream may
apply only to the so-called 'Arts' faculties of/the University,
which in the present study inzlude Arts, Economics, and.Law
(hereafter called 'Humanities(') w le students/in the. Science
Stream may apply for admission to any faculty/. Of the 56 students
in the Humanities faculties, all .ut two came from the'Arts Stream
- One in Economics and one'in La had tome/from the Science Stream.

Science' Stream. The Science ca didates sat eight SSC subject exam-
.inations: Arabia, English, Isl mic Studies, Geography, Mathematics
and Supplementary Mathematics, bemistry, and Biology for the
Biology group, Physics for the. Mathematics group. Most secondary '

.schools in,the Sudan are Arab -medium,.and the SSC in in Arabic,
with the exception of the English Examination, of course.

Secondary School Attended. The schCol of each subject was entered
SA-to the analysis as a percentage of the candidates entered passing
the SSC, in both the Science and Arts streams. The percentages
vary from 96% to 2$%. .

Motivation (M). Study Behaviour (Sr). and Social d ustment (at)

The details of these quantified scales, from the Interview data are
iravided in Chapter Six.

School Rank

Data provided by the Sudan'Ministry of Education showed what pro-
portion of:pupils Sitting the 1975 SSC examination in each school
passed the examination. These percentages were entered for each
student in the sample. For example,4in Kadugli Secondary School
95% of the candidates passed in the Arts Stream, and this figure
was enWed.for all former Kadugli pupils in the Humanities
sample. Separate figUres.were used for the Arts'and Science

.Streams, and for boys' and girls' schools, where available. The
aim was to discover how important the secondary school a pupil
came from is in success in the university - the primary criterion
for determining 'good' or 'poor' school being the number of SSC
passes the school produced.

Language Proficiency Tests (AR. ER AD ER1

.These testa'in Arabic and English Reading and Listening are described
in Chapter Four.
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3*i/eh Lan :age Final Examination (EF)

These examinations differed greatly from faculty, tb faculty though
in Science, Economics, and law they were preparod by members of
the English Language Servicing Unit staff. The Arts examination
was prepared by the Department of English. There were in fact .

two Science Examinations - cne for the Biology students (the
: majority) and one for the Mathematics students, and eaqh,was

related -to the content of the, -disci line. Indeed, all the
English ,Language finale were 'ESP' (English for. SpaCial Fur-
poaea) examinations attempting to test the sort of language
skills needed by the students, for whom they were intended.
The Arta examination was perhaps the most 'general' of them.

The.SubJect Finals (SF)

These comprised the measure of 'academic success' and were entered
into the analysis as composite standard scores representing each
student's performance in all of hie 'content' subjects-as described
below. In the Faculty of Arts, students did two 'content' subjects
in addition to English and Arabic; in Economics, they did fiVe,
in Law, four, and in Science, four main subjects. Arabic was not
asubject in the latter three faculties. In Arts and. Science I
only letter grades were available on the final examination, w ile.
in Economies and Law, percentage grades were provided. Conse uently,
in the former two faculties; the total score on the 'content, exam-.
inations for each candidate were calcUlated by assigning points
to the letter grades, four for an 'A' to zero for an Thus,
the maximum possible in .Arts was eight points, while the maximum
in Science was 16. In Edonomics and Law, the percentages were-
summed to get a total score for each candidate. In all Faculties,
the total's wero,converted to Standard Scores (z).

Table 2: 'Content' Subjects in Each Faculty

Arta Economics Law Science

. Biology Maths'.
. ,

Archaeology (8)
French (7)
Geograey (3)
History. (9)

PhiloSophy,(5)
RUssian (1)

Mathematics
Accounting
Social Science
Economics
History

Constitutional Biology Chemistry
Physics Physics
Botany Maths 1.
Zoology Maths 2

Introductory
.

Sher:Ye
Criminal Law
and
Procedure

//
Note: in brackets are the numbers of students doing each Arts

subject.
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PROCEDURE

The data was processed using'a multiple regression programme at
the University of Khartoum Computer Centre. The programme pro-
vided a correlation matrix for all 14 variables. and stepped
'regressions of the effect stated independent variables had'upon.
'a dependent variable (in this case, University examination per-
formance). The variables which were examinecLin this way were:

Sudan School Certificate Results

English. (SCE)
Arabic (SCA)
Arts/Science Subject Total (SOS)
Examination Total (SCT)

Interview Quantative Scores

Motivation (M).
Study Behaviour (SB)
Social Adjustment (SA)

School Quality Rank (SR) ,.

Language Proficiency. ,

Arabic Reading.(AR)
English Reading'(ER)
Arabic Dictation (AD)
English Dictation (ED)

University Preliminary -year Final Examination

English -Language ,(EP)

Subject Finals (SP)

These correlations and regress ons were performed 1) for the whole

sample, 2) fot the 'HumaLities faculties (Arts, Economics, Law).,

and 3) for Science, 4) Arts, 5 Economics, and 6) Law separately.

The results will be.reported o in that order.

RESULTS

The Whole Sample

1

,..Table 3 is the correlation matrix the whole sample and shows

the interrelations of all 14 variables. Note that there are
relativelY.few statistically significant relationships, bUt that

they form interesting patterns. For example, the School Certifi-

cate results. form an intercorrelated set, not surprisingly; the
School oertificata English examination correlated significantly
with t of the ether English measures; each of the School Certi-
fiCate sco res correlates with university' performance; school rank

w8



Table 3: Correlation Matrix for Whole m le

SCE hi SCS SCT , SB .SA SR ER ED EP SF

SP 433** 269* 286* , 277* 019

EP 396** 028 162 138. 076

ED 634" 119 '-079 -043 114

AD -135 -056 192 194 '476

ER 224 04$ 30*. 535" -168

AR -201 -093 246** 225 002

SR -154 -137 314** 226 -103

SA 013 021 .123 ..112 102 215

SB 174 134 .042 -058 305**

,M , 057 -082 -050 -225

SCT 316** 472** 875** -

SCS 339" 434** -

SCA '471**

SCE.

407 469

-009 -145

166 091

-041

485

-oe2

-179

p <,05

*1 p (.101

0152: .234* 255* ,p)* 290* 422"

.132° -030 409** -047. 349**

-143 -230 245* -179

-001 '6820 8720 015'

-135 -004 059

-015 627" NO

064 . .
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is correlated with Arabic Reading and Dictation; all seven language measures(SCE, SCA, AR,'ER, AD, ED, EF) are significantly correlated with University
performance. It should be noted also that none of the interview scales
(Motivation, Study3ehaviour or Social Adjustment) correlates significantly
with any other measure.

Table 4 showsthe results of the regression of. some of the independent
variables (I.V.) with university performance, giving the correlation
coefficient (r) cumulatively for each step of the regression and the
percent of variance ( %) held in common between the independent variables
and the dependent variable. Thus the last figure in each regression
shows the combined power of the measures to 'predict' university
performance. Note.that, in Regression I, School Certificate English
alone is nearly as good a 'predictor' of university performance
(18.7%) as the whole School Certificate Examination (21.0%). RegressionII and III suggest the total effect of English proficiency in univ
ersity examination performance about 21%. Regression,IV and V
suggest the relative importance of Reading and Listening ability in
university performance 11% and 18% respectively.

The Humanities Faculties

Table 5 shows the correlation matrixfor the 14 variables within the
7eculties of Arts, Economics, and law.. The major differences between
the correlation here and those of the whole sample involve the impor
tance of English to university performance. Note that neither the
School Certificate English, English Reading nor English Dictation
show significant correlations with university performance. The
School Certificate content subjects and Arabic Reading, however, do
show significant correlations. No regression analyses were carried
out with the Humanities subgroup.

Faculty.of Science

Table 6 shows the correlation matrix A'or the Science students. in the
'sample. Note first that the correlation of the School Certificate
total (SCT) with universit't performance is in large part due. the
very high correla';..,-, of -aohool Certificate English t.795).

'Allithree.of the other English.mcasure:, (ER, ED, EF) show high corre ion
with university performance as well. Table 7 shows the results
some regression studies of the tc,rtance of.English proficien
(I), Reading Ability (II), and Lienirl..? Ability (III) in the Scien esample.

5 f ;



4: Recession Analysis for the Whole Sample

0110.4416IMPAIIII

hgression I. School II. English 1 III. English 2 IV.11eading V. Listening

Certificate

r I.V. r I.V. r % I.V. r % I.V. r

Step 1 .SCE .43 18.7 ER .25 6.5 ER. .25 6.5 ER .25 6.5 AD .25 6.3

2 SCS .46 29.9 ED .35 12.0 ED .35 12.0 AR .34' 11,3 ED .42 17.9,

o

3 SCA .46 21.0 SCE .46 21.4 E F .44 20.6

10.11wIMPIAMMwil....'



Tabls 5: CorrelationiMatrix for Humanities 51)

IPINOMPIOMPIPMNIMOMMIIMMIIIV

SCE SCA SCS SCT M SP) SA SR AR ER AD ED EP SF

SF 240 185 353** 401"

EP 226 -001 106 145

D 534** 011 -056, 024

AD, -284 -157 ,187 154

ER 297* 063 opo 222

'AR -258 -204 258 192

-133 ..131 359* 212

SA 074 '020 121 176

33 '208 126, 090 147

M 052 033 110 ; 085

FT 588** ,'632**
**

3C3 481**' 551**

SCA' 479"
,

.SCE, -

033 002 -166

030 023 .188

188 169 204

031 -045 ..014

078 182 019

16 -031 006

076 -109 079

151 293*

294!

251 . 321* 235 264 '107

-112 : 017 .456** -123 '236

-109 -237 405** -29i

723** .891** -172

-268 -015

669'4'

305*

p(05

01

p< .01



SOT M SB Sa SR ER AD ED EF SF

SF 195" 467 , 361 ....,..513 .1-069 064 .223 -387 040 527**

/

251 .651*, 642**

EP 734 0, 095: 85.1 335 180 :075 ,.487 .184 -160 587" 176 601 4 -
'ED 800** 401** 242,: 496*°:',''-306,' 016 .4.28 -107 -130 570" 240

1D, '' 303 305.137 354 -328 040 108 '533**P 785*,* ',2(.',0 .
'ER ,50* 03; X03 1.303, 039 ,-09i 4040 118 -031 -

AR' ,022 271 ,, 048 176', -244, -116 035.: '446*

SR' .112, -.170 .030 . .0119:;',-'34 -221 181

A - .2,1 032 C333 -225 -24'0 -048

D .:-p01 174 080 181 119 .1 /

.,0

1'. H-144"''' '3 ,"275` -077' -

5CT ,:i791-4

4."

.SCS 511" 302

'SCA. '488"

652*4

Sc r
Sommommummommmw

783't

4

1

a



Table 8: Correlation Matrix for Arts jN :16)

SCE SCA SCS SCT M o SE ;',1

.~00~%2IPOONNI~NEen

SR AR ER AS ED EF SF

SF 612k 536* 553* 655** -209 133 0a9 4 120 570* 278 292 337,

EF .160, 094 411 449 277 258 115 474 376 558* -085 25'

iD 439 283 311 282 384. 568* 379 422 361 1.432 451

AD 303 !306 312 279 . 038 682** 0 -037 700 246

ER 24 2PC 112 261 059 341 '62 009 295

\))
AR 3Q3 024 .326, '260 291 550* 070 052 4

SR 466 382' 659" 606* 106, 06 317

SA :133 -224 165 067 013 .

SS 457 220 '276 315 502 .

210 175 113 164,

t
t.

Su 89500 728** 958**

SCS 856" 643"

SCA 645"

-

SCE

p< 605

p< .01

4,



Table 10: =elation Matrix for Economise (1231
01.111111M

SCE , : SCA SCS SCT SE SA SR , AR ER AD ED 7 ,SP [1;

o

i

1

1 ,

i /

SF .0 8 0 035 414 174 . 140 413 r427 »078 128 274 103 -010 591" , ./

EP .026 072 092 100 -075 045 -375 -409 -041 ,599 -209 '1'34

ED -148 -361 -613" -541" 032 042 -019 -073 -323 119 -259

AD -210 -117 286 -444. -245 272 847** 872" -243 -

ER .068 054 086 255 .00 067 034 -338 -008 -

AR -336 -067 065 313. -376 -312 i2t 603

SR -201 -016 052 -442 4 288

, SA -161 -033 112 229 170

3? 108 047 \119; X115 138

M -037 -033 -07 075

SU 510* .602" 873**,

SCS 643" 695**

SCA 605" -

SCE -

388

I

11

1.11.,
I



Table 12: aatitoslatt for law

=1WINIMWMOIIMIImINMOONFoilOIWOuslowe'

SCE SCA S41LM---Ser----4----SLAL SR AD .ED EP SF

01101=1111111110111V.140~...

SF . 079 1 -207 470. 383 332 -238 -120 669** 7380* -122 660** -082 -107

EP 676** '219 -245 -153 -140 -331 -132 -111 -079 428 -154 672**

ED 654** -412 .420 .405 -061 -357, :-004 -082 -176 1%. -195

AD .234 -309. .452 315 637** 041 '-200 . 678** 944** 213

, ER 191 .315 -240 -183 182 467 -201 .093 235

AR -202 -391' 480 340 627** 051 -136 '748**

SR .275, 643** 497* 603. -074 -113 '

' SA 033 348 047 074 267 238

SB' -192 -021 -182 -171 139

M .353 .155 314 170

SCT -048 566* 968**

SCS -167 426

SCA -111

SCE -

*
< .05

t* p< .01

0

or
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Table 7: Regression Analysis for Science

Regression

Step 1

2

5

4

I. English II. Reading III.Listening

I.V. r % . 1.7. % I.V. r %

ER

ED.

SCE

EF

.53

.68

.80

.80

27.8

46.0

63.9

64.3

AR

ER

.04

T.53

. .17,

28:1

AD

ED

.25

.66

6.3

43.3

Note that English proficiency (Regression I)\ lays a relat.' .! largepart in university performance 64.3%, and t at Listening (Regres
sion III) is relatively more important than Re ding (Regression II).

Faculty of Arts

Table 8 is the correlation matrix for the Arts sample. Note that, as
in Science, School Certificate English is important in predicting
university_performancealthough all these components'of the School
Certificate Examination (SCE, SCA, SCS) carry comparable weight.'
Note, too, that only English Reading of the other language tests show
a significant correlation with university. per43mance. Strangely,
the Study Behaviuur Scale (SB) shows significant correlations with
Arabic (AR, AD) and English (ED);\

Table 9 shows the results of the
regression analysis for Arts.

Table 9: Regression'Analysis.for Arts

--!"
Regression I. English 11. Reading III. Listening

I.V. r I.V. r I.V. r /o

Step 1

2

3

4

ER' .57 32.5

RD .57 32i

SCE .74 54.2

EF .75, 56.8

'AR .12 1.5 AD .28 7.7
ER L.57 32.6' ED' .33 11.2

Note that English is fairly important, but that, unlike Science, Readingis relatively more important than Listening ability.
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F3'a'cult, of Economics

Table h0 is the correlation matrix for the Economics sample. Note '
'the very fewSignificant correlations in this sample. There is only

,_gone variable which shows a significant relationship with university
,':-."' performance: the University English final examination (EF). Other,/ wise, only the School Certificate components intercorrelate, as do

---...,. Englinh. Reading and English Dictation. Ndte the significant negative
correlation of both School Certificate Subjects and Total with English

---, 'Dictation, suggesting that those students who -did well in School Cer.
tificate were relatively poor in English listening..

Table 11 shows the regression results for Economics.

Table 11: Regression Analysis for Economics

Regression I, English Reading III. Listening'

I.V. r
4

r % I.V. r %

Step 1 ER

2 ED

3 SCE

.27 7.5' AR .13 1.7

.28 7.7 FR .30 9.2

.29 8.2

AD .4n 1.1

ED .,I 0 1."i

__,..-.,---

T-/-

Note that over onethird of the variance in university examination'is
held in common with English Proficiency, though this is less than.
either Arts or Science. Further, though the Arts pattern of reading
,being more importantthan listening is fcllowed, the'Economics propor
tions of variance are very small.

FlAcult7 of. Law

Table 12 is the correlation matrix for Law. Note that the-intercorrela
.tions of the School Certificate components are not comparable to those
shown by the other faculty groups the School Certificate English
paper in particular shows very low (indeed,nnegative) Correlations with
the other three sets of scores. It does, however; Correlate signifi
chintly with English Dictation and the English Final Examination.
Neither' English ReaA.ng, English Dictstion, nor the E:,;'.ish Final
shows a significant c'omelation with university performance, but in
looking at the School Rank,. and Arabic Reading and Dictation, an
interesting, if puzzling pattern emerges. School Renk (an in other
matrices) is moderately highly correlated with Arabic Reading and

88
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(1
Dictation, and all these. variables are
university performance.

significantly correlated wit

Table 13 shows the regression analyses for Lr.w.

Table 13: Regression Analysis for Law

RegressiOn I. English ! II. Reading' III. Listening

Step 1

2

3

4

I.V. r I.V. r I.V. r %

ER

ED

SCE

EF

.12

.14

.23

.26

1.5

1.9

5.4

6.7

AR

ER,

-.74

.81

54.4

63.7

AD

ED

.66

.66

43.6-

43.8

;

Note that English proficiency seems to play a fairly minor part in
university performance, and that, while, like the other;two Humanities
group, reading is more important than listening, most of.the variance
comes i'rom the Arabic component of:the two abilities.

The results of ihis'analysis
provide interesting data in several areas.

Looking first at the Sudan School Certificate data, it is clear that
there is a fair amount of carry -over in ability from one subject tothe hext a coed student in onesubject,is likely to be good in the
others.. This suggests that there is's common thread possibly
memorization ability running through the components of the SSC.
It is also clear that School Certifj.c774 examination performance isrelated to university performance, thoueh not terribly strongly:
the Vital SSC score ,hares onJ.y about 3% of the variance with
university performance SSC English is much more important to,
university work, sharing about 19% of the variance. The breakdown0 by faculties suggests that the apparent importance of the'School
Certificate results, and of the Engl.-1,A ,;,mponent,"varies from
faculty to faculty. For example, th matrix suggests that .the' Sudan School Certificate'a a whole very well geared to the
requirements of the-Arts studenta o% of the variance in
university Arts 'examinations is l'predicil by 'the, School Certi
ficate results: In the Science FacUlty; the total-SSC result
shares Only'26% of the university performance variance thus, the
Scieride stream exatination is not quite as gold a predictor of
Science performance in the university us the, larts' stream

89
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exami,'.ttion is of 'Arts performance. In both Law and Economics, the
33C show low, insignificant correlation with university
peri,.)rMaace.; It would certainly be unwise to draw. firm conclusiohs
about university admissions policies from these ifandings much
more work is necded.before this complex problem vn clarified. Some
additional data is supplied by the regression analyses. These show,
first, .that for the fourfaculty sample, the School Certificate
English result predicts university performance neerly.as well as
the whole School Certificate. Obviously, English proficiency is
a very impnr,Ant factor in university work. This is. even more
obvious when one looks at the regressions fur English Proficiency
which show that about 21% of the variance in university performance
is held in common with English Proficiency. There are faculty
variations here: for example, English proficiency shows a higher
correration in Arts and Science 56.8% and 64.3 respectively
than in Economics and Law .37.3% and 6.7%. This dean not suggest
that English proficiency 'is more important in Arts and Science than
in Economics and Law but that, while it is important in all faculties
(ao the whole sample results show), it is emphasized more in the
selection of Economics and Law students who therefore show smaller
amounts of variance in English proficiency and, consequently,
smaller correlations With university performance. Two piece6 of
data help prove this hypothesis 4aAminsi'na-requirements for the
four facultieb-,,and the.SSC English results for the'students in
each faculty sample. We will exdmine this data in some detail.

The minimum entrance requirements for the University of Khartoum .

(Admissions Office 1974) are posSession.of a Sudan School Certificate
with at least. five credits aneat least a pass in English. A pass
in English is 30%. A credit is a standard of excellence applied by
the University to the SSC results. Some faculties have additional
and/or more stringent requirements, however. The Faculty of Economics
and Social Studies, for example, requires a credit in Elementary

\\Mathematics; Law requires credits in English and A'rabic. The
Faculty of Science, on the other hand, admits students with a failiire
iti'MC English, provided.they are able to pass an eqUivslency exaM
inaticn set by the.University.. This is to allow for students whose
science performance is of a high standard and whose English is
deficient. Each faculty also gives preference to students whose
performande in three of a specified group of suLjects is superior.
These subjects include English, Arabic, Geography, History, Biology,
.Mathematics, sand Physics except in Science where only the Science
subjects are even' preference. Another fac'tor that is taken into
account in selection the students' own preference. Thus, the
more popular faculties Science and Economics tend 'to get better
studeLts than the least popular one Arts. The results of these
various admissions policies is that the students who are best in
English and Arabic.tend to end up ir. Law (which requires a credit
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in these and gives'preferenCe to high scorers); the students in
Economics tend to be good in English since this is a popular faculty,
and good scores in Englisn and Matnematics are given preference in
selection; students in.Science tend to be good students in general
(since they go through a rigorous selection process which is
Science-oriented) but not necessarily good in.English since they
need only a pass (and may in fact 'have failed SSC English); the
Arts students tend to be of lower standard generally.

Turning tothe SSC results (shown in Table 1 of this chapter) for
each faculty, we see that Law and Economics have the best English
results - more than a standard deviation above, Arts - while Science
is midway between Arts and the other two. It is of, interest to
note, too, that in Arabic, Law is superior't6 'the others, owing to
its requirement of a credit on the SSC, while in the Arts subjects,
Economics is followed by Law and Arts, and Science has a very high

.

average in the Science subjects, this being the principal selection
criteridn in that faculty. Finally,. in order of overall excellence,
the ranking isScience,,Economlcs, Law, and Arts. To explair the
law correlation.of English wip Economics-and Law perforthancewe need
Only compare the variance (sd ) for these faculties with tho84 of
the other two. Table 1 shows that in Arts and Science the variance
is quite high: 176.9 and 163, respectively. :n Economics and LaW-
however, it is considerably lower: 122.4 and 60.8. This accounts
for the low correlation for English with performance_in these two
faculties. The obvious conclusion is that English- should

'oe
given

much more weight than is now the case in the Selection of students
in Arts and Science. As long as English remains thejnedium of
instruction in the University, English should be onebf the main
criteria for selecting University entrants. It is certainly
acceptable that some c,ndidates -who may be excellent,performers in
Science or Arts subjects but dafi,cient in English shbuld be'given
a chance, but in such cases, a 4,41nng English remedial programme
is needed, to give these students the best possible chance to realize
their potential.

Before continuing with a more detailed look at the, language-related
findings of the regression analysis, a further reference to admission
requirements is necessary., This is prompted by a small research
project conducted in the Mathematics Department by an M.Sc. candi-
date (A/Fattah 1977): Working from the assumption that the Biology
section of the Faculty of Science is not making efficient use of
'all available information in. selecting Preliminary-year students,
A/Fattah carried out a regression analysis of the SSC results of a
forge sample of the 1975-76 Preliminary-year Biology students as
prediefors of university examination performance. His initial
correlational analysis suggested that tho SSC Science examinations
(Mathematics, Biology, Chemistry,and Physics) were related in only
a weak way to university performance - the correlation coefficients
ranged from ,229 to .282. It should bexemembered that the Faculty.



of Science entrance equirement involves performance on the best
three of these. 0 the other hand, SSC :-laglish correlated at .416,
and, surprisingly, Religious Knowledge at .400. This suggested
to A/Fattah tha consideration of English and Religious Knowledge
in selecting B'ology studentd might increase the efficiency of
the selectio substantially. He then calculated a regression
formula whit.. included SSC English, Religious Knowledge, and the
four Scie examinations. He found that his formula produced a
correlation of .63 with university examinations performance com-
pared w th one of .49,produced by the Faculty of Science admission
requi ement. Thus, A/Fattah also shows the importance of English
in university pertormance and suggests that it be given increased

,

in selection. His unusu4 finding that Religious Know-.
1 dge is important in Science p6formance, theological implications
aside, suggests that there is/a/strong rote-memorization factor in
/performance in.Preliminary-r Science, for, by-all accouhts, rote-

/. memorization is a promine "-feature of the Religious Knowledge
/ examination.. Finally, t it be supposed that the data A/Fattah

produced was biased "favour of a single group of studento who did
Lasingle SSC examinlion and a single set of'university examinations,

r- -he -used his n52.010111 on data.from the previous year's Preliminary-,'
year and got,,:t:ge same result. These results. confirm and amplify

those of 26present study at least insofar as the importance of
Englis,,i-sconcerned no comparable finding of the importance of

Rel' OUs -Knowledge was toundin the Study Habits-sample, though
i Arestingly enough, the two highest, ,though no#Lej.gnifiCant, cor-
elations were in Arts and Science, of'.40 and"01:respectively:

rResearch on the predictors of success in the various faculties is
clearly a very useful and interesting area.

Returning to the discussion of the present data, one last wordaboui
ttie whole sample results is necessary before looking at the'faculty
results. The regressions of the reading and listening test results
suggest that, overall, the more important skill in university work
is listening. Certainly, this fits in with the observation made
in an earlier chapter that the major source of students' knowledge

is lectures. 'thus, those students who are proficient in aural

English would tend to be better university, performers as well.
Thereare.however, great faculty differences, both.here and in
other factors, which we shall dismiss below.

The results. of Humanities faculties taken as a group show that the
SSC 'content' subjects are somewhat better predictors of performance
than is. English, and that English in.general is rather depressed as

a predictor.' This is mainly due to the selection, processes in Law
and Economics, as was discussed above. In Science, the correlation
data supports that of A/Fattah, that SSC English/is a very important
predictor in addition to the SSC Science subjects, and, in fact, all
of the English proficiency measures in Science correlate highly with

9,2
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university performance. As has already been pointed out, the total
English proficiency regression (ER + ED + EF + SCE) shares 64.3% of
the variance with university performance. There is no doubt that
English is important in Preliminaryyear Science. The:Science
Reading and Listening regressions suggest that much of.thexemphasis
on listening in the whole sample result'is due to Science, for there
listening is iir more important than reading ability, indeed, the
major part of the Science Preliminary;-year students' knowledge is
gained in lectures and practicals where listening ability is very
important.

In Arts, as has already been mentioned, th*: School Certificate
Examination total score shows a fairly strong relationship to Arts
performance, clearly suggesting that the Scnool rertificate Exam
ination ie Arta oriented, not surprisingly. The finding that
Reading proficioncy is Much more important than listomng ability
would be dubious if it were not part of a pattern' that inc.lurles
Economics and Law as well. The result is still surprising,' however,
and. more research is needed to discover why reading is consistently
more important to examinations performance in. the Humanities faculties
than is listening.

The results in both Economics'and Law are very strange in manyways
particularly the Law correlations, which are at least partly explained
by the low variances resulting from the selection processes in these
two faculties. Thus, we should not expect high correlations with
university performance, owing to the attenuation of ability toward----
the upper end of the range. An interesting piece of research would
be an investigation of the correlation of the seleOtion procedures
with' university performance, such as A/Fattah carried out in the
Biology Department. The regression analysis. in Economics suggests
that English ability could be emphasised more than it is in selecting
students. The very small proportion of variance for both reading
and listening are hard' to explain it in probably connected with
the general failure to'find significant correlations with university
performance in Economics. More "esearch is definitely indicated.

The Law results, too, are somewhat confusing, the English measures
reduced in importance owing to the abovementioned. attenuation.
The relatively high correlations of School. Rank, Arabic Reading; and
Arabic Dictation with university performance are noteworthy. Most
of the variance in Reading and Listening in the regression table
is, due tc. Arabic proficiency, as well. Certainly, apart of this
importance of Arabic is due to the Snari'a component of the Law

di
-course. Ou aide of Sharita, however, the lectures and reading are
almost exc usively in English. There is a great deal of reading noes=
nary (an in fact done) in Law,:but reasons for the large Arabic fac
tor in/reading and listening.are not clear. More reaearch.is
necessary here,' too.
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A word should be said about the general failure to.ftnd any strong
associations forthe interview scales of Motivation, Study. .11ehaviour,

or Social Adjustment. Such scales are notoriously difficult to
quantify 44d it must be said that the present effort was not a parti-

cularly effective one. The examination of these scales by sub-groups
based on faculty, region, and sex -(discussed in Chapter Six) suggests

that they are measuring to some extent the dimensions they are meant

to, but is clear from this analysis that the factors are not
clear-cut enough to show significant associations with univeristy
performance by themselves. Perhaps if they had.been used as variables
in.a regression, they would have been more meaningful. Certainly
motivation, study behaviour, and social adjustment must make some-
contribution to stuaeata' performance, as the researchreviewed in
Chapter Two indicateS, and research into the nature and importance
0these dimensions at Khartoum would be a worthwhile venture.

SUMMARY

The results of the regression =analysis of 14 Variables may be summarized

as foliows:

1) Sudan School Certificate results suggest that a student
wh!, is good in one subjeet.is likely to be good in hip other st:bjects.

2) There is apparently a strong factor common to all the SSC
paperp - possibly rote-memorization - suggesting that, in general,

3SCsubjects are not measuring discrete factors.

3) Th,! -selection.of students for Preliminaryyear could be
improved by emphasizing English more than is the case inmost faculties.
A credit is SSC English might be required.

4) Ikgeneral, SSC English predicts success in university
nearly as well as anything else in the Scheel Certificate examination.'

5 It is likely that the more information
the better will he the university selection pr(
(1977). The total SSC scdre is particularly

of Arts selection.

The results of tne analysis of reading and
naggooi tne.former should be stressed in

the latter in

' from the SSC,
viz. A/Fatteh
Qd to the needs

listening regres-
the humanities,

7) Arabic proficiency is apparently more importar. 4n Law 'than

in any other faulty..

The quantified interview scales are not clear-cut enouk,h to
si..7nificant relationsips with university performance. .

90
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CHAPTER SIX

INTERVIEWS AND DIARIES

INTRODUCTION

a

This chapter is a report of the 'anecdotal' data gained by talking'
to and observing the students in the sample. Some of the data is
more 'reliable' than other parts, but taken together it presents a
picture of student life and attitude which can serve as a valuable
starting point for further, deeper research and for teaching and
study programmep in the University.

INTERVIEW REPORT

As part of the data collection for the Study Habits Research;Project,
83 Preliminary-yeartstudents at the University of Khartoum were
vited for interviews during July - August, 1976. The purpose of the
interviews was to gather data from thestudents about their personal
background, educational background, study habits, social life, moti-
vation, and language background for use in Comparison with language
proficiency data, data on success in their univercity.courses, and
data from diaries which they kopt for one week.. Variables which
will be considered are Faculty, Sex, Province, and Urban or Ruzal
home:

SUBJECTS.

Of the 83 Preliminary-year students invited for interview, 75 were
actually interviewed: 25 from the Faculty of Science, 16 from Law,
18 from Economics and Social Studies, and 16 irom Arts. Thirteen
were from the three traditional Southern Provinces. of Equatoria,
Upper Nile, and Bahr El Ghazal, while an additional 18 were from Southern
Darfur and Southern Kordofan. The remaining 44 were from all the
other Provinces in Sudan. There were 21 females in the total group.

MATERIALS

The interview schedule was prepared by the researcher, based upon
consultation with various members of University staff, and upon
previous work on study habits (cf. Brown, Holtzman 1955: Entwistle,
Niabit, Entwistle and Cowell 1971; Biggs 1973). The schedule .con-
tained- 37 items, with aototal of 60 questions, to gather information
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on six variables, three of which are quantifiable Social Life,
Motivation, and Study Habits the other variables being of a
pereOnal, educational, and linguistic nature. The interview
schedule was prepared in English and then translated into Arabic
by three experienced translators. After piloting and editing, the
English and Arabic versiohs were reproduced on stencil for use by
interviewers. (Copies of both the Arabic and English interview'
ache' .7.es ray be found in the Appendix.)

PROCEDURE

Each subject was given a written invitation to appear for interv.w
at a stated...time and day and was offered 50 piastres for the inter
view. The interviews were conducted between 27 July and 7 August
1976, the Humanities students in the Linguistics Department office,
the Science students in the ELSU office. Four iaterv',iwers were .

employed each day, so that in each twohour session, eight interviews
could be held, four in Science, four in Humanities, each interview
taking about 25 minutes. A total of eight .interviewers were used,'
two women and t;ix ten, all but one native or nearnative speakers
of Arabic. All were senior students or"postgraduate teachilig
assistants in the Faculty of Arts. They were also paid a fixed
sum per session. Each student was asked whether,he wanted to be
interviewed in English or Arabic (16% chose. English). An infortal
atmosphere was maintained between subject and interviewer, as .far
as pos .ple. and each interviewer was instructed to ask_ each
questi,a -. it appeared on the schedule, then to prompt and probe
as neceas_ry, but in a consistent manner from subject to subject.
{A copy of Instructions to Interviewers may be found in the Appendix.)

RESULTS

Looking first at the total sample -(N = 75) it was found that the
15 provinces of Sudan were each represented by at least one student,
the largest group being ten from Khartoum Province. They attended
a total of 28 different Higher Secondary Schools. Their average
age was 21.2 years and they had an average of seven brothers and
sisters.

Background Data

21% had attended Englishmedium secondary schools, most of whom
were from the. South. 870 'said their parents spoke Arabic, 37% said
at least one parent spoke English. 75%oftheir fathers were lit
erate in Arabic, while 32%.could. read English. Only 17% of their
mothers could read Arabic and 8% English-. 88% said they spoke
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Arabic best, the other 12% distributed among English, Dinka, ailluk,
Kakwai and Bari. For other languages spoken, .881 said English, 12%
Arabic, 16% French, 9%.. Dongalawi Nubian, and a small number distri-
buted among Russian, Bari, Shilluk, Balanda.

, social Life

Students Were asked questions in the general area of their social
life. Eighty-six percent said they liked living in Khartoum very
nuon or 'so -so', but 14% said they did not like itat all. Only
23% stayed in Khartoum during Llieoetween-terms holiday -184% cf
the who left going home. Sixty -of.e i:ereent sail thH ostels were
too noisy, but only 27'(, said they couldn't, get enough sleep at
night. About 156 said illness was.a. probleM. When they had per-
sonal problems, 41% said they went to friends for advice, 10% to
the warden; 8% to a relative in the University, and 27% to no one.
Four percent claimed they had had no personal problems! Atked if
they prayedregularly every day,. 64% said yes. Fifty-four percent
said they had friends among the opposite sex. When asked about
socjal activities in the University, 71% said there were not enough.
They were also asked about their interest in national politics, and
62 said they were interested, but 6V:said. they _hadn't time to
participate. Seventy-eight percent, however, 'teid they thought
students should take part in politics. F

Motivation

...

Students were asked some questibns which attempted to get an idea,
often inan indirect way, of their motivation and attitude toward
their work and the Univerpity. Asked if the:, enjoyed university
life, 29% said 'very much', 47% said ''so-so' and the remainder,
nearly a quarter, said 'not at all'. Forty-five percent said' they
studied in a way which was somehow different from their friends'
study habits. Sixty-eight percent thought they had to attend to
may lectures and 34% thought one hour was too long for a lecture
they got tired. Forty-seven percent said they had never asked a
question in a lecture, and 34% said their subjects in their first
year were not int:::-sting. Two-thirds admitted'that.it was their
;fault when they did badly in their courses, while 10% blamed it on-
the teacher, and anothei' 10% an the subject being too hard. Asked
if.they-thought their lecturers knew their names, 83% replied
negatively,' and wha.a3ked if they thought their teachers were
interested in them personally, 76% said no. Althoughall four
faculties have academic advisors to aid the students in their
problems with academic matters, 50% of the informants saidthey
had no academic advisor. Finally, the informants were asked if

Is

they were satisfied with the way they were being taught in the
University - 52% said no.
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'Study Habits

In order to get a general view of study habits among the students, -
theY were asked questions about. problems of-study, where they studied

.and how they went about it. Fifty percent of the students said that
if they didn't understand something in a lecture, they went to other
studente.fozhelp, while31% claimed that they would'ask the lecturer;_

eleven percent said they consulted books of referen6e, and Osaid:
-they just didn't try to find out. Eightyfour percent claimed they :

usually studied alone, 11% usually with friends. Asked if they '

had enough study time, 70% said yes, 30%'no. Fortyeight percent
said they usually had trouble finding books teachers asked them to

read 5$ didn't try. Eightytwo percent said they did not try to
learn everything 1.7 hcart they heard in lectures and read, but '49%
said they tried to write everything they heard when taking lecture

notes 95$ did try to.take notes during lectures. Seventy percent

said they received prepared lecture notes from some lecturers.
Sixtyfive percent said they, preferred to attend practicals.and
tutorials, while 35$ said they preferred lectures. Eighty -one

percent, claimed they c uld understand most of what -their lecturers

said in English. All o the 19% who could not understand most,Of

what their lecturers sa were worried by this. Fiftyfour percent .

said none of their lecturers everjecthred in Arabic. Asked'if they

would like to have their lectures in Arabic, 79%..naid .no. /Seventy
eight percent said they sometimes discussed their work with their
friends in Arabic, 90% said they sometimes discussed their work in
English. Twentyseven.percent usually studied in the hbstel, theY
said, while twentyfour percent used.tha Main Library; however, 42%
customarily used their. Department Library or study' rooms. Onethird
said they couldn't always find a place to"study when they wanted it.

Differences between Subgroups on Interview, Responses

Looking now at differences. in interview responses by faculty, only
-a small number of significant differences were found. The students

in the Faculty-of Law said they preferred lectures, while the
students in the other faculties preferred tutorials (X 8:67;

P < .01; = .41), and the Law studehts also said more often than
the rest thei they asked the lecturer when they didn't understand
something (X' = 15.4; p.< .01; phi = .5t). Other students said

they usually asked each other. More students in the Faculty of
Economics than i; the other faculties said they'rre generally
satisfied with the teaching they. were getting (X = 3.82; P< .;:5;

phi = .23) the only faculty where a majority were satisfied.. The
'Science faculty was the only oil where most students reported'that
they had no academic advihor (X = 24.7; P< .01; Pni.= .59). -More
students from the faculties of Law and Arts said that they had,
asked a question in a:lecture at least once (X f= 13.62; p.( .01; .

phi = .43).
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Q
These findings show the Faculty of Ldw as first, providing. the sortof lectures that'studenta

preferred, and second, an atmosphere inthe lecture that encouraged
students to ask for help when they neededit. The reasons for this are no doubt complex, it.does suggestthe other faculties might take a closer look at how thingsdorie in the Law lecture with a view to adapting tie procedure totheir own situations. The fact remains, of course, that the Lawstudents joined those in Arts and Science in saying that they werenot satisfied with teauhing in their faculty, which suggests, at aminimum, that-a distincfloh needs to be made between lectures andteaching in general the students in Law, at least, expect-morethan just good lectures.

Students in Economics said both that theypreferred tutorials and were generally satisfied with the teachingthey received. Again, this suggests that
the'teaching approach inEconomics' might he worth a closer look. The data from Law and

.Economics pojnts, on the whole, toward a more personal approachto teaching question. and answer sessions in lectures, and studentparticipation in tutorials.

The pattern of responses to the questions
on lectures in Arabic andasking questions in lectures iv interesting: that Law and Artsdohave lectures in Arabic and 'their students ask questions in lectures,while the reverse is true of the Science and Economics faculties. While'causation should not be assumed, these results do suggest the desirability of research.into the effects on.'student participation Oflecturing in Arabic: This could be done, for example, in the Department of History, where

parallel courses are offered in Arabic and %English.

/
r

f.

The Facultb of Science, when compared with the other faculties, cameout ratheF.negatively: studenta in Science said they were not Reefslied wi the teaching they received, preferred practice's ovek44--lectures, seldom asked lecturers for help, and knew of no academic.advisor. Certainly, a contributing factor in the Faculty of Scienceis the overwhelming number of students it -has to cope with in the'
,over 1100.

The-resulting impersonalization':Or
teaCKing.probably-accOunts.for a great deal of the negative feelingetudents.show about their work in science:' In addition, it may bethat science students' expectations are higher. it should be noted,however, that the science students came out lowest on all threeof the quantified scales

Sttdy,Hebitc, Motivation, and SocialAdjustment compared with other faculties (Sea Table.1), It mustbe'emphasized that these findings are based upon students' responsesto.the situation they find themselves in at the Unirersity. Theysay. nothing about the efficacy of the approach in .:L,3n2e or inany other faculty this is a ,question which must a:Is..ered by --themembers of the faculty but if there is dies%tiA;fa,:tion
...rite. the .results of teaching,.a clue to the causes may be found in the abovefindings.'

99
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Turning to an examination of the differences in responses between
males and females, it was found that more2girla than.boys said they
talked their problems over with no one (X = 7.8; p< .01; phi F .34);
more girls had friends among the boys than vice versa (X = 15.0;
p < .01;2phi = .45); more girls thought their lecturers knew their
names (X = 4.32;2p < :05; phi = .24) ;. and more girls claimed to
pray-regularly (X = 3.9; p< .05; phi = .23). 'On the other hand,more boys claped they wrote only the important things when they
took notes (X = 5.44; p< .05; ghi = .27); more boys said they had
asked 'a question in'a lecture (X = 11.6; p< .01; phi = .39);2and.-
more boys found their prelithinaryyear

subjects interesting (X = 6.87;p < ,01; Phi = .31).

In general these findings suggest that the females are more socially
oriented, while tho males are more highly motivated and academically
oriented. This is supported by.the quantified data, which showed '..
the girls scori1ng higher than the boys on the social adjustment

...scale but lower on the motivation scale. The finding.that the
females had. no one within the university with whom they felt able
to.talk over personal problems not even each other is somewhat
surprising. It would be interesting to explore this'avenueof.
.enquiry rurther'to. discover, for example, its relationship to
Sudanese -culture in general, and the role of women in society.
Interview data suggests that girls have more visi.th from relatives
than do boys. The.social orientation of the females, together with
the apparent lower motivation, would suggest that simply provid \ng
them with appropriate study skills and techniques wouldn't necessarily
improve their university periformance.

Few significant differences. were found between students from the
Southern Region and those from the rent. of the Sudan, owing, probably,
"to the small'1number of Southern .students in the sample. There was 2 .

a significant. difference on two of the. social variables: more
Soythern students said there was too much noise in the hostels-
(X = 4.28; .05;'phi2= .24), and fewer Southern students said
they prayed regularly (X =,7.47; p < .01; phi = .33). There were
also two academic variables where

significant differencn..were found:
while the majority of students used 'a variety of places to study,
thg Southern students preferred to study in department libraries
(X' = 10.14; p < .01; phi = .36), and more Southernstud2nts'said,
they.wrote only the important things in lecture. notes (X = 10.9;p < .01; phi = .39).

Only the last difference might be said to be of real interest, and
is almost certainly related to the Southern students'. background in
spoken Englibh they are perhaps. more aware of the.rhetorcal devices
used to signal important parts of a lecture. Reasons for the other
differences are more difficult to find, and probably fairly trivial
without more data from a larger sample of students from tlse Southern
Region.
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The diference between the sub-groups discussed above are Only those
,where the findings were statistically significant - unlikely to have.
happened by chance. There were , of course, many other differences

..which did not achieve significance, but which were large enough to
warrant further study. For example, a relatively large number of
students in Arts:said t ey discuased.their personal Problems with
no one; Scence students were the only group where a majority said
they had no friends amo the opposite-sex;.a larger proportion of
Arta students said they prayed. regularly; a smaller proportkon of
Science. students were interested in politics; a slightly larger
number of Arts and Economics students said they couldn't understand
most of what their lecturers said; Law students, more than any other
grouP,Jstudied in their Faculty library - for obvious reasons; students
in Arts and'Science reported the most problems in finding a place to
study. A majority of students in Law and.Science said they studied
in a way which was different fzam their friends, while a majority
in Arts and Economics said Co.v.:did not; a majority in Economics
and. Law said they could usually find the books teachers asked them
to read, while a majority in Arts and Science said they couldn't.
,Seventy percent of the Science students said they tried to write
only the important_things in lecture notes, whi e students in the
other faculties were'evenly divided; a smaller roportion in Econo-
mics and Law received prepared notes from their ecturers; a larger
proportion in ScienCe and, Economics. thought they had to attend too
many lectures; amajority in Science saidtheydid not find their'
Preliminary-year subjects interesting; a majority in Arts thought
their lecturers were interested in them personally, while in other
faculties a majority thought not.:

Some differences between males and females, which, while not
statistically significant; might bear further investigation were
tha't a greater proportion of females had parents who were literate
in either Arabic or English; a smaller proportion of females reported
that they got ill-often; fewer girls said they would like to have.
their lectures in Arabic; a larger proportion of females said they
preferred tutorials over lectures.

Finally, some interesting but non-significant differences between
Southern students and their colleagues from other parts of the Sudan..
included the fact.that a majority of SoUthern students paid they
had no friends among the opposite sex while a majority of -the other-

.

students said the opposite;..a larger proportion of Southern students
said there were not enough social activities for them in the Univ-
ersity; a much greater proportion of Southern students. said they
would not like to have their lectures in Arabic; P. larger proportion
of Southern students said they did not stub.y in a different way; a,
larger proportion said they did have enough study time; a majority
of students from the Southern Region'reported that they'were able
to find the books. assigned, compared with a majorit' of the rest

1 oi
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who weren'tr\a larger number of Sot tern. students said they got tired

during a one our lecture but a greater number of them nevertheless
preferred lectreg over tutorials; a larger number had asked ques-
tiona in lect-Ur s; a majority claimed they had no academic advisor;
and a 146-gerpro ortion were satisfied...wi.th the teaching they wer6

getting. %.

ntifdable Intery ew Data

Three groups of items on the interview schedule, relating respect-
ively to Study Behavio , Motivation, and Social Adjustment, were

quantified. This was ne, following Entwistle, Nisbi0Entwistle
and Cowell (1971), by a signing valuesto responses according to
whether they were in an =xpected direction or not. For example,

Students were, asked how t ey found out about information they had
missed in a lecture. Those who answered that they asked the lecturer .

were given a score Of two, those who. said they looked it up in a book
were given a.,score of one, those who said they asked another student
were given no score, while those who said they just didn't find out

were scoffed minus one. Eight items were treated in this way as
indicators of study behaviour, 11 as indicW:ors of motivation, and
eight as indicators of social adjustment. Once each item had been
quantified, a total-for each of the three variables wascalculated
to.give_a Study BehevioUr.score, a Motivation score, and a Social
Adjustment score for each subject, the whole group, each faculty,
males and females, students from the Southern Region and.stuaents
from'the rest of the Sudah.

The indicators of study behaviour were interview items 18c, 23, 25,
26, 27, .28c, 30c. High scorers in.study behaviour were students who

saii.tney found ok; missing leCture information by asking the lecturer
'Dr by using a refeYence book; who studied alone usually; who said.they
didn't have enough study time; who claimed they could usually find
the-books'assigned-by teachers; who said they'didn't try to learn .

everything by heart.; who tried to take lecture notes;' who wrote only
tie important things; who preferred tutorials over' lectures. Students
Wilematched these specifications were given two points for each; those
who gave ambivalent or mildly negative responses (e.g.-, they get

missing lecture information by.asking.other students) were given no

point;' those who gave completely negative responses (e.g., they
didn't try.to get missing, information) lost a point from their score.

The motivation indicators were items 10, 24, 30a, -31 37. The high

scorers in motivation said they enjoyed university life very much
that they studied differently from their friends; that they 'didn't
have to:attend to many lectures; that they didn't get tired during
a one-hour lecture; that they had asked a question in a lecture;

that heir subjects were interesting; that it was their own fault .

when thoy did badly; that their ledturers did know thel,r names.; that

theft. were interested in them personally; that they bad
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an.academic advisor; that they were satisfied with the teaching theyreceived. Again, students giving positive responses tb these indi,
cators received two points, ambivalent or mildly negative responses
(e.g., they liked university life 'so -so') got no point, and nega-

. tive responses (e.g., they didn't like university life at all losta point.

Indicators of social adjustmentowere items 8, 11a, 14, 15,.16b, 16c,
17. The high scorers said they liked living in Khartoum very Much;
the Austell were not too noisy; they had friends among the opposite
sex; they prayed regularly; they were interested

in.-politics; they
had time for politics; they thought students should take part
politics; they were not satisfied with .the social activities Pro-
vided by the University. Points were awarded or subtractedin the
Same way as in the other two variables/.

Table 1: quantified Scores for Three Variables

ariable.,.Variable.
Whole
Sample Arts Econ. 'Law Sci. Male Female South .Rest

Study 9.76 9.22 9.43 10.54 '3.44 9.69 10.46 9.14 9.79
Motivar

tion. 7.03 7.61 t:42 7.74 5.56 7.34 6.34 6.87 7.19
Social
'Adj. 8.47 8.27 8.93 9.40 7.74 7.26 99.23 7.24 8.64

.First it should be noted'that these scores are relativeand tol'
absolute -':that is, they have no- meaning 'outside the context of thepresent research. The score of 9.55 for-the whole samplE6on Study ."behaviour can be said tc be naitherlgoodl nor 'bad' except insofar
as it would have been possible had. each subject gifen the expected

,response, to achieve iiscore of 16 for each variable. It is possible
.to coMfare the sub groups as being above or below the average of the
whole sample. For example;;;Law ib,';nearly a point above average on
study behavioun, while_Science is more than a point below. The
females scored higher than the males on the study habits scale,
Aile the students from,theSouthern Region scored a bit lower than
.students from the rest of Sudan. On the motivation-scale, the
Science students scored lower than the rest, the girls lower than
the boys, while little 'difference is"to be seen between the regional
groups. Finally, on the social adjustment scale, Law is quite high
and once agaln,.S6ience is low,. the females 'scored higher than the
males, and the Southern Region students scored lower than the rest.
On all three scales, Arts and Economics hover around bile average'.
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STUDENT DIARIES

Introduction

The students in the sample were asked to. keep a diary of their daily
.activities for one week just before examinations. The purpose was
an attempt to obtain a description of, student life in three areas -
lecture.attendance, study behaviour, and social activities. The
students were given diary forms dither in English or Arabic and
were instructed to write each day their, activities in the three
areas. No monitor was kept on the studehts as they completed the
diaries and the data from them must, therefore, be treated as anec-
dbtal rather thanes strictly factual. There follows a discussiOn'
of the.method used in obtaining the diary data, including a descrip-
tift 'oflhp diary forms,. and of the procedure employed in th
gathering r,f the data. This is followed by a presentation and
discussion o 'results, and finally by conclusions which may-be-
drawn and suggestions for further research.

Method

Diary Forms. The diary forms Were :,.repared in both English and
'Arabic Tan- example of-eartvis in Cnn Appendix), and.comprised_two
sections: a cover page of 1.ingthy instructions, and eeven
pages of daily dairy formb. Evh ,izr was divided into two-hourly
intervals, from 5 a.m: to qtedtfmee. Sections were provided within
each interval Tdr the respondent to write' brief notes on his personal
activities, :,uch as rising in the morning, eating, praying, visiting;

-the lectures or tutorials/practicals he attended (or should have
attended); his study sessio-3 throughout the day.

Procedure.. After each subject was ihterviewedphe was gizrene. copy
of the diary form.- either in English or Arabic, as he chose - and
in this way, 75 diary forms were distributed betwpen 27 July and
7 August 1976. The interviewe.3 went carefully over the instructions
with the stUdantst.pointing out to them the kind of information de-
-sired, emphasizing that it phould,be done each day, and where to
turn the diary in when coMpIete. Each subject was offered £S 1 for
the completed. diary, to be received when it was handed in. Seventy7
four completed diaries were returned; 16 in English and 58 in 'Arabic.

Discussion of Results

Looking first at the overall picture presented by the diary infor-
matiOn, it can be said that the 'average' student rose about 6.30 a.m.,
attended (just before examinations) two or three lectures during the
day slept for about two hours after lunch;and spent six Or seven
ho studying in the evening, going to bed around midnight. His
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nonacademic, or recreational activities were very limited,
rather bor' .r; the most common form of relaxation was chatting withfriends in 1..e hostels,folloWed by visits from v^1aives and friendsoutside the University. Girls, it seemed, received more visits fromrelatives. Otherwise, the average student. spent hie free time in
the hostel listening to'music (either on the radio or on records),
watching television, washing Clothee. Only a few students reported
reading as a recreational

activity,Inor.wae.sport a major source ofrecreation swimming and basketball being the most frequently men7tioned. The most common outside activity was attending the cinemand, very rarely, a party picnic.- OccaSional visits to the homesf relatives in the three towns were mentioned:
i

i

able 2: Quantified Diary Data

Art's Enonomics Law Science Total
Sample

;Rise 6.30 a.m. '6.15. a.m. 6.30 a.m. 6.20a.m. 6.30 a.m.
Lectures, etc. .

per lay 3 2.5 1.9 2.6 2.4
per week 18.3 16.3 12.0 14,7 15.3

Siesta '1 .1/4.hr 1 2/3 hr 2 hr -2 hr 1 1/2 hr
Study

per day 6 hr 5.5 hr 8.2 il.. 7.2 hr . 6.7 hr
per week 42 hr 40 hr 58 hr 50 hr 47.5 hr

Bedtine midnight 11.30 '2.15 12.35 midnight
p.m. a:111.

Remembering that these figured. represent aat the subjects reported
dUring the weeks just before

endofterm examinations, it would seemthat Arts students attended the most lecture's, those in Law the fewest;tbatLaw and Sciencestudente studied the longest-hours. While theseresults do support, in relative
terms,commonlygeld views of the workload of students, it must also be remembered that they are based on

resorted lecture and study times and not on any sort of objectiveobservation. :revertheless, all students in the sample had the same
opportunities to report on. these two items and to, exaggerate orunderstate as they chose. The fact that differences did emerge
between faculties suggests that the differences must have some relationship to reality perhaps, for example, the Law and Science
students reported longer,hours for study because they believe themselves to'bethe hardestworking students in the university.
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Certainly, anecdotal information gathered from English language lec
turers in Law End Science who are in a positj.on.t make comparisons
among faqulties, suggests that the data is relatively valid. In asimilar .way, the fact that the Arts students claimed to bein class
more than the others and to study a relatively shorter time suggests
that tbe relationship between'

recli4red class attendance, and available
study time might be explored. (Indeed, the Faculty of At r,ommitteein charge of re structuring to meet the demands of the newCeurue
unit system has made this area one of its prime concerns.

`There follows a short selection of comments, unsolicited, provided
by the students as they filled in,their diaries. They provide e bitof insight into the life and thinking of our students. One comment
which brings home to this researcher, at least, the similarity between
our,students and undergraduates everywhere is the report by one respondent on an evening gathering in.the'hostel:

Discussion on the existehce of God, with i'rienls
and others.

There were a number bf comments giving reasons why lectures or tutorials,,were missed:
. .

S'ipposed to he. an archaeology lecture, but I did;i't
attend "because I could understand nothing.

Sipped it because the.lectureis but a dictation
frOM .the Penal Code which I can copy any time.

!;; lectures because. I got Up late...didn't feel like

Dropped lecture because I was tired. (Three respondents)

Revising so dropped the lecture.'

attend because I was worried.

Boring. (Three respondents)

Some students provided comments on various problems:

Discussion with a roommate how to approach an
examination. question.

I didn't gain much'(from) my reading because it is
a bit difficult.

Couldn't understand the terminology.

I have made a silly mistake'in answering a question.

My ability to understand was very good today.

m le pages from diaries may be found in the Appendix.

I (16
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GENERAL DI-SCUSS/ON
..

01is interview data, like all survey data gained by asking people
4hat they do or think rather than observing their activities,must
be treated with caution. We must think, in interpreting the results
in terms of 'tendencies', 'directions', and 'likelihood' .rather than
in terms of 'facts' cr 'certainties'. ItKould be unwise to treat
this information as absolutely representative of.student opinion
and life, not so much because of sampling bias - there is no,reason
to believe that this group is in any systematic.way different from
the rest of their colleagues - but because it is difficuIt.to -inter-..
pret the causes behind the t;tatements the interviewees make. At
the same time, it is obviously the caw, that there is some reality
reflected in the data - readers are asked to give some thought to
the results in light, of their 'own knowledge of student life and
problems. The- following discussion will attempt to draw some:
;pieces of the data together.

'

The-hackgrpund data suggest just that this groUp of'students.come '

predominantly from the Khartoum, Gizera,I.Nile, and Northern Provinces..
and this matches data provided by Salah (1971':22).. Mere are no
doubt many reasons for this - these provinces are heavily populated;

.

they are relatively well-off economically; their cultural environ-
ment probably gives the children living in .them anedge over those
in other provinces. The average age of these students'- 21.2 years -
is above that of their counterparts in Europe or the United States,
certainly, but within the 'developing world,-it is not unusual. Nor
is the reported size of family. The 21%, who said they attended
English medium schools is certainly too large a proportion,compared
with the general population, and is mainly related to the number'.,
of students in the sample from the Southern Region, who are in fact :

over-represented in order to provide sufficient data to study.
Concerning the 'best language', some students apparently treated .

this question Lis asking for the language they knew best after
their mother-tongue. Apart from Arabio-and English, the languages
of the Southern Sudan account for most of the mother languages'
spoken, an exception being DongolaWi gubian, a vernacular of the
Northern Sudan.

Personal life in the hostels appears to be a problem fdr some:
over a quarter said they didn't get enough sleep (though what
'enough' means varies individually) find 15% claimed that illness
was a problem. While this is not as large a proportion as Dr
Muwaffakreported (352), it is still indicative of a problem which
should be investigated further. The biggest single complaint was
of too much noise in the hostels. Obviously Dr Muwaffak's sugges-
tion 'Of a student-enforced ban on noise during study hours has not
been taken up. A sizeable proportion saidthey pray regularly -
not a surprising finding, but early rising for prayers contributes

.10i
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0 '^.0

io a very long day and
u, consequently shorter sleep period. TheLarge majority of complaint about the lack of social activitiesreflects perhaps a consequence of the dissolution of the Students'Union. The intspview question specified 'clubs i parties, picnich,and the like'. Whether this was a function of the old Students'Union or not, it should
certainly be taken up either by a newbody 'or by the Students' Affairs Section. It is Very likely thatthe equally large amount of dissatisfaction with 'Universitylife' is in great part accounted for by dissatisfaction with sociallife. The proportion of students who reported to'have friendsamong-t4e opposite sex was somewhat surprising the vast majorityof the Preliminary-year
comes from sihgleSex schools and,many ofthem hare strong social and religious

inhibitions.to'overcome in.becoming comfortable in a coeducational environment. Some studentsinterviewed (particularly males) did seem shocked that it should besuggested that they might have friends among the.opposite sex, butthis -was a minority. The finding that a small:proportion of thestudents went to an 'official' advisor whe'a they had perbonal
problems and that most went to a friend or relative suggests acertain amount of alienation-from

the official system of hostelwardens, but probably no more than exists among students
elsewhere.The fact that over a quarter said they went to 'no one', with theirproblems is-somewhat startling, however. There is undoubtedly aculturalinterpretation of 'personal problems' at work here, aswill'be suggested in the discussion of male and female'sub-groups.Finally, the overwhelming

majority of students thought students shouldtake part in national politics, echoing the tradition of several"generations' of Khartoum students. This sentiment,, indeed it mightbe called comMitment, toward-politics and political-social-religiou7responsibiliti/ should certainly be studied more deeply. It seemsvery much a Part-Of Ehartoum student life. Looking at :he resultsof the questions on student notivation, in general the data suggest
dissatisfaction and low motivation toward studies: thore are 'toomany lectures', 'Lectures are too long', never ask questions.
during lectures', 'My subjects. in Preliminary-Tear are not interes-
V.ng',1Myilecturer3 don't know my name','Lecturers.aren't

interestedin the students', 'I :pave no academic advisor', not satisfiedwith the teaching)I get at the'Universityl. At the same time, itis significant that the majority of students believed it to bettheirown fault when they did badly
- an attitude which fits in well witha prominent' staff attitude

toward students of .'aink or swim'. Theyalso. match well the observations of the Committee on AcademicReform (1972:12):

In the existing system students are spectators...
Little is known about a student outside the record
of a few final examinations

throughout his entire
undergraduate training. It is hot surprising thatthere is considerable_ lack of enthusiasm amongststudents.

1
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Lt. remains to-be en (and Studied) how far thb new course -unit
proposals go in al eviating. this situation.

Even. casual observation of students at work a theyshows That thedepend
a great deal upon each 'other for academic help - especially in the
for of copied lecture notes (50% said they went to their friendi
for help when they coul'dn't understand something in a leeture'one-
third wedt tc te lecturer, 11% tried bookS), It was a bit surpris-
ing, .thererove, .o find such a small proportion (11%) saying they
studied. with frends. It seems likely that" the students made a dis7.
tinction.hetwecr lotudying' - sitting at a table and working, whether
-copying out notes, wrsting an-ojasay, or memorizing-- and discussing
work or coaching each other for examinatons: It vas interesting
to.note that most students felt; they 11..d enough study time (though.
they also felt they had too. 'many lectures!). A sizeable proportion
use try department or feCulty libraries or study rooms for their

and .a quarter tried to work in the hostels, Thus,.the,maj-
orityof.Prelimisa 1,abitually work outside the' main
Iftrary,suggelting that more and better facilities might be pro- -

-vided by-,facUlties, especially since a third of.the.studpnts said
they haa'tro4le finding a place:to. study. Another prOblem mentioned
by:a l.rge proportionwas,finding books their lectwers. had assigned -
this problem.of_texts and referenda works is a perennial one:

Ttt queitionsaVout the lecture-tutorial system broughtsome interes
:ing findfnge.i The large .proportion of studentswho said they tried
to write everything their lecturers-paid illustrates a well-known
Uncertainty about what-is important and what is-not. The large pro=

cportionW!.o sail they received IprapareClectui.e notes' were :referring.
collerftively to notes t14eare-either,dihiated, wri#ed-tm,the.black-
board, or on dtenoilledlhandolitsL.-,The first two forma,are the :.rz.e
cotton, the. latter rare except in-langUage-clessie:

..reason,for..
this is the'dffficulty of getting stencils, typed-and thescOiied run
cff. .i...tudents in genbral -did. not express strong preference for'the
lecture format, preferring practicals 'and tutorials. Interestingly,.....
one problem they dfd not,see.as acontritiutor to this was that of

r : language, viz, the overwhelming majority saying-"they could under-
stand zest of what their lecturers said in English! 11zMuwaffak
reported that half of'his students had problems in this area. ;The
results of the testing4in thapter'Four of -this ,report Speak of a
great problem here. Yet, .the: students do not .pee. it:ea. Perhaps ,

connected with this 'feeling is the almOseequally large proportion
againit Arabieization,--. It-is thus-likely.thst.consideration.of
fashion'and'statu4 are far more. powerful "incentives among-students
in favour'ofretaining English medium instructionhan.instrumental
ones ouches easier learning and pore relevant conceptualiiation. TNN

.

The result- of-the inieiView data recast.intofaculty sub - groups.
pOinta fir,st..to a more personal approach in teaching: thefincU

the-Laim students,preprred lectures empaxed with.anoppo to .

:

-

"40'9- 1.
.
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finding in other'faculties (coupled with thd observation that teaching
in Law, owing to small numbers, perhaps, is morn personal). Certainly
one important consideration is. the personality of the lecturer - some-
-thing the most sophisticated teaching and/or study methods can do
little about. Yet another consideration for the effectiveneW6f.
lectures is the students' own cultural approach to them; involving
their perceived right to ask q'estions of a teacher,, rind, as Dr

Muwaffak suggested, their fear of shaming themselves oefore-
peers.. Students' expectations must surely play a part ln their
receptiveness to teaching. For example, the greater pr.:;portion of
dissatWied students in Science may be a result of theij: 'neine
better- prepared students having higher exl-teti:,n
colleagues in other faculties. Faculty differences :::. stdent Le-
haviour and requirements certainly .merit more ,.,nd deeper study.

The very interesting fundamental academic - social difference between
males and females in the University also calls for more exploration.
1t is likely that despite-eqUality of opportunity, the very fact of
separate school facilities' produces unequal products. This is
Certainly hinted at by the results of the Scientific English te.t,

- where the Temales'scered significantly lower than thcmales,.mainly,
it was proposed., on scientific grounds rather than linguistic ones.
These interview findings possibly reflect theprieritieeattached
to university education related to'socio-economic advancement: the
males may .see success primarily as a matter of academic experience,
while the females may attach primary importance to finding a Isuc-
oessfult husband. This may not be due to the woman's:personal pre-
ference but the result of social and cultural constraints. Interesting
.research could be done on we: dents avenues to 'success' in the Sudan..,
Another interesting finding, perhaps.related to the others, is that
more women hiten talked about their rIperional problems' with no
one. 'In view of'the aboVe tuggeetions that women are more socially -
oriented than men, it may be that they interpreted 'Personal prob-
lems'. differently, She men thinking of adjustment problems in the
university; the women of more intirate or private probleta. Here
much fruitful reRparcE could ;be carried out.

Finally, the failure to find many'aignificant differences between.
the students from, the Southern Region and those from the rest of
the Sudan is somewhat puzzling. Certainly, the very small number
of Southern students in the sample meant that differences would
have to be quite large-to 'be statistically significant',. and few were

.
so large. ,Secondly, it is .probable that it is misleading to treat
''Southerners' as a homogeneous group- linguistically, culturally,
and socially, the Southern People'are widely divergent - as, for
that matter, are people from the rest of the.Slidan, though perhaps
the divergence is not so.prOnounced. Inany case it will be dir-
ficult tojind large differences in,behaviour withinosueh gross
(and somewhat arbitrary) parameters as 1SoUth' and 'North!.'Never--
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thelesa, the results suggest'that there exist some differences which
affect both social and academic life within, the University and these
should be explored further, perhaps along more meaningful and subtle
dimensions thanthe traditional 'North' and i'Southl.

The quantilied interview data, .producing scales of Study Habits,
Motivation, and Social Adjustment, interps6ted, vs descriptions of
various groups, generally support other findings iii., the study; though
as withthe other findings, too much weight should not be'placed on
them alone. Thus we,seethat the Science students are as a group
quitesidifferentl (precisely hew is a subject for further stuay)
from those.in the other the faculties. In other words, it may
be suggested that what makes a good student; well - motivated and
adjusted, in Arts, Economics, or Law, is not the same for Science.
Similarly, the females scored much higher than the males on the
'Social Scale, and for some reason, higher on the $tudy Scale. The
Southern students scored consistently lower (but not much lower) on
the three scales thah the rest of their colleagues. More work on
these and other dimensions would help clarify and remedy study

among 01.14 students. These results merely add to our picture
of the complexity of the study situation one which may not be
appreciably altered by 'remedial' English or studyskills courses:

Finally, another way of summarizing-,he interview resu;ts is to
-recast them into groups of 'good' and 'not so good' students, 'good'
being those more than one standard deviation above the rean in their

.. Preliminary year final examinations, 'not so good' being one,standard
deviation below the mean. Uoking.at the latter group first, the 4
majority of-the poorer students said they pray regularly, ask other
students for help when they .don't understand sdmething, study in a'

.way no different fromtheir friends, usually can findithe books their,
teachers assign,.write only the important things in lecture notes,
generally are satisfied with the ttraChing they receive.Among the
good students, the%only major differences were.that they Said they'
had trouble finding the assigned books,, tried to write everything
in their.lecture notes, and generally were not satisfied with the
teaching., Anequal.number said they (lid and did not Pray regularly,
an equal number studied in hostels, main library and departMental
libraries, an equal number studied like and different fromtheir
friends. These are not particularly meaningful:differences, and

.certainly do.not,tell..us what bthe average or par student might' do,
:to make himself better: A hint may be found in the finding that the
poor students said they wrote only the important things in lectures,
the good studentsatrying to Write it all. This fists in .with,;!what
we know of,the principal study strategy-of these students rd's
memorization, and may be linked to an ability to keep a lot of

,

facts in onelbhead and to select from thiq store the relevant infor
mation at examination time. This in.turn,suggests that hard work Tay
play a part: .In fact, the number of hour; of,study .time reported
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,re

by the better students in their diaries 'was 52 hours,. and that of
the poorer students was 41 hours; a difference of 11 hours, which
just failed, however, to reach statistical significance (t = 1.65;
p< :10). Thus, it maybe that the better students are those who
,work longer hours and memorize more material. PWriher research
will tell.
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CHAPTER SEVEN_

/

EIGHT MONTHS.LATER

INTRODUCTION

In October,f976, the studentiin-this study moved to the second, or
'Intermediate' year of their siudieS.. In order to investigate the-
changes,. if:nyi;that had takenIplace in the group during the-eight
months since they were tested and interviewed in their Preliminary.
year, the students were asked to appear for re-testing in reading
and were algre sent.a questionnaire containing many of the questions.
theYhad been asked in thoriginal interview: This chapter deals
With the results of the test and questionnaire.

(

METHOD

Sub.iects

Of the original groUp of.76 who were tested in 1976, 48 responded:
to the letter sent to them in 1977: thirteen students. in the Faculty '

-of Sngineering.and Architecture (from the Preliminary-year Factity
of Science MathematicalSiction);thirteen from Law; twelve from
Economics; and ten froM Arts: 'Except for three of.the Artsatudents
who. were doing Englisblas a subject, none Of the. group were attending
English ianguage clasSei in their seCond,yearof studies,having
passel the Preliminary7year English.

4

Materials
1

The students were seat a questionnaire in English, containing 14
questions, moat of them retaining the wording of the. interview .of
1976 (a'dopy.of.the(qUestionnaire may be foundisthe AppeMdix).
The masstions selected for the questionnaire were those which seemed
goarticularlyintereatLng or, meaningful from interviews. An additional'.
item askedwheitherthe student:censidered.himself to be a better
student'inhis,second year than in his Preliminary. year. and provided

- a list of. reasons to' tick.

4/

The English' reading'test was the same .test that hid beeS4dministered
in .1976. It, was considered that the eight-month interval. between
test sessions would be sufficient to. prevent any substantial increase,
in scores itle to familiarity with the material. The Engineering
studentswerigiven the' Science close tent, -the Arts, law,. and Eoonon

. .

silos students the ','Humanities' test.
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Procedure

The students were told by letter to bring the ccmpletedquestiennaire
with tl-Pm to the test sessions (one for' Engineering, one. for Humani-
ties students), which were held during the-seCond semester. The .

studentm were offered'one pound for the Completed questionnaire and
the reading test. They were given 35 minutes to completethe read
ing test.

READING TEST RESULTS

Table.1 shows the results of tf.e English Reading test for the.
Humanities group, and for each of the faculty groupL,. including
the mean score (X), standard deviation (sd), and reliability
coefficient (rel.i-for 19% and 1977; '

Table 1: Englimh Reading Scores for1976.and 1977

Arts Economics Law. Humanities Science

76 77 . .76' 77 ' .76 77 76 77 ' 76 77

8.8 11.3 12.7 16.0 1-:;.'3 14.7 12.) . 14.2. 19.2 22.8`..

: 5.1, 4.4 5.5 4e7, 4.7 5.0 .y..5.1 .6.4' 6.5

Rel. :72 .55 .69 .61 .55: .49 .62 '.61 .71 .71

,

THere is in each,case a. significant (p < .05) increase in scores from
1976 to 1977,-though in no::case could it besaid tobe overwhelmingly
..iarge.': ,, .

, .

.

.

.

The Pearson prOuct moment, correlation between 1976 and 1977 scares
was .6e_ for the Humanities group an.d..73 for the Science group (both

significant at 1.7-4). .
.

)
,

. .

.
Table 2 shows-the a-,rageasOUni-'of gain in_rew sores, and. as a -- .

:,,propOrtioh of the 1976 score. Note'that .%.aw made by far the smallest

proportion ofgain, and that Ff,conomicsmadv he largest. The amount .

Of ghin in Humanities is 'Significant ('t ='2.77; pAc-.01'; r,, = .43);
RS is that in:Science (t = 2.64; p < .Q5; r 4 .61) and Aifs :

ID:
(t = 2:051; T <''''.Q5; r = .4E) while those in EconomiOs and Law-are

. 'noti owing most probaBly to difference's in the Variance of amount

of gain. ., - .
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Table 2: Amount and Proportion of Gain in English Reading

Science
Arts Economics Law Humanities

Average
Amount

Average
Proportion

2.5

2&.4%

. 3.3

26.e

.9

6.5;4

1.9

13.4

3.6

18.3 %

The. corielation'of the proportion of gain with original test is,
for the Humanities students, -257.(p c .01) and for Science, a non-
significant -.40. t-Tests on the difference between the initially
high and_low scorers showed that the low scorers in both the Human-
ities and the Science groups made significantly greater gains
(Hum..t ='20.951 p < .01/ rpb = .80: Sci. t = 6.46; p< .01,r

pb
= .76).

Discussion

These test-retest results suggest that the Humanities and ,Science
Students'made Significant aMounts.of gain in.English reading pro-
ficiency over the eight menthstetween tests. This is doubly
interesting because, since the first test was given toward the end. 2.

of the Preliminary-year, the students (except for three -doing English
as a subject)'had-had little formal instruction in English language
since.the initial:test. atever improvetent they made was due to
the use of English as a medium of.nstruction and of reading. HoW°-.
ever,.it iS also obvious that it was the lower scoring students who
made the greatest gains, bothwithin and Across,facultieS. This
suggests that there threshold of English proficiency required
for university work,and that students be1oW this,level.will make

'significant gains in proficiency while as they approa ?h the level
and surpass it,*improveFent slowsdown and., one imagines,. stabiliiesat

anoptimuc. level for success /survival in university. Of course,.this is a.pecessary level, but not'a sufficient one for success -,
if English.proficiency.were all;that were required, no native speaker
of. English would ever fail! Oertainly.this is not a neW-idea
Ingram 1970; Davies 1975). but much more research is needed to' ver-Ify
it and.t6 lOcate 'empirT-mlly since the hypothesis of an English
threshold is, defacto, the present English teaching policy. in the :
university. .In this reghrd, ittit important to note that in Human-

the majority of student6, on the results of the second test,
were rending at A 'frustration' level` (below 38%). ReemphasizIng
the point Made in hhtipter Four, these results suggest, given that
the passage IlpOn which..tlie test was .based is not widely different
in difficy'from the v.lual reading the Jtudents are aSked'todo,
they-are:able_to.succeed '(atjeast in th,iir first two yearsrAeSpite
a low level of.Efiglisit-reading proficiency.

A necessary next step
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is an investigation of the English reading (and of general English,-proficiency) required by lecturers - both the
requireinents(i.e. reading'Iists) and the 'practical' requirements (i.e the 'minimum necessary). dome research of this nature has been'begun;for example Swales (1977.) has shown that in some SOtany essays ofa group of second-year studentr.,,

the most important element of
'English' in.relation.to the 'Botany' marks on the essay was crcani-zation and lay-out (r =.67) rather than gramMar r = .351.

It was not possible to administer
She Dictation Test a second time.It would have been interesting to have studied the improvement inlistening ability, gni'ned_primariIy
through exposure to lectures

and tutorials conducted in English. This certainly subjectfor. future research.

ONITAI RESULTS

In general, the students
their Intermediate ( second) year 'liked'

living.in Khartoum and the University'a bit less than in their Pre-liminary-year. This was especially true in the latter case, where,
in '1976, 17 students had said.they

liked'university life 'very mach',.in 1977, only 11 said so, Alongsimilnr lines, there was more dis-
.satisfaction with 'the way youl-are being taught': in 1976, 0 .Were.

satisfied, 26 were not; in 1977 the numbers were 10. and 37, respectively.-
Especially in Science was the feeling atrong - in 19.77 only one student.,claimod to be satisfied with the teaching received. Thradoxically, more.students claimed to be interested in the sULjects in Intermediate yearthan in Preliminary' year 30 in 1976, 36 in .1977. There 'was also%
greater tendency.in 1977 to believe that t'eir English was alright40 in 1976 felt that they -could understandtheirleCturers in English46 in 1977- but there was also a slightly igreater tendency-to wantArabic lectUres, owing mainly to the Arts students, a Majority of '-whom were in favoUr.- though the majority of the Other'faculties'were
against, and 6nly one Science studeil't was in favour. A 4ajority..otstudents still felt they had.to attend-too many lectures, though ipthe Humanities faculties there was,a slight tetdency.toward antis-

. faction with the course load, especially in law. There.was moresupport for tutoria2- aver. lectures in Intermediate year -:3Orpre-ferring tutorials, 1 et aes. .Thee" was a slightly greater-tendency to ask questions in lectures in Intermediate year. Regard....ing study time, _.the majority in both years said they had:senoUghl;
though the majority was smaller in Intermediate year, owing mainlyeo the Science students, Who made

a..c;omplete.reversal - eleven totwo saying they had'enongh study. time in Preliminary year elevento, two .5ayihg they hat. not rn Intermediate.year, In 197b, an.approximatelj equal number-said they 'wrote 'everything' in their
.lecture 'motes and only the 'important' things in their notes; in

1977 the vast majority 05 t.9
t
13rsaid 'just the important things'.

i'16
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In'the hostels, .40 majority Still said there was too much noise,
. but in tlile Humanities the majority was smaller in 1977, while in:'
Science it was larger. About the Sane numbers in both years had
friends among the opposite sex. Fin4lly, there was a greateroten-
denoy in 1977 to se*.personal advice from friendsor relatives

,-rether:than hostel wardens or teachers;

NA last question weemsked in the 1977 questionnaire which was not
in the 1976 Are you a better-student now than You
Were in your-PSiiiinaryyear? The'vast majority, said yes. The.
most important reasons they offered.included (in order of importance)
a better Understanding'of spoken English; Utter ability to use the
library, writing better-English and taking better lecture notes
f.these two were of.equal importance), better, idea of whatthe-teachers
expect; doing more'reading, more interested 'in subjects, less afraid
to ask questions. Reasons-whieh the majority felt did-mot contribute

-to their'being better student; included help from their teachers, less
full time - table, more study time, feeling more at home in the Univer--
sity, getting more help from friends, and having smaller classes.

Discussion

In general, these results euggest thattithe students in their second
Year were more confident - theyjuid, after all, passed their.Pre-
liminaryyear examinations - but somewhat more dissatisfied with
the University prograime than they were during -the previous year.
forexample, they were more confident of their ability'tomnderefaud.:
lectures in:English - and to some extent, this was.justifted2by their
test performance; more:of them feltMoofideht enough to write Only
the important things i lecture notes; more of then:felt able to ask
questions in lectures; they were happy ;with their subjects; and more
of them preferred tutorials over themore anonyious lectures.. At
the same time, it would appear that their expectation's wereeomewhat
heightened, for hey eipressed more dissatisfaction::Tewex,Of them
liked Khartoum and upiversity,lifef feWet4of ihem went to 'the
:for.perional advice; more of them thought they hadn't enough study
,time; and more were dissatisfied with the teaching they received.

r. . .

In their reasons' for feeling they were better students pi their
Intermediate-year; they emphasized language profidiency - under-
standing spoken English, taking better notes,reading, writing, ask-.
lug questions - and saw as less important timetable factors - free
time and smaller classes - cr help from teachers and friends.



SUKMARY.

--4)-----sQdexirtETmade significant gains in Engliell;readingThe
proficiency as a result of exposure to English medium 14ctures and
reading. .t

2) There is evidence for a threshold level of proficiency
necessary, but not ,sufficient for academic success.

. . .

3) A substantial number of students are still below A
Ifrestration' leVel of rending proficiency, but still manage io

succeed.

4) The students in Intermediate -year are more confident of.-

their.ability to succeed.
'..V

.

..-::.,
----__51,: are also somewhat more critical Of the University

prograMme. . -

-7..
I

. .

6) They, consider language proficiency to be a major contri-

butdr to their success.
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CHAPTER:EIGHT

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS,
RI:COMMENDATIONS FOR ACTION, AND.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

INTRODUCTION

The Study
Habits' Research

Project was conducted at the
University of

.Khartoum in order to describe
study probleMs and student life, to

prOvide data and advice on language and study
problems, and to generate

a concernfor
these problems.

This, the last
chapter in the Final

.Report of the
Project, will be a summary

of the findings,.
both of---

-previous research and of the
present tests and measures. The heart

of the chapter is -the groUp
of concrete

recommendations for action
by University

authorities. Nebulous
suggestions.such as 'there

should be more communication
between staff and

students' will be
avoided. The recommendations

are based-on
factual data and in

light of current
trends and

attitudes within the University(Chapter One might usefully be re-'-read in connection
with this.

last Ghapter).
Making practical

recommendations no easy task,
.for many of the

programmes and
institutions which bear heavily A.in

the problems discussed
here are.therdselves in e state of

change,
independent of the present

research and report.
Nevertheless, therecOmmendationa have been made with the expectation

that' they can
be acted upon. This chaptv

will also.include
suggestions for

future research, bothas
Continuation of some of

the'presept linesof'investigation, and as initiation of some neg}ected
here.

. r

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Previous Research:
-'Chapter Two

1. Muwaffak alHamdahi: Illhealth is a problem for a, large number
of atUdents;the

most,serious problem in the hostels is
noise; 'problems

in fhe claesroom
incl.de a toofull

timetable, notetaking, laboratBry
technique; library use is poor;

homework is pot habitual; reading is
rlow_but accur4te;

students have prdblems with examination
techniques,

'Dr Muwaffah would place a heavier burden
for .orrecting

these problems
. on the teachers.

2. Professor M. Macmillan: Notes a decline in school
English standards

owing to
Axabitization; questions the relevance of the

School Certificate
English ExaMination to the needs

of theUniversity;'among
Preliminary7,.

year students; he found more English er ors in
sp.acialistl writing
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than in writing for English classes:. Science students made fewer
.'specialist' errors than other faculty groups; on a placement test
When* a Bowe .of 900% or more indicated nearnative English, the
average among University of Khartoum Preliminaryyear students.
was.52,96.

' 3. John Swales:. The general atandard of English'seemed not to'have
dropped substantially between 1963 and 1969, but the best students
of 1969 were.not as good as the best of 1963.

4. Mustafa AbdelMagid: The consensus of school teachers and
administrators suggests that English is. needed primarily fnr world
communication to maintain scientific,. technical, and commercial ties;
.School Certificate English pvogramme produces students with a literary
bids, not.competencelin academic or Scientific English:

5. Study Behaviour: Thereis no clear evidence that 'good'.atudy
habits produce'better achievement in university, but there is the
suggestion that courses giving advice on study methods, combined
with. good teaching methods,canproduce better students in the long
run; them is evidence that different study methods are required for
students in Arts and'in Science; motivation has an effect on achieve.;
sent and can7be increased by teachers, especially through providing
students with !personal, proximate and precise' goals. There is
evidence that.sheer hard work and long stud* hours are related to.
achievement.

Language Testing:. Chapter Four'

1. The Reading-tests.'auggest that the majority of PreliMinaryyear
.

students in all faculties are reading in English-at a.'frustration':
level that is, the'universiiyli*el reading they are, likely to be
asked to do is too difficult for them. The sitUation,j.h.Science is,
not as severe as. in the Humanitiei faculties, .perhaps-b.wing tothe .

more tecbntcal. nature of scientific reading, but even here, the 'vast.
majority of students:ptill.need:help with their reeling..

2. No significant difference Wail found between Preliminaryyear and
Fourthyear reading proficiency in either. Arts or 'Science. This may
suggest that the students in fabt-do -very little reading-in their
university careers.

3. English. Listening ability was markedly poorer in Arts and Science
than in Jaw or Economics, though the scores in all faculties were' low.

4. There were problems with the Arabic reading teat, perhaps linked
to a degree of acceptable alternatives in vocabulary greater than is
the :case in English.
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. .

5. Differences were found between students from urban and rurai,
areas. n their Arabic listening proficisncjr; ,dialec+ sAriatioiwas
given as a possible cause.

.

.6. Students from the Southern Region, where English is used molls
-outside the language classroom, were found to e better at English
listening ability than their colleagues from-other areas, of the
Sudan, but no better at reading English.

7. WoMen in Science were found to be not as good as the men in
reading. This was'probably due to a deficielacy.in Science background
rather than English.

Success in UniVersityi. Chapter Five -*

1:- There appears to be a fairly large amount of carry-over,,,among=4ha
various subjects in the Sudan S6hool CertificateiExamination, suggesting
that there is a common element L., possibly memorization. This also
suggnste that a student who is good in one subject is likelyto be'
good in others.

2. There is a positive, significant relationship between performance
on the'School Certificate and performance on University examinations,
but the relationship-de not a very strong one,,,- only about e%.0f the
overall variance in University Performance was predicted by SSC'I;er-
formance. . .

3. Overall,'SSC English was a better predictor of University,per-
formance - 19% df the variance was predicted by the SSC English paper.

4. The SSC Arts Stream examination Aas,a very good, predictor of
University 'Arts performance - predicting 44X of the Arts variance.

. .

5. Overall, English protiCiency accounted or about.2Wof the .

variance in University performance. In all faculties English was
shown to be very important, either.as a factor in the earection of .

students, or to ultimate examinationresults&

69 English proficiency was ahown to be an important factor in success
and it was suggested that a credit in English be-required for admissi4

T..

7. The present research and that of A/Fattadi (1977) suggdst the' pr
of a,strong rote-memorization-factor in'University performance;-especially

-in Science. This perhaps helps students overcome.defivilincies,in_Rng1ish_
proficiency. . =

,8, Overall', English listening ability is a slightly more important
skill than English reading in Preliminary-year.
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.
Science,.Ep*lieh,.listening'ie vary. important,; in the Humanities,

English reading takes On a slightly greater importance.

10. Arabic prroficiency is an important factor in the Faculty of Law, -

but noWhere e se.

4 4.,

Interv.:ews and Diaries: Chapter Six

. . r.
1. Thtt.etudentet social life4is very dull5end is a major source of

diszontent.amo4g students:

.2. A principal-complaint about hostel life is noise 'Same students
say they have trouble sleeping.

.34 Personal:advice is more often sought from friends or relatives
':than from "!Officialt-sourceesuch as hostel wardenS or teachers.

4. TheSiejerity of students are interested inpoliti*and believe
that students should take part in national politics.

5..- k large 'proportion of the students are dissatisfied, with University
l4e in general and with. the,. teaching they receive in particular. Nor

the majority highly motivated; toward their studies.

6..\ The students typically rely' on eachother for academic help. k

7: A too-full timetable is Mentioned ae e 'problem, but students
believe-thIllihave adequate etudy,time.'t

,,!%7"
1

, Finding a4lece to study and finding books and' materiels for Btu-0
we're mentioneees a problem.bya substantial number of students.

_,-91-'fioblems with the lectpre-tutorial.syetem'include students' difficul-.
-------- ties-with rote-taking, feWhandouteand preference on the,part of

students for tutorials rather thitrlecturee. .

' .

10. The majority of studente:Ao'nXit:beliffie' English proficiency is a-

problem-inunderetandingslectUre$:

11.. Overall, Arabicization'-iri th*Oniiersiy would not seem to be a

popular notion among,: student
. ,

There is eVidence,that.a motelPe*sonal approach to teaching is
perferred by students:.

13. The male students have a 'Mere eCademic-orientation'to University
work,- the femalee

<"
a more -social orieiatation.

` .

._
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. .

-fteraliii*eandencs-suggests that the students have a capacity
for hard work'Snd long hOurs'Of.study, but need direction and specific

goale;
ti

. ,

Elityt Nonthi Later: Chanter. Seven -
I

1. During the eightmonths between tests,,the students made signifi-'
cant gains (thbugh not especially large.gains) in English'reading
ability (and. probably in general English'proficiency)..

'
-2. There is evidence for a 'threshold' level of Eneish profiCiency
required for University study, and a 'native-140 ability isnot
needed. This level reeds to be determined empirically, however.

3. The' majority of students in the Humanities were still reading at
a 'frustration' level and it is difficult to see how they could cope
realistically with University-level reading,.

, .

4.. Between Preliminary and Intermediate-yeaT, there.was a small
. decrease in general satisfaction with University life and with teaching.

5. On the othei hand, there was'evidence that the Intermediate students
were more confident of their-abilities'aneMore highly motivated.''

The vast majority considered themselves better stUdentnthanin
their Preliminary-year; and attributed this'mainlyto improved English
ability and to improled study skills.

DISCUSSION

The above 42 'findings' suggest, first; that English language pro-
ficiency is a.major problem for the Preliminary-year students.' Those
eiudents'who are beat in English are also the students who do well in
their University examillations. As long as English remainpthe medium
.of instruction in the. University.- and it is likely to remain so for
some time to come - much considerationyill haye to la given to the
English proficiency of the incoming students - bothin selection
'procedures and in PrelfMinark4ear.courses.

.

The second suggestion of the findings is that there are potential
problems of a linguistic and an attitudinal nature with Aiabic as
medium of iustruction in-the UniVersity. The Arabic reading test
data in particular suggest that there are problems of precision in
the use Of Arabic among the Students - which is not in itselea bad
thing but doss require some consideration. There is certainly room
for the efUdrof the use of,Arabic for acadoemic purposes,, and for
the development of the teaching of'Arabic as a second language. for
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those students (and staff) who lack proficiency in it. This would
seem to be an obvious first step tOward.Arabicization.

A third suggestion is that the full burden for success in University
does not lie with the students and that reliance on 'remedial' courses
'in English or-stUdy.skills may be somewhat over-optimistic. No educ-.
ational objective can be achieved without good teaching. It is

o perhaps unfortunate that, the title of the university - teacher should,
be 'lecturer'; for this seems to,,imply that his major job is to 0
provide information to students,. whose options are either 'sink
or swim'. The main thrust of research into stut'v behaviour in the
suggestion that more important than 'good' study habits or 'remedial'
language lesSons is the approach of and cars. taken by the teacher
to see that students are well-motivated, given precise tasks to
perform, plenty of guidance in performing the tasks, and Adequate
'feedbacks on performance. In.other words, the responsibility
for academic excellence falls upon the lecturer as much as upon
.the.student.

This thought, leads to yet another suggestion, that there is
problem of staff-student communication in the University. Dibsatia-
faction. among the students may be traced to dissatisfaction in
their relationships.Qith their lecturers. Students feel their
lecturers care little about them personally, and seem to crave
more personal attention such as maybe found in tutorials. There
is-overwhelming dissatisfaction with University teaching. There
is certainly room - as theipmmittee'on Academic Reform indicated -
for improved relations between the students and the teaching,staff
and administration.

o
0

'Finally, the results of this research are,suggest that.there arimmense
social problems for Students tO overcome when they arrive at the'
University. .There are cultural differences as students from various
and distant parts of the Sudan come together; there are coeducat-
-Loma probleMs; health problems; ordinary hUman problems of getting
along with new 'people in.a new environment. These problems ,present
a challenge to the University, particularly involving the Students!
Union and the Students' AffairsSection. Certainly, steps are
being. taken by the latter.organizAtion to enrich social, personal,
and recreational lite among the students. Obviously, more can be .

done. The problem of re-establishment of:a Students' Union is a
complex and subtle issue, but clearly, positive steps must be taken
towards the goal of an active, influential, arid. broadly-based
Students' Union.

The above discussion of the major emphases of the Study.Habits
Rerearch findings is very general and vague. Concrete proposals
for following up the suggestions must be made, and shall be, in
the following section. However, no research findings, no recommen-
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dationa for action can have any force, any hope of success unless
those concerned - in this case,. the administrators, teachers, and
students who make tp the University and those outside the Univer-
sity whohavee'stake in its excellence - unless these people are
convinced of the need fox improvsmenti no reeearch.findings can
be of much practical use. Wp must all ask ourselves ifwe
are satisfied with the job. we are doing asstudents, teachers,

-policy'makers. Axe our graduatre making as effective a contri-
" butiOn to Sudanese national development as theymight? Are
they able to enter into employment at a level justified by
the tide and money and energy invested? Are students satisfied
that they are able to take auff4cient advantage of.the oppcd -
-tunity offered them,lof the expertise and experience of their
teachers? Are we teachers satiJfied'that.we do. justice to our
students iehelping.them to rev .h the highest level 'of develop-
ment of which they,are capable? 'These are the seriouiquestione
with which this Research ProjeCt is'involyed at root. They are
not easy questiOns. But if, ix fact, ye are not satisfied - we
teachers, students, and administrators - then this researchcah
offer a small start i.n the task of adjusting our approaches, skills,
goals, and methods - until we L-re satisfied.'

REGOMENDLTIONS FOR ACTION

I. Arabic

The future of education at the University of Khartoum lies with
'Arabia - medium instruction.. Sow far in the future remains to be seen.
Nevertheless, steps must be takannowto prepare the way for Arabici-
tatidn.

'

1 Arabic languige research ahould.be undertaken, possibly by an
'Arabic Language Unit', initially within the Department of Arabic or
the Department of Translation: perhaps in collaboration with the
Khartoum Institute for the.Pteroantion of.Teanhers of Arabic as a
Second Language. The purpose of the Vat should-be.the investigation
of such topics as the. academic register of Arabic, its potential for
two in various disciplines, the varioukSkidanele varietiesOf Arabic
and their mutual intelligibility in different mediums, methods for
teaching Arabic as.a second language to non-Arabic speakers,. academic
Arabic in other countries, stuuont attitudes toward Arabic in the
.Univeiiity, itsauccess in DevIrtments where it is used as a'medium..
Thought must be given, too, to:the plece,of the University of Khartoum,
as a national university, And its t.elatien to the new Universities
of Gezira and Juba. .This would involve gathering data on the.
.attitudes and aspfrations'of the'varions.non-Arabic speaking groupa
of the Sudan. The question of ArabiCization in the University of
Khartoum must be approached it fullcOntideration of the consequences
in light of national educational, language and political policies. .

1254,;,,
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2. The use.of Arabic iy lecturers who feel thelcoUld lecture in it,

to students who are coMpetent in it, should be enceuragedbY Senate,

as University policy. 'The Arabic - medium courses currently being .

Offered in the Eepartmenteof Historvilbilosophy, Teaching Methods, .

and Sharilss erve as examples, but a much broader experience could.

be gained. This proposal presents.a difficulty, of course, where.

there existicoureea taught by different teachers, one of whom

.3 might prefer to teach in.Arabic, thspotl....r not. SuCh problems'

would need to.'be considered csuefUlly by those involved. However,

the institution of the Course-Unit system will.help'here, eapscially

in the eXamination structure, which would allow a course-unit taught.

in Arabic to.beexaminad in Arabic, and vice versa. This.Arabic-

mediui teaching could provide invaluable input to the research
unit:proposed above, which would also be a source of advice on

the use of Arabic. in, various discip'ines.

..

II. .L.,41411 . r
As the.present medium of inori:Uctionii the!University,as an
historically important language in the Saab, and as an important
worldp.anguaga,' English must. continue to be given serious attention

in.the University Programme. After Arabicisation has begun, the

needs for English competence will be even more specialised and

ac to than they are now.

1. A../credit' in English on the SuaanSchooi Ceitificate, or.'

equivalent, should the a-requirement for'admission.to the University

in all faculties, as long as English remains the primary, medium

of instruction in the University. Allowance shObld continue to

-be made, certainly, for the trilliant.student in History cr.Biollogy,

for example, who was nonetheless deficient in,Englieh. However,'

such maim will be few in number (as shown by thetrong relation-
ship 'of School Certificate English to the rest of the School

Certificate results). This 'credit' should be a.-..
.rerequisiteto admission and not a part of the boxing number"' systemi

A 2. -PreliminarYL-year teaching of Enclioh.in the University should

be the responsibility of a single body, porhape a aomewhat expanded

English Language Servicing Unit. The goals of snob a gait would

be two-folds .

.

. .

a) To *astire that the English standards of all students

weresup to an acceptable standard (which might entail '.

teaching past the,,Preliminary7sear in many oases);

f

b). To provide special courses beyond the minimum.level,

leisure the students required such services, for exaiplei

in the preparation of scientifLe and technical reports,

in the writing-oflionours dissertations or plitgraduate
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theses, or in preparation for study is foreign English-
, speaking universities.

This 'English *kills' teaching would certainly hive to, be carried
out after the'Preliminary7year.

This recommendation would include the Preliminary-2year teaching now
dons by the Departient ofkEnglish in the Faculty of Arts and that
of the Department of English in theeculty ofEducation. 'Thus',
a clear distinction should be made between the teaching of Engliih
as a &ill, i.e. , the work of ELSU,. and the teaching Of English as
a subject, woide of the Department of English. It is
primarily through theograduatia in English from the Faculties
of Arts and Education that the University can most affect the'
English teaching in the schools, and it is of great importance
that these graduates shOuld be of a highntandard, both in the
communicative use of English and in its study as a.subject.

A consequence of this recommendation; at least as far as the 'Faculty`
of Arts is concerned, is that Honours graduates in English Language
who were accepted as teaching assistants, would be most likely to
find themselves employed in the English Language Servicing Unit /
before going on for further studies. This being. the case, it is ...
likely that the Unit would have to have a closer contact with the
English Department-in planning the.English Language Honours
curriculum than is now thecass. It ,seems ewsential for the future
of English teaching in the University.that young SUdaness teachers
be developed in the tradition of teaching English as a skill for
Specific purposes and'that ELSU not beComea perennial expatriate
preserve,no matter boo well- trained and dedicated the srpetriatas
may

III. The Preliminary Tear

The new students' first days at the University greatly influence
their attitude!' and habitnfor much of the rest of their UniversitY.
careers.. Thus, it as important to provide for than an orderly,
veil- organised start to the academic eeasion. The fact that the
University of Khartoum/gat a Preliminary-year must be taken full '
advantage or and these students treated.as a group who are, learning
the 'ropes' of academic life.-

.

L An effort should be made. to have thetPielialaary-yeer students -

on-campus at least a weeirtefcro the older students arrive. -During
this period, which might be designated 'Preliminary year Orientation
Week', they ohm* be given in eadh faculty An introduatiOn'to
Uniformity life,. including a tour sf the facilities (noh as the
library, the'computer centre, and the various administrativeloffices
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with-which'they will have to deal), old an explanation of.,,the,--
University foyitem' of lectures, tutorials, and practical., and
the timetable. The new Students should be told what materials
they will, need,suchmshnotebooks, drawing instruments,-etc.,- and
be given their textbooks. Their.timptables shOuld be preparid
and their tutorial groUpe assigned. Certainly,'all of this is
easier said than dons. Its implaintation.insolvesAction on at
least three fronts:. the Admissions Office in selecting and
notifying the new students.(which in turn depends upon the''
receipt of Sudan School Certificate rJsults);,the various
faculty regfitrars and Preliminary-year teachers `in organising
the timetables and-the orientation sessions; and the University
Library and-other units in'Organizing"the tours (04.,'see. .

Recommendation IY.2).

2: A group of Preliminary-year Advisors should be set up in each
faculty, comprisigthoselecturers, involved in teaching the Pre
.liminary-year. Advisors should each be responsible for a
group of students, and their dutiza should be specified. -Par
example,

a) iielping the students work out their timetables
'so that they'have the perMissible subject combinations
And/or,optionac and tiii-t-their-varions tutorial grOups
donotclaah;

b)- conducting.discussion sessions during the students'
'Orientation Week' to inform the new studenie Or faculty
regulations, the location of.yarious officeplibraries,
etc., the lecture-tutorial or course -unit system and
its workings, the'materials they will'ned to purchase,
the textbook distribution system;

c) assigning the:students to their tutorialgroups, in
cooperation with the faculty Registrar or time-table
officer; -

d) .making themselves available at specified times and
as needed to help the students with academic problems
and administrative matters:

.

.4,11 this would, of cones, ecesSitatle a clear statement of the
',faculty regulations regarding requirements and course combinations
toenable advisors to help the students. .

IT. Altifizalallaunsuisingmi
/ .

The University should take the initiative' in providing the new
students with an adequate introduction to their new life at Unitersity,

1I.
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The transition frog school to university is a difficult one and
the students, no matter how willing, need'guidancepd resources
of an academic natdre. Nevertheless, this guidance calvatbeet
be only indirect the responsibility for developing and using
study skillemuet lie ultimaielyidth'thi student.

1. All faculties should offer to their entering students aeourse
, .

4n study:Skills, especially relevant to the need! of the students.
.These skills include note-taking, the use .of relevant'reference
saterialsand library facilities, examination techniqies,'and '

asioverView of the type and quality of work expected. Theie
courses might need last'only a-few hours, or perhaps a semester,
depending upon the amount:of work considered necessary in the

,faculty. ,They might last longer.in Arta than in Science, for
example. The serviCesof the English Language Servicing Unit
might be drawn upon in preparing the. courses, but they should
be in additionto, not a part of, the English language course.
There is no need, in tact, for the study:stills courieeto the
related to Engltsh primarily"at all, since what ehoUld be taught
igs awareness of techniques and skills the studentscould make
useof in all their aubjeCte limiediatel.y.

To be most effective, these study skills courses 'should be
developed and tanghtyiththe fullest possible participation
of the subject teachers of the faculties, teiennure that the
content or the Courses be relevant to the-needs,of the students,
the xpectation's of.the lecturers,' and. the facilities available
in the ;acuity and the University. A 'functional' approach is
thus recommended% the courses should not be aimedSo much at
developing 'good''stuivhabita among students as toward
informing them of the actual work expeoted and necessary for
them to do, and of ways of doing.it. This, in turn, will_neces-
sitate members of staff considering what they require of their
etudente, in tangible, specific toms, during the semester.
Again, this night best be done in-consultation with the ELSU
staff.

2.,

.
.

An Orientation Corse, or Tour,ehould'be provided by theOniversity,Library, in connection iiith the 'Preliminary-year "
Orientation Week'. This might take the form of one -hour tours
of .the Main Library, condicted by members of the Iibrary,ataff,
for groups of perhaps IN students at a time. The. purpose of
'the tours should be to explain theuse of. the cataloguing systed,
in both Arabic and English, the various subject sections of the
Library, the reference materials in various subjects, the periodi-,
cats, the dudau Library, the.reserve book system, borrowing faci
lities and regulations. The tour/course could be varied to meet
the needs and interests of various faculty groups,ap Collabora-
tion with preliminary -year Ad7rinors. Similar courses could be
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developed for the various French librariels. ble Library Tour'Might
-also include a ahort..seriee of exercises requiring the students to
locate various bits of informatiOn and so actually:use the facilities
they had been shown This sort ,)tactivl.ty might he developed in

liaison with the English Language Servicing Unit.

. .

3. Adequate provision of textbooks mitwebe undertaken by...each faculty.
To prOvide facilities enabling the fachAies to carryout their.
responsibilities in this regard, University Textbook CoMmittee should
be set up, comprieing representati'Vestrom the faculties, the Univer-
sity Bookshop, the University .Financial Section, and.Perhaps the Bank
of Sudan Foreign. Exchange Section. Once the machinery. for purchasing
new book° is functioning, stocks of textbook&ehould be built up in

'each faculty for distribhtion to the students. as needed. The goal.

should be onencopy of each required text for each student. A system
of control should be developed in each faculty textbook library
for distributing and collecting the books. Perhaps the example of
the Faculty of Law could profitably befollowed here.

V. TeachinK

No consideration of Study can be complete or practical without a
considerationof Teaching: It is a world -hide phenomenon that
university lecturers are in large.meanure untrained as teachers.
They are frequently research scholars who find themselves 4tced with
teaching. Most, of course, welcome this and perhaps even regard it
as their primary duty. Yet, their past experience has done;little
to prepare them for facing a lecture hall fun' of students. There'

are also at the University of Khartoilmthe special cases ofthe
teaching aamistantewho at present fill-in a year or doing
soft perhapsdestatory teachinglw4le waiting to begin work on an
advanced degree,-:and of the numerous expatriate lecturers, who may
or may not be experienced and who.may' or may.-not have much aware-
ness of Sudanese culture.' At the University of Khartoum, teachins;

, ,

is a major source of student dissatisfaction.
V

. ,

1. A University '--tchers' Journal should be estabiiihed to faci-

litate the Comm turi_ :; of information about. problems -and,

solutions; from both internal and externs', sources, such as t7le
'Memos! published by. the Cehter for Research bn"Learoing and
Teaching; of the Universiy.of Michigan, or the Teaching Methods
Unit, of the University of London. Theexisting Forumpublication
of the School of tra-Mural Studies might fulfill this function,

9'.

given a broader bakee of support. A coMmittee might .be formed,

perhaps trier the ice-Chancellor's Office, to solicit and commis-
sion articlett for the Journal pertaining to such matters as teaching
methods, Sudanese culture as it relates to .the University, student
and staff profiles, science teaching programme, language laboratories,

1 t
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study skills courses in Other
Dbdtersities, and the :smite ofrenearch into these arias at the University of Khartoum.

2. A University -wide'prograeseof
student-evaivationimf. coursesMould-be set up, possibly

umder the auspices of the AnthologyDepartment, to monitor
periodically, perhaps at the end of each.semester, student opinion of courses they bad-attended, This isa fairly rids - spread praotioe in American universities- hasalso beetilandroduced in such institutions as the University of

Dir-e041ei2isst,'snd several models Of.zstudent evaluation can bestudied. In our siva case, itthould
be kept on a'small addle

and fairly siipleito begin with. A two-year-pilot ogrammemight be' set up within a single department such as Anthropologyand Sociology, Psychology or the English langoage Servicing Unit,so that the evaluation instrmeent, its analysis tndLuse of thee,resulti could be Worked out and perfected.

The purpomeof the Progranse'would be three-fold: .-

a) to protide the lecturers with some tfeed.4ickl on
their perfOrmana and the

content andreievande Of
spurges (in addition to examination results, of odours',which provide 4 differentlIndOf feed- back);

b). to provide the students with an Outlet for their
feelings and a sense of

purpose and contribution' to the
University programme;

c) to provide dipartmentsand
faculties with feed -back

on their policies and-Curricula.

1

These evaluations could be ai confidential as reqUireC However,if such a programme is to be effective, not only must the evaluationsbe used,,they meet beeseato be used. This is done best by institu-tional, aline. Thus, the evaluations
should be discussed in Heads .-.of Depart:into heetingm and co filtered down again, conadentialy,to lecturers, with recommendations for changL.

3. Each faculty should provide a short course on teaching methodsand duties.for its new teaching assistants.
This oovad-ban:ierhalmir--- ..a one- or Awodmi session at the beginning of the academio year togive the new assistants guidance and practice in speaking to a group;,.writing on the blackboard, narking, keeping recorde4 etc. In other -words, they shoUld be told in specific terms their duties and re-sponsibilities. The mini - course might include some peer- teachingand self- valuation. The fairlymodest goal should be to give'the--insistents x maireness.of their job, some practice. in the 'tricksof the trade', and some capacity for self- criticism as a teacher.The.'instructors' for these courses mhould be experienced and

1:4
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interested lecturers in the faculty Ooncetned. JUssibly, a team of
lecturersmight present thieteaching.issibtants' orientation course.
Suc system_would involve several members of the faculty, each with
redansibilitY for a portion of the course. It iSnot unlikely, too,.
that such a.system would have the valuable "backwash' effect of
maiing the-older, !tore experienced teachers aware of just what it
is they do before a group of atudenta, and more thoughtfUl about
their own techniqUes and approachee.

VI. Social Life

of the dissatisfaction on the. part of studente stems from their
_rather dull and scanty social life. This is, of. course, linked in
partlo the dissolution of the Students' Union and Societies, owing
to the perhaps inordinate preoccupation of the Union!with politico.
The re-establishment of the Union admits of no easy aolutionobut
more than that, the whole question-of the involvement of the students
in the life of the University institutions must be dealt with.

1. A Select Committee of students; teaching staff and administration
shouldibeformed by Senate to seek a solution to the Students' Unioi
tepees'. Such as Committee might begin ona email ecale and expand

_ 4te-membarship and brief as the problem were aired and dealt with.
Its initial brief should be to discuss the problems of te-instituttnj
the Students' Onion and to recommend to Senate propoialefor dis-

-cussion by an expanded Committee. From this expanded Committee
would come proposals for the re-insiatement.of the Students'` Union.

2: The Students'-Affairs-Section should continue ita initiatiWs
in expanding its welfare, socterind-sporte_fUnctions_among-the
students. .The'Student Handbook', atpresent a stencilled informs-
tionguide, could uaefullite expanded to contain information on all
facets otatudcint life outside the clasarOom. Students should be
6o-opted onto a 'Handbook Committee' to aid iiiideciding the contents
of.the booklet. Such a publication could be a useful sourcetf
information and comfort for the new students.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

The penultimate recommendation is that a Research Committee be formed
to act as a 'clearing house' and in-an advisory capacity for further
resiarch into the study problems of students. A grant might be
obtained from the Ford Foundation, of perhaps ZS 2000, to be adminis-
tered by the Committee. The money would be available to'finance
small but'well-conceived.research projects by members of staff or
honours or postgraduate students. The projects so funded should\
be related to thi study,problemecf-our -students,-and'could repreieut

\
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a wide variety of disciplines. The Committee itself might be chaired
by Mrs. Angelo Tadroa of the Economics'Engliah Section of the English

'-Language Servicing Unit, and might comprise representatives from auch
Departments as Arabic, Engliih, Linguistics, Psychology., Anthropology
and Sociology, and Education. The results of theee projects could
be made available to the University at large through the.Forum pub-
lication referred to in Section V.1. above, or through a newsletter
produced b. the Committee.

If this-research project has shown anything it is the complexity
and breadth of the question of Study Rabita. At the outset it was
stated that this project would be only a.i4rech on the surface of
the problem. It has in fact produced, more question than it has ''

answered - there ie nothing tb be ashamed of. What would be
,shameful ie if the inadequacies of the present research and recom-
mendation/Overe pointed to and-then ignored and forgotten, used ai
an excuse for Inaction. Where I have missed theimark, let others
correct me, where I have'left gaps, let'them be filled in. The
University of Khartoum is full-of expertise, wellT;trained and
-experienced researchers, honours and postgraduate students eager .

for research suggeetions.-!Such auggeationa,Are to be found in the
body of this Report.. Research-minded scholars and supervisors of
honours And postgraduates are asked to peruse Chapters Two,,, Four,
Five, Six, and Seven -for these research suggestions.

,A final. recommendation is that a Symposium should be held at the
. University of Khartoum at the beginning of the 1978-79 academic
year. for the purpose of discussing this report,..its implementation,

.

And research carried out as a result of it -The,SympoSium might 4

be organised by the project Steering CoMmittee or by the proposed
Research Committee and should be open to all interested staff and
students and the.present reaearch fellow. 'A small Ford Foundation
grant might be obtained to finance the Symposium..
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Reese:ink into Student etudrIabits-in their Pirst

. .

Two Years at the Dnivorsikv'nf fhertoun

. a:PROPOSAL*
e

We'prOpose that there shonid:be.Vvoandly-based and` thorough
. investigation into)the wailstudents study in the University,

especially intn..the methods:of_studYgeneralliedopted by
stedente tkeirtfirek-tWo years:

B. We elieve that suCkinvestigation wauld be 211201Li
forthi4011owing reasons's-

.The University appear. at this somont of tine to be going
through's. period of oreativinvolutiOn end We:Wou/4 like
-tollinkthat:thenew thinking about degree coureesvill
'be matched bT nevthinking,about how the:student: can
develop Bore e-effective ways of study.,

.

,

(2)- ii:shaie the donamt-to enrich the, students' environment
but a prerequieite for this,ssess to-be a nor. efficient
use of 'student study

(3) There appeare.to be 0-feeling amongst' maninieberVof the
Uhiversit*.that'studentIerformance in the firstleo::years-'
is particularly unsatisfactory, AndAt is et[least:picbable
that,veakneises in study.isthodvars parCof-OVemplenation.
of-ihiVphenaiiMon. ,Rovrier,'it:seelsio.us that theDnivmr-
.sity needs'to.have more inforiation beforvit can be reason-
ably expectedAo'taknepeolfloneasures tolisprove student
studyskillsAlthOnghtherviee fund of. percoOtive
.intuitive'noine*OnlweVtidentVapProach:thoiracadevio
worki.:therVerV4s fir aevajcnoe; only two directly

.

relevant4ubsia4ive dOennentss the .questionnaire4esed
research Of Di Xuswaffik El-Randani 131190, and the paper .

lby Professorlitanallen 'Sow-Aspects of Bilingualiss in
UllilitsiT:IdudetiOn, (1967). 'We noot that both these studies
were donalUito sone years ago..

Therefore aVsagiest that =Lich iorvcould profitably be
discovered about student attitudes-to their work and about
the types of loarnincostylel that they do - and could -
adopt. It seen= to us that we are not even aura what are

( )



proper-guestions to:Msk:-,1Usinsiance,'Do.the lecture-.
system,meakeiss inAnglish and proven capacity for. rote-,
learning. all combine3O PrOduwa type of student that
the University ii fUndaientally unhappy with, but 'is
increasingly willing to Bottle for? !Is it:possible to
idettifynethods ofstudi that are .best .suited for the.

siteriarstudant, and ifso, how canthey be
broug6tAnto wider'use?'.

Row:v(0; we also believe thatthe'pieconf 'action research'
we are proposing will only be effective.ifit is carried
out in an open atiosphere,otco-oPeration.

and goodwill.
78P,Oificilly, if, amongst other things, the rilsearoh.
work indicates that there might,'.:With advantage; be
changemmade in certain aspectirof the teaching and
testing in the University,. there suet be some_ likelihood

that any.sUggeetione mads would receive open- minded and
serioumiconsideration.

.

D.. Our isaiidetailedproposals are as follow':.-

(1) The bulk Of the research is to be done by a temporary
Research Yellow from outside the University. Rowsvmr, it
is hoped 'that the person appointed will work, on a number of
joint projects and experiments with members of staff of the
University,; and that he will be able to employ on a part-
time basis a number ofreesarch assistants, moat probably
trait's. faculty of Education:

(2)''.14 Understand that the Ford foundation is willing to consider
funding this Project BO that thellniversity will not be
liable for any financial expenditure.

(3). We fully support the Vico-chancellor's proposal that the
Research Fellow should be attached to: the. College.
This will *how his to operate 'freely across tacul

esBoundari and will'give flexibility with'regard td'the
lines of research enqUiry he wishes to follow.

The Research fBllOW will be asked to work to some such
tailf as the following:-

I

to cl,!4oribe actual student study behaviour as at
present, assess its causes, and evaluate its strengths
and weaknesses; to mike a series of recommendations
with anWsiimdte of what each might involve interns
of.Curriculum development, die- location, staff
ri-orientation, expenditure, etc.; to work with a
number of interested staff members on pilot projectsl.

( )

,



(5)

to Make aynilable'tUthe staff information about:
techniques'of learning; and. found to be

-y.successful (and unsuccessful) in comparable
educational institutions.,. -

The ResearCh.FelloW shoUld:bl'encouriged to elicit
submissions, comments and ideas from all members of the
Univeriity, tmt he would be expected to liase
with the following:

The.iStudent Affairs Office
.

The Deann.of the Prellionitry Year
The Students' Union
The Libtarir
The English. Languaiti.Sirvicing'Unif.
The Committee for Acidemic.Reform
Any mnmber. of Staff with specialised knoWledge of
',traditional and general'attitudes to learning in
the Sudan,nducitional practices in the schools,
.cultural values, etc...

.

We believe that this work could be done'in one calendar y(6)

(7) We elsopropoee that a small Steering Committee should be
set up to help the Research Fellow' carry out this important
research. .The members of this Committee might be the

;

The Dean of, the graduate College
The Dean of Students
The Read of the Department-of Linguistics ::.

The Director of:the.English:Language Servicing Unit
A representative of the.. Faculty of Education

) We estimate:that the .buckset for:the propoel:wOUld amount to
approximately $31,000 and-would cover the salary, benefits,
.housing. and travel of. the Research Follow, aswell as related
'research expenses:

John Swales

Director, English Language Servicing Unit

Ai:an:cal Abdalla Ibrahim

. Dean of*Studente



APPENDIX B

-

DIARY OF ACTIVITIES OF-RESEARCHTELION, 1976. - 1977.
IN ADDITION TO RESCARCN

January. - September1976

September 1976

Teaching,PreliminariSCieati4CKali
Preliminary Archaeology; Honour. Part 1
General tinguistice;

Contiibuted Working 1:.per to Faculty.
of Arta Arabicization Sub-Committee.

0 ,

Contributed to Writing cf'English
Placement Teat, Faculty of. Arts. .

October 1976 Wietionpaire on Reading Preferences,
Faculty of Arts Library.

. .

3 November 1976 Presented Paper on 'Studyllabits Research,
Project at GradUate College Workshop
on Research Methodology, Khartoum.

11 - 16 November 1976 Ford. Foundation Consultant to .

AmericiiiUnitersity in Cairo.

29 Jaduary - 10 February 1977 Ford. Foundation Consultant to
University of Jordan, Amman. .,

October 1976 - May 1977 Teaching Honours Part 1 Linguistics.

May.- June 1977 Wrote Syllabus for Proposed Study Mille
Course, Faculty of Arts.
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THE FACULTY OF EDUCATION

.4eiresearch was conducted. at thirFACulty ofEdUcation:during.the
course, of this Project: The Faculty, is-lOcated in Omdurman,
severalmiles frolAhe mai&:CamPus and'its problems' ivi:goals
are somewhat difierentfrom those of-the rest of the UniVersiti.,

'

St4denti;arteelectsci'forAhejaoUltibi the same.: rocedure a&
are the rest of thi.,siudente,:i.e., thranei4he-Cniversity:Admission
Offide :Abe:criteria for.ielectien.being School CertificAireeults
and st4ent*Prnforlon04. The Faculty Educetien-is not..,m 'popular'
ons'and itiAltudintiflead'tO be.Uf slightly loWer*oilibre-than
.those of,other,feculties. AA to.boost the teaching
.-Trofession .,stedinta-Cf.theftoulty,oUEducation,ell,receive
bureariee Ire! the. Ministry of Education :of aboUt "f2'18 per-Month,
teneUwhich'fo414,tO thwUnivereity, eight to .the student for his
personal use ninY,'Of the.itudents sen&noniy tertheir families,
for example). The intake each year is about 160etUdents, around
half is theMoiince Section, half in the Arts Section.

The course is of fourleare..- During the Frelimipari,year, the
stddent,must doflie course - Education Aribic4,E0glieha'
From*, aid-two:others eichleetietory,0:ograPhi, Phypios Chemistry.
Aboit 65 Of,tho-75.Arts studonts'oit forl!nglish inTreliMinary.;
year.' All Selene* itudimito do Scientific English. :Thi Arts'.
English cowrie is, etaffed by-thelUoultyOf:Educetioi,Departmsct
of InglishihiMlilo oloO!io400siiio for all
and literaturerleiehiitia the'PecUlty.. 'The eaphaeisi.iniPrei-

liminary4ear:4e.on 'improeincthe:etudental-aoleaacUe the laag-.
uagwwithAiterattre is am-insrumant forthie.purpoier 'However,
at present, the Eiglieh:Dipirtment7As very such understaffed
imeme:are only two full..timsleCturers and at teaching assistant.
limeScientificlIniiiih*urse-ii:teught-et pripent by two members
of thslinglish,Lengisge Sorviaing,Unit who drive the six. or seven
milesrem thelmiin,nampUN three days a.week.

TheiVe is a language at the Faculty of Education, used
.

mow excluisivelp by the small. Department. ,Thivaaglieh
Departliit.halehired.Aaijbgliali lictOrer to. develop the laboratory.
tor English teaching but he had not yet arrived at the time of,
writing (October 1977).



The English teaching problem at the Pa Culti.of Education isiimilar to, that of the 'Faculty of Arta--. the Department isprofessionally gearedloWard teaching.ikulEnilian - grfaiar and'literatizre - 'rather than,tOnard.increasing proficiency. It ..ts.likelythat. the sans need for increased English .proficiencY isrequired in Education as, in the other, faculties where the bulkof instruction takes place in English. Possibly the EnglishLanguage Serwicing Unit: could extend its work' to include theArts Section-cf.:the .Paculty as well as the Science section' tobring the students' English proficiency,np to an acceptable'ttincticral ataxy:lard..
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QUESTIONNAIRE

In April, 1976, a questionnaire was.delveloped for distribUtion
among members of the University teaching staff. The Purview)
'was to - elicit data on staff opiniond concerning student problems.
The data was to be used asa-guide in forming research priorities
anclapproaches.

The questionnaire contained two sections: a four-item section on
the language proficiency of the lecturer,.anda 35-item section
asking for opinions about student problemsnd behaviour and
teaching problem'. Abe questionnaire could have been,com-.
pitted by respondents in aboUt ten minutes.

41ten percent random sample'of teaching staff.(including
teaching assistants) was selected (N667)and the questionnaire
was sent, by name, vita an explanatory letter and instruction
for completing and returning it:

Initially, thirteen of the questionnaires Were returned.
follow-up letter was sent, but no ftrther.responses were received.
It was not considered worthwhile analysing this small proportion.,
of responses:. t.
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APPENDIX E

Student AffairsSection.
University of Khartoum
10 July 1976

Subject: StUdy Habits Research. Project

Dear

The University of Khartoum is conducting a rosearCh-project this
tore to find -out about the problems of Preliminary-year students.
The-purpose is to help students in the future to get more out of
their stidfii.

;

Tim have'been selected'to help xidi-thia.remearch. One hundred
of-your classmates will be working bn the'Project, as well. In
return for your help in giving us in ormation about your life in
the University and your:ability as a student,you will receive
a gift of £2.50 if you participate in all of the activities
of the Project. These will not take more than an hourA week .

during the term.

You are required to attend a meeting with 100 other Preliminary-.
year students: . .

FRIDAY 16 July at 10.00 a.m.
in the:Examination Hall.

The meeting will last for ohs hour and at.the end. of it you will
receive the first part of your £2.50. The Project will be explained
at this meeting. You are 'equired to attend.

....

..... "

This Research Project is'something aew,in the Univerelty Of Khartoum,
and we lodk forward to' working'ilithyou.-

With thanks,

Dan DoUglas
Research Fellow'
Study Habits Research Project

1 46
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APPENDIX P

STUDY RABIISLBESZARCE PROJECT-

University of 'Khartoum

, .

This is a Reading Test - part of the Study habits Research Project
blingLOondnced at the Poivereity of Khartoum thipyear. The
information gained from tests like thin one will be used-to
benefit other students in future. Please ism =Lam oi-thit
test :4-4er....but the results in no way affect your marks in your,
subjects. The test is for information only.

'

. INSTRUCTIONSi

You will see:that 50 vests have beinlet! out of the reading passage.
Limbered lines ash in the places of the missing words: On the line
you are asked to write the word you think has been left out - the
same word the author Sight have used.

All
.

the lines ore of the same length,.but some of the words are
long, ions are short. Some,worda might be abbreviations (like Jaz,
a. or..e.g.)'; some might be numbers; some might be part of a hyphen.
.ated.word (like (i11- time); the missing word.might be part.of a
scilentiflo formula like

,
+ 30,).

-.6.

DO THIS SANPLR TiEST

Tom awoke and got out of 1. . He looked out of

the window 2. saw that the sun was 3.

the birds were singing, and the 4:- were moving in

the. breese. H. 5. that this would be a good day.

You'ihould work as quidlay as possible - do the easy words'first
and return to the harder Ones later. You will be told when the
time is'half gone.

Resetbers there is only, zia word for each numbered line, and there
is a'word.for each line. Try to complete all the items.

PLEASE. WRITE CLEARLY.

Are there asy questions? Now turn the page and begin.
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'jaNeMILLMDL

Pros Read, R. (1963) To Roll With Culture and Other Essays.
London: Routledge, Pagan Paul. pp. 10 -1,1.

The'cultured Greeks; it seems, had no word forcuiture.

Thei had good architects, good sculptors, good poets,_jusi as they

had goodoraftsmen and good. statesmen. They knew that i

way of life was a good2. of life, and they were

. necessary to. fight to defend it.

4. it would never have occurred to 5.

that they had a oeparate commodity', -.something

to be given a.trademark 7. ,their academicians,

something to be acquired S.' superiorpeople with.

sufficient time and 9. , something'to be exported to

foreign 10. 1 along with figs and olives. It

11. even an invisible export: it was 12

natural if it existed at all - 13. of Which they were

unconscious, something 14. inatinctivaas their

Lineage or .the 15. of their skins. It could not

16. be described as a by-product 17.

their pay of life: 'it was 18. -. vay'of life itself.

It was 19. Romans, the first large-scale

Apitalists 20. Europe, who turned culture into a

21. They began by importing culture`- Greek

2a.' - and, then they grew autaiki0 and

their own brand. -Ls they extended 24. empire, they

dumped their culture on 25 canquerenatione.

Roman architecture, Roman literature, 26. mannere.1

theseset'a standard to 27. all newly civilized

people aspired. ,Whon 28. Roman pbet like Ovid talks

.about 29. ,cultured man, therWisalready the

50. ' of something polished, refined, a veneer

the- surface of an already

It would not have occurred to Al, refined Roman of

this sortihat 34. craftsmen of hie tine had any
. .

149
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14.2'

to make to. the finer values 56.

life. Nor had they - Roman pottery 37. trample,

may le cultured, 'Ant it 38. dial and degraded.

Culture, we, are 39. went underground in

the Dark Ages,40. it was a long time bib*. N.:-
. came to the surface again. The 421

epoch: known as the Middle Ages, 43. riValled

b9 :00 'Greek AO: 44, , oddly enough, it too WAS not

45. of its culture. Its architects were 46'

builders, its sculptors were masons, ita 47. and

;einters were clerki.,,,-,4hey had 8. word.for.artcin
.

the 49. our ifine1trts';_ art wan all 50.

was pleasing to the sight: a cathedral, a candlestick; a chessman,

a cheese-presa.



1 their

2. way

3. if

4. but

5. 'thee

6. oulttoo

7. bY

8. by

9. money

10. countries

11. mamitt

12. something

13. something

14. U.
15. complexion

16. 'even

17. of

18. that

19. the

20. in

21. commodity
. _

72 22. culture

23. produced

..24. their

25. the

26. Roman

27. which
28. a
29. a

30. sense
31. humanity

32. a

.33. the
34. the
'35. .contribUtion

36. of

37. for

1.

39. 'told

40. and

.41. it

42. nest,

43. is

44. but

45. coal's
..: 46. foreman

. 47. illuminators

48. no .

49. of

.50. that

\
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OXYGEN

From Sienko, J.J. and...4.A. Plane (1966) Chemistry. New York: NcGraw-Hill.
pp. 3337334. r

.

The element oxygen, atomic number 8, has two is; two 2s and four

2p electrons. Except for fluorine, it 1, more electronegative than

any-e:her element and forMs truPOunds with all elements eicept some of the

noble gases. The studyOf oxygen, compounds has 1. important
4

in unraveling the chemistry of other 2. . One of these com-

pounds; water, is 1. most important reaction medium in

chemistry.

4. by far the moat abundant 5. in the.

earth,n,crust, on a 6a '1 of both mass and number of

2A . Of the mass of the earths 8. , 49.5 Per

cent is due to 3. 'eitome. Silicon, the next most abundant,.

10. 'ohly,halt as plentiful. On a 11. basis,

oxygen atoms are more numerous 12, all other kinds of atomz
. ,

13.

combined.

--- the free etb"..E,, oxygen occurs in 14.

atmeephere as 02 molecules:111.r -IB-15,
. % oxygen by

volute; 1.o., for 16. 100 molecules in air, approximately

.20 27. oxygen. On a mass basis, air 18. 21%

'oxygen; for every 100 19 of air, approximately 21g

18.2'

In thecombihed state, oxygen occure,21 in many

einerale, plants and animals,. 22. water. Of the nxygen-

yontaining minerals', 23. moat-abundant are ogee which

contain 24. . The simplest.of these is silica

(25. ), the main constituent of sand. The 26.

abundant, mineral that does not contain 27. 1.s lime stone

(cacpj). In plant and 28t material, oxygen is combined

.with carbon, 29. nitrogen. or hydrogen.
. 7

The industrial sources 30.: 1 oxygen are air and water.

Pros 31. , oxygen Am made by liquefaction and 32.

distillation:' air, coniitng by volume of oxygen,

78% nitrogen, and°34.. % total of argon, neon, carbon
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35.
. , and water, if first freed of

dioxide ald water, compreseedl cooled, and 17. until
liquefaction results to give liquid 38. . On partial
evaporatiOn, the N2,,beieg 39. boiling, boils away
first, .leaving.ihe 40. r richer in 02. Repeated cycles of
41. kind give oxygen that is 99.5 42. cent
pure.

t

From water, very pure 53. can be made by
electrolysis as 44. .by-product )of hydrogen manufacture.
Power 45,

makes electrolytic oiygen more expensive
than 46. obtaiued from air.

aIn the laboratory, 47.
is 'usually made by 'the

thermal 48. of potassium chlorate, KC103. The reaction
49. ' (a) ---412KC1 (a) + 302 (g) is catalyzed 50.

the presence of various solids 'such as manganese dioxide (1%02);
'ferrio oxide (Pe

2
0
3), fine sand or powdered glass.

qt,

15



Scoring Shet
OM=

1. .been

2. elements

3. the

4. oxygen

5. element .

6. , basis
7. atom

8. crust
9. arum

10. 1:
11. number

12. than
13. is
14. the
15. 20

16. every

17. are
18. is '1

19.

20. ozygen

21. naturally
22. &ad

23. the
24. silicon
25..3102
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1 26. ,most
27. silicon
28. aniaial
29. sulfur
30. of
31. air',
32. fraotiOnal
33. 21

34. 1

35. dioxide

36. carbon

37. (txpe.nded

38. air .

39. lover
40. residue
41. this
42. pert
43. oxygen.

44. a

45. consumption

46. that
47. oxygen

48. deoomposftion

49. 2112103!

50. by
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APPENDIX G.

ARABIC READING TEST
3GLISH. TRANSLATION

'

A Stranger in His Country

When Abu-Ai. Oasis Al -3babi was about eleven years old, he lefthis village, Al-Shabiyya, a suburb of Tustin city, south ofTwain for the city Of Tunis, the capital, kith the view ofstudying in Al- Zaituna Mosque. This was then the biggest;
institute for /earning in Tunisia, similar to Al,Azahr inEgypt.

During the following years,s he grew older, his knowledge
increased and he became aware of life around him. At the
beginning of maturity, When he approached his twenties, hefelt that intellectual conflict

that-was taking place between
the backward conservatives and the progressive :/free-minded
radical; between those who were in favour of keeping theArab community a hostage of traditional concepts and those
who were demanding liberation and opening the conteeporary
horizons before it. The poet took the side of the, liberalradicals. Being a gifted young man, heves able to feel the
new trends in life very strongly and to realise thct the
staticaoulds were unable to empress adequately thesemei
trends.

The radical and the poet intermingled in law, character of
AbwAl-Gasim, and from that mixture, there emerged into
life that unique-personality which represents both an
intellectual and an artistic power.

The foveae of the pregressive liberals began to gather into
.a 0SadiqinaBecietyl and Abu Al-Oasts joinedfhem. Duringhis membership in that Society, he delivered his fescue
lecture on the 'Poetic Imagination of the-Arabs', It was
the nature of things that made it necessary for such
talented, liberal-minded poet .to join. the Society becausehe respects deeply the concept of duty and because he
realises his personal responsibility towards others. It
was inevitable for a poet of this nature and this tendency
to join any revolutionary group aiming at changing'the
conditions Of the community and its mentality.

59
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Had.Alu Al -Oasis been a mere romantic poet, engUlfed in his ownpersonal agonies and problems he 'would hive4solated himselffrom the current of life and would not have intermingled withthdprevailing revoluti current. But he was a sad poet,
whose roots of sadness as far as' the actual status of hisnation: that status whi causes sadness in the sensitive souland the tender feeling;. A Al-Gasim was not one of those whotend to see only the seamy de of life and who tend to be
pessimistic for the sake of sm. On the contrary, his
mood wse optimistic; on the whole. He was one of those who;love life, appreciate its value and sacredness and realise the.existing beauty in nature, understand and enjoy it. Yet, inspite of this, Abu Al-Oasis had seen that all beautiful seaningein life were lost and defeated before the ugly, baCkward-forces. .Y6r this reason, he was both a revolutionary and a 'sad artist.Abu Al -Oasis did mot only express himself in poetry, but hewrote Some littld pieces in prose, and these *ere very clearlyindicatiVe of his character and ideas. From thole prose
writings, we find out that he was looking for an over-allconcept about Art.and Life& A concept that might function as acornerstone and provide an explanation for everything concerningAri and Life together. Thus. Al-Shabi is one of the most out-!
standilmfArab poets in the Twentieth'Century, who are preoccupiedwith the Search fez.' an over-all concept. This search is always
a characteristic of the great poet: who cannot be satisfied that -their poetry is merely varied impressions about the different
features of life and who are searching for a central point tolink all these 'stews to both a dingle philosophy and a basicvise towards' life. And AbdA2-qasim. had successfully reachedthat orr-all concept.

(Translation by &whim Ahmed Mohamed'Al-Tabir)
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'APPENDIX 11

STUDY HABITS RESEARCH PROJECT

Uniimrsity of Khartoum

This is a Dictatfon Teat: /Cu are to, write exa
qr.

ctk. what you hear
on the taper

Pirit,,listen as the instructor.reads the selection at a normal
speed.. Then, proceed to write-as the instructor begins to read
the selection a second time, 'sentence by sentence. 'Correctyour

work when he reads each 'sentence a third tiwc
.

6 '

PLEASE WRITE CLEARLY.

0
THERE ARE MANY LESSONS WHICH A NEW STUDENT HAS TO LEARN WHEN HE

COMES TO A LARGE DIVERSITY. / AMONG OTHER THINGS HE MUST
ADJUST-HIMSELF TO THE NEW ENVIRONMENT. / HE MUST LEARN TO

as INDEPEIDENT AND WISE IN MANAGING HIS AFFAIRS. /.HE MDiT,
LEARN TO GET ALONG WITH mar PEOPLE. I. ABOVE ALL BE SHOULD

RECOGNISE WITH HUMILITY THAT TBERE IS MUCH. TO BE LEARNT (ED)

/ AND TEAT HIS MAIN JOB IS TO GROW IN INTELLECT AND IN

SPIRIT. BUT HE MUSN'T LDIE SIGHT OP THE PACT THAT

EDUCATION LIEN LIFE IS MOST WORTH WHILE WHEN IT IS ENJOYED.

(4 . 'Pauses of 25 to 40 seconds.)

C ,
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ARABIC DICTATION TEST
:ENGLISH TRANSLATION

PromAjamas, June 1976

The military Inertia say that the missiles and cannons that are
Ildingusedin 'be Civil War to Lebanon,\tiave a firs-power sufficient,
if'the war coniainiiis, to throw Beirut into_ruine as happened to.
Berlin daring the' Second World War. 4 .

%

The Governient official: say thatthe,orts of a Whole year are
ndeded to' iepair the regions deitroyed war, if ever an agree-
lomat Is reached.

Paz fighting emir 'are Cgr...A4 eie.,latest tn.s of missiles and!
c,auncns that are produced by the United States and the Soviet
'crtaUn.. A Palestinian officerlinnounced that missiles Holmdel=
and anti-aircraft artillary that are made in France,

missiles,

and Pia.* are teLiig'used excessively.'; The latest weapons
introduced into the battlefield are the Soviet -made Grad and
Iltyalha'missilve. and thAmearicansmadi 159mm Hound artillery.

$

(Translated by &shim Aimed Mohamed. Al7Tahir).
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APPENDIX J

INSTRUCTIONS FOR INURPIEWERS
. Greet the subject in a relaxed, infernal

way, as one studentboanother.

. Ask if the
subject wants to speak in Arabic or English(encourage Arabia).

3. Begin by telling
the subject what the project is about andWhat..the interview is fors we want to find out aboutprobloms students have and their ways of dealing withlife at the University, so that next year we can sakethings easier and better for the newntudents.

4. Assure the subjeofthetall
information he givos us inthe interview will be absolutely

confidential -.his namewill never be used in connection
with anything he tells us,

5. Tell his if there are questions
he doesn't want to 'answerhe needn't.

6. Write the subject's
name and faculty on the InterviewSohiduln.

7. Write your awn name on the Interview
Schedule.

S. Ask each question as Wts written othe InterviewSchedule.. If .the subject doesn't
understand something,then elaborate,

re-4ord, smplat. alIerja Atawn=- i.e., not imiendh..

..
.

.
9. In the same 'sty, when you nark down the answer, be verycertair. von/understand just what the subject means. Thisis weryisportnnt - you and the subject must

communicateas perfectly as possible. If.there is any
doubt-on either.

,. side about what the question or answer is, keep tryinguntil you get it. right.
..-;

10. When the
interview is'finiehed:

a thank the subject for his help.b give his, his piastrei.0 give his a copy of the Diary
Porn (In English orArabic, ai he prefers).

Explain to his haw totill it in every day in,detall.
Remind his thathe gets-Al for the completed Diary. Explain wherehe is .to return

the completed Diary.
t .



APPENDIX I

UMITERSIT! OP lateRToum
Student Affairs Soction

Study Habits Research Project

=mum SCHEDULE

1. What _Province in the Sudan do
you come from?

2. What Risher Secondary School
did you attend?

.

3. Did you attend an'English,
Medium secondary school?

4. Haw old are you?

Subject's Name

NO

5. Do both.. your parents speak Arabic? TEl NO,

Do 40.0ur of tgem speak IngliLh? TES NO.

Can your:father read Arabic.? TES - NO

Can he read English? TES NO

Can yqur mother read Arabic? TES NO .

Can ahe read English? TES NO

6. How many brothers and sisters do
you have? (Write total nui6er.)

7. What langUages do yOu speak bean

What other languages do you @pink?

s: How do youike living in Marta=
do you. enjoy living in a big city NOCE

like Hhartoum?

NOT AT
SO SO ALL
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9. Did you stay'in Ibartoum
during thellaat holiday -
between First and Second term? YES NO

If not, where did you go?
. HOME FRIEND RELATIVE ABROAD
. OTHER ,

7-10. Do you enjoy University life - VERY
do you like it here? mud- . -A' SO SO

11:Are the hostels too noisy for you? ,,,,,,NO.

I _Do you get enough sleep at night? ! YES NO

12. Do you get ill very often? YES NO

If-so, what sort of illness?
&:;.--.

13. When you have personal problems,
who ao you go to for advice and
help in the University?

14. Do you have any frienda among
the opposite sex?

NOT
AT
ALL

NO

15. Do you pray regularly every day? YES NO

16. Are you intereeted in National
politica?

Do you have time to participate
much?

YES :NO

YES NO

Do you think-students should take
part in politics? YES NO

17. Are there enough social activities
in the University for you - clubs,

YES NOsocieties, sports, parties, genies
and the like?

What would you like more of?

'41
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18. Can you understand most of what your
lecturers say in English? YES NO

If not, does this worry you? YES NO

If you. don't understand something ASK ASK
in a lecture, how do you find out? LECTURER. OTHER DON'T

STUDENTS

19. DO any of your lecturers ever
lecture in Arabic?

If so, whidir,subject(s)?

YES NO

20. Would you like, to have your
lectures in Arabic.? YES NO

21. Do you discuss your work with
your friends in Arabic?

22 Do you ever discuss your work
in English with your friends? YES NO .

22. Where do you usually study? HOSTEL MAIN DEPARTMENT EMPTY
LIBRARY STUDY ROOMS CLASS-

OR LIBRARY ROOM

Can you always-ind a place to
study when you want it?

23. Do you usually study alone
or with friends?

---24-4---DO-You-study "in a way which is
' different from your friends?

. 25. Do you have,enough study time?

25. Can you usually find the books
.teachers ask you to read?

27. Do :you try to learn by heart
everything you hear in lectures
and read?

ALONE

NO

WITH FRIENDS

NO

NO

NO

NO



28. Do you try to take notes
in lectures?

163

Do you try to write everything
or just tho:isportant'things?

Do you take notes in English
or Arabie

29. Do your teachers ever giveliyou
preparedjotes?

lir

If so, which subjects?

30. Do you have to' attend too
slaty lwcturee?

Do you get tired during a
one-hoUr lecture - is it
too long?

Which do you prefer - lectures or
tutorials/practieale?

31. Have you'ever asked a question
in a lecture?

YES' NO

EVERYTHING 16ORTANT

ENGLISH ARABIC

NO

r.

LECTURES

NO

4.0

TUTORIALS/
PARCTICAIS

YES NO

32. Are your subjects this year
interesting? YES NO

33. Whose. fault is it when you do
SUBJECT

. badly?
TOURS. TEACHER'S TOO HARD

OTHER

34. Do your lecturers know ,Tcwr name?

35. Do you think your teachers are
.tnterested in you personally?

NO

1(0

--If noi, what are they intereete& in?

36. Do you have an Academic Advisor
in your Vicinity?

' YES NO
'37. Are you, eatisfiei with the way you

are being taught in the University? TES NO

THANK YOU VERY MUCH:
DO YOU WISH THIS INTERVIEW WAS, FINISHED? IT IS.
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APPENDIX

STUDY EABITS.RESEANCH PROJECT'

University of Khartoum

INSTRUCTIONS FOR STUDENT DIARY

This Diary is to be a record of the daily life of Preliminary-year
students at the University of Khartoum. We want to know what students'.
do during a normal day - what time they wake up, when they study, who
they talk to, when they sat, when they play,-when they go to bed at
night. The information you give us in this Diary will be completely
Confidential - no one will ever know who gave us the information.

There are seven pages in this Diary - one page for each. day of the
week. Beginning tomorrow, you should fill in the form to tell about
your activties during the day.. Be as complete as possible. You
can fill in the form at the end of the day, if you wish, but pleases
do it.immtAWID so you'will not forget what you did, when and with
whom..- At the end of the seven days, you should turn in the finished
Diary and you will receive Cl. This is the end of your participation
in the Project!

THE KIND OF INFORMATION WE WANT

1. Personal Activities - when you get up in the morning; when you
say your prayers; when you eat breakfast, lunch, evening
meal; people you visit or who+visit you; what time_you to
to bed at night.

2. lecturso/Tutorials/Practizm7.6 - we want to know how much ties
you spend in class each day. Report only those classes-you
actually attend - if you are supposed to go but for some reason
do not, please say so -irememtler, yori teachors will not see
your Diaries. Examinations are near t.fid lie...viures are nearly
finished, but please report any °lemmas yon: attend.

3. Study Time - we are especialliintekeeted in the time you spend
studying for examinations. Please report all times you study,
even if only far a few minutes between lectires. Please tell:
;1) what 'subject you studied; 2) what:You.did -.read a book,
wrote, read notes; 3) where yoU studied; 4) who studied with .

you; and 5) how long yoU studied.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR STUDENT DIARY (CONTINUED)

PLEASE FILL IN YOUR DIARY EACH DAT. After neVervdays, when your

Diary is finished, please turn it in to:

Faculty of Arts: Se.. Mandi,, Secretary, English Department Office

Faculty of Law: 3d. Abdel-Karim, Registrar,

Faculty of Economics: Mrs. Tadros, English Office, Top floor

Faculty of Sciences 3d. Anwar, E.L.S.U. Offide '

When you hand in the finished Diary, you will receive your Li.

Thank you very much,

/s/ Dan

177

If NO, what are the reasons?

I still have problems understanding spoken English
I have to dttend too many lectures
I have trouble taking good lecture notes
ny subjects are ant interesting
I have trouble writing good English
I don't have enough study time
my teachers don't give me enough help
I am unable to do enough reading
Can't se9m to understand what tha,teachire want

my classes are too big
I can't use the library-verywell
I don't like to ask questions
I don't feel at home here

.1 '1'1 ply
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Haw Student 'No (Palle)

0000.1.111.1....IMMINWEPOI.

IMMIX

Buy t T1ntrsdax,

MONA

ACTIVITIES

5 7 e.s.

I got up at

5 o'clock,

had a bathe

and I wit
to the 11, at

half tut
six,

9 ea,

I 1104 been

sitting on

luta on the
Main road til

half put
1101111

11 MI 11 ,m, -5

I have a

breake

between 4

o'clock til
halt past
four,

7 1043edtise

I had sty I had a

ripper at breake with

halt past my friend,

seven and wentlihen I returned

back for after
studying, hotr.I found

my friends

searching

for Ise and

then had

antther

LECT'lla

PRACTICAISt-
.. TUTORIAL

Ihadan

trchaeological

*lecture from

ten' to

'eleven,

I had a

lecture at
frog twelve'

o'clock to

one, It vas
an Arabic

lecture,

roake,

I wont to the

library Trot

.9 o'clock,

I ban been

studying

Arabia poetry

during this

tine.

I have been

studying in

one of the

rooms. of

political

science

room,

I have been

studying in

the library,
I have been

reading

Archaeology,

I didn't gain

much of sty

reading

because it is
a bite

diff4.culte

I returned

to studying

at 10

a!olock, But

after' that

I couldn't

read well

and I fed

up of reading

and so went

out at 10,30,

I 'went to

bed at 11,40.-
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one Student Three (14l le) Day: Tuesday

FammumpollOw,rimmrprin

PERSONAL

ACTIYITIES

LECTURES

PRACTICAIS

TUMULI

STUDY.

t, TIRE

5.7 co, 7 ., 9 aim; 9.11 am. 11 - 2 .16 2 .

I have got up et 8 ex I

said my have taken

prayers . my breakfast

at 10 a.m.

I have

attended a

lecture on

politics

. 10 I went
Pram 6 7 1- 0 aa.

to the main
I have solved I continued

mathematical solving those '''J
a

problems problems
reference

which was not

available at

that time

at 12 a.m. I at 2 and

came back to p.m. 1 was

the hostel visited from

at 1i a.m.
' 3 . 5 p.m.

I have taken I have slept

my lunch At I have

said my

prayer

at 11 a.m. I

have a tutors

class

AM.

I have a

lecture on

sociology

at 7i p.m. I at 12 went

have taken to bed

my evening

meal, then

I have said

my prayer

at.8,p.m. I At 10 p.m.

went to the., I ease back

main libOry from

'library to

the hostell,

and joined

my roo ..tee

in a very

interesting .

discussion

on economics

problems

i.
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Amman i

UNIVERSITY. OF KHARTOUM
Student Affairs Section

Study Habits Research Project

QUESTIONNAIRE IiraCILIELAME.

1 do you like living in VERY NOT
rtoum.- do you enjoy 30 SO AT
wing in a pig city like ALL

ous?

. Do yOu enjoy University VERY. NOT
life - do you like it horn?

GIVE YOUR REASONS

MUCH SO SO AT
ALL

3. Are the hostels too noisy
for you?

4. When you have personal
problems. who do !mu go
.to for advice ant help in
the University?

5. Do you have any friends
among the opposite sex?

.

6. Can you understand most of
what your lecturers say in
'English?

YES 'NO

FRIENDS HOSTEL WARDEN

RELATIVE TEACHER NO ONE

NO

YES NO

1

If you don't understand ASK ASK REFERENCE I

something in a, lecture) how' LECTURER OTHER BOOKS DON'T
,do you find out? °TUDENTS ,

7. Wbuld you likstO have your I

lectures in Arnbic?

4IVE'YOUR REASONS

NO

YES NO
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9. When you take lecture notes
you try to .write every-

thing or lust the
things?

IMPORTANT
E ERYTHING THINGS

10.ffo you have to attend too many
lectures? YES NO

Which do you prefer-
lectures or tutorials/

. LECTURES TUTORIALS/
in'actioals? PRACTICAIS

11. Have you. ever askid.a
question in a lecture? YE NO

12. Are your subjects this year
interesting?

13. Are you satisfied with the
way you lire\being taught
in the university?

GIVE TOUR REASONS

NO

NO

14.4re you a better student now
than you were 1!: your
preliminary ysart . YES NO

If Iggi what are the reasons? Tick ( ) as many as are true:

I can understand spoken English bettor this year
I don't have so many lectures this year
my lecture notes are better
my 'subjects are more interesting
I can write better English
my friends. help me more. 1

I have more study time
MY teachers give me more help
I have been doing more reading
I.have a better idea about what,the teacher' want
My classes are smaller .
I am able to use.",:he library
Lam not so afraid to ask questions
I feel5lore at home here
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If 1190 what are the reasons?

I still have
problems understanding

spoken English.I have to attend too many lecturesI. have trouble
taking good lecture notesmy sUbjects are not interestingI have trouble
writing good InglithI'don't have enough study time,

my teachers don't give *enough helpI am.unablo to do 'enough readingI can't seem to-understand what the teachers wantmY classes are too big
.I can't use the library-very wellI don't like to ask questions

.I don't feel at home here

I s:


